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SUBSCRIPTION PRICK,
IF PAID IN ADVANCE,

$2.00

PER YEAR.

ELLSWORTH, MAINE, WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER 25, 1903.

$1.50.

woomwrmem*,

LOCAL AFFAIRS

The mandolin,
several pictures of ningham, (second alto.
coronation of Kins banjo and guitar club will also appear.
Edward and the “Fireman’s Dream”, j The members of this club are: Mrs.
The entertainment will conclude with the Charles E. Alexander, Misses N. F. Drumfamous Passion Play.
mey, Margaret Dresser, Ida
Higgins,
Messrs. F. O. Browne, M. M. Mertz and F
Station Agent C. D. Wiggin has moved
bis family from the Rowe house on Hari- Carroll Burrill. Miss Bertha L. Giles will
cock street to the tenement recently va- sing and Harry Gerry will make a speech.
macbiue and

interest,

THE OLI) RELIABLE
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK

Hancock

County Savings Bank,

ORGANIZED MARCH 17, 1873,
has paid regular semi-annual dividends amounting~to
Surplus above all liabilities
Loans only on unquestionable security (not names alone).
X. B. CooLtnoK, President,
C. C. Bvrkill, treasurer,

$201,811.01
33,305.70

John F. Whitcomb, vice-president,
F. C. Birktll, assistant treasurer.

In bankruptcy—E«t Edmon Eno.
Fred W Smith, U W McAII-tcr—Commissionera’ notice.
Admr notice—F.st John K Whittaker.
B F Joy—Photographer.
Wlggln A Moore—Apothecaries.
Bank statement—Condition of First national
bank.
A W Greely—Simmons watch chain.
A K Moore—Dry goods, millinery, etc.
Bangor:
Sawyer Dental Co.
East Rochester, n H:
Hood Mfg Co—Agent wanted.

INSURANCE

FIRST

NAT’L

BANK

GEO.

H.

m.

TOST-OFFICB.
Going East-6.20 a tn and 5.30 p m.
Going West—11.20 a m and 5 and 9pm.
No Sunday trains.

$1.50

We close

is

making

a

visit

of several weeks in Boston.

0. W. TAPLEY, insurance
of all kinds.

We

represent sucjcompanies as the following: “/Etna,” “Hartford,” “National,” "Royal,” “Western,” "Commer**
cial Union,” “New York Underwriters,” “Hamburg-Bremen,” "Norwich,” "Manchester,” "Mercantile,” and "Williamsburg City.” They are the largest companies and write at the lowest
rates. Give us a call.
BANK BUILDING, ELLSWORTH.

Prof. Harry C. Emery is spending the
Thanksgiving recess at home.
Miss Ruble B. McQown returned from
New York last Thursday evening.
Mrs. F. Carrol Bnrrill has returned
from a visit to friends in Saco and Portland.
There will be

off until to-morrow that which you
Come in and buy your

can

•

Dress Skirts

S

not go to

*

it

in

wi 1

nay

Mrs.

a

Lewiston last

A

the

?

T

All my work guaranteed in writing! for ten years.
FREE—Painless extracting when others are
needed. I use nothing but the REST of material

Kent.

city

as

Ichabod and

the
Ann

Bullard usually spends the
in Ellsworth.

Mrs.

between teams
and

high

the

representing

school.

the alumni

For the

first time

without a
many years Ellsworth is
regular football team and chances to witness a game have been
few. To-morrow
there will probably be a good attendance.
in

Royal pulled in the fire alarm
evening about 7.30. There was a fire

Freddie

quite
learn,

last

somewhere

down.on

which

very faint reflection. As
coming to work he saw this

made

Freddie

was

Mt.

Desert

island

a

and, thinking perhaps the toll
burning up, pulled in the
The carts didn’t leave the house.

reflection

bridge

State street

late

football game is scheduled for toafternoon
at
Wyman park

A

was

alarm.

John H. Brimmer and wife will spend
Thanksgiving with Mrs. Brimmer’s sister, Mrs. Anuie Church, in Cherrytield.
The next meeting of the literature
club will be held with Miss Mary H.
on

of the

morrow

evening mail.

Black

A week

of

two ago the Ariel quartette,
which Miss Mabel Monaghan is first
or

soprano, bad an uncomfortable experience.
After travelling 300 miles to keep an engagement at Winchester, Va., they dis-

Monday evening.

baggage nor music
The members of Mrs. Charles I. Welch’s
had shown up. They gave their conschool
class
a
social
at
the
as
as
gave
Sunday
wnit-11
is
in all my WOTK,
uoiupieieu
quicK-iy
_I Ti
in their travelling suits,
Unitarian vestry last Friday evening. It cert, nevertheless,
possible. GOLD CROWNS, 22-karat, each $5. BRIDGE was well attended
and the News, of Winchester, gave them
the
members
of
the
by
WORK according to number of teeth, each $5. RICHMOND
the swellest kind of a notice.
Bchool.
CROWNS, half porcelain and half gold, {8. LOGAN CROWNS, all porcelain, $4. GOLD
Mrs. Edmund Bonsey fell down stairs
Presiding Elder F. L. Hayward, of
FILLINGS, $1.25 up.
Monday and was badly bruised about the
Bucksport, will occupy the pulpit of head and shoulders and
cut on the hands.
the Methodist church Sunday morning
Mrs. Bonsey started to descend the stairs
and evening.
when her heel caught on the second step
Dr. F. O. BROWNE, Mgr. First National Bank Bldg., Ellsworth.
The quarterly conference of the Methofrom the top and she lost her balance. In
dist church will be held at the vestry
falling she reached out and grasped the
Saturday evening. Rev. F. L. Hayward, of first thing her hand came in contact with
wiil
preside.
Bucksport,
which happened to be a sharp hook. It
There will be a pie sociable and free en- made an ugly gash the whole length of
tertainment Saturday evening, Nov. 28, her hand.
_

covered that neither

__

rULL SET, S7.

—

ELLSWORTH DENTAL PARLORS,

PICTURES

[fobs^
[AVen

£?» Women

MADE AT THE

_arc very much in fashion'
.Everybody it seems is
"”

Joy Studio
by Fenley would make a very appropriate and acceptable Christmas present. We would suggest that all contemplating pictures for the holidays
drop In early and avoid the rush which
generally occurs at this period.
What Sam Preble, of Waterville,
said:
This
To the public in general:
is to certify that I have known Mr.
—

Fenley
him

a

for a long time
Crackerjack.

and consider

There's nothing We
know of more

suitable far a gift.
Let us show you
fhe

Simmons
Fobs
Watch

Some

are

of

delightfully

quaint patterns,others most
delicately wrought.
Let us all tie thankful
and on the morrow
that our spiritual, moial,
physical and financial conditions are as good as they
aie, and hope they may he
And may your
litter.
11,ai ksgiring dinner set
cause no headand
lightly

Oct. 20, 1003.

FURNITURE
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

aches

or

stomach aches.,.

A. W.

The

The following exercises will take place
the high school this afternoon:
Music by K. Hurley, Sylvia Gould, Ruby

at

Gurney

Knowlton; current
by Helen Donovah; the school
by Grace Wescott and Leon Rowe,

The

three-masted

schooner

?rask”, Capt. Hutchings,

from

E. J. DAVIS’
n0w

read7

on the affirmative
by Hervey Mace and Georgia Quinn, and
on the negative by Ernest Lyman
and
Josie Essington. The remainder of the
third division will declaim. These will
be the last exercises for the term.

An Interesting: meeting was held in Ly“Melissa
Jonesport gouia lodge room last Wednesday evenheadings, ing, when two cand dates were given the
Eggemog- third degree. The team work was good

Rondout with staves and
pent ashore on Sally island in
;in reach last Monday, Nov. 16. She was
nly slightly damaged.
To-morrow evening the Edison moving

and it is sate to say that the candidates
fully appreciated it. After work supper

ilcture and concert company will
lown the boards in Hancock hall.

This is

o

ompany

brings

with

them

a

was

at the

Ellsworth Greenhouse

ProrapCServtce.

Gllen* Office, Bank Bloch, ElUwohh.

The
good

SlJT&rrtisnitfnte.

county

chapter,

paper.]

ceeds

season.

The

net

pro-

were

be

well

not

only

to

owns the

was

opposite Post Office, Ellsworth.

[

ladies

packed with an appreciative
although the play had been

and

before, the new specialties introduced
it the appearance of a new play. Mr.

come

Wiggin & Moore,

property.

NEW CAUCUS LAW.
Voters Must be Enrolled, or They
Can’t Vote at Caucuses.
The voters of Ellsworth should not
overlook the fact that hereafter in order
to vote at .caucuses
rolled as members of
candidates

they

must

be

en-

the party for whose

they intend to vote.

Each voter is

expected

to enroll himself

office of the city clerk, but' section
5 of the law provides that in order to
facilitate the first enrollment, town committees of each political party shall file
with the clerk a list of the voters who are
believed by them to be members of their
at the

respective parties.
This must be done before Jan. 1, 1904,
will constitute a legal enrollment.
But any voter may change
from one party to another by making a
and this list

personal application

to

the

in his

own

pleasing

agaiu

way, thanked
he would surely

next season, which

ceived with

applause.

Sunday

the

The

was

re-

clerk

and

signing papers provided for the purpose.
A voter may make a change up to the
day of a caucus, but after he has signified his choice of party he cannot take
part in the caucus of another party fof a
period of six months.
While voters and committees have until Jan. 1 to file lists, the city committees
of Ellsworth are desirous of having the
lists complete by Dec. 10, and they earnestly request all vjters'to assist them in
this matter, and respond by that date.
By so doing much friction and possible
misunderstanding can be avoided, and the
work of the committees materially lessened.

Seaside Local Union.
The Seaside local union of Christian
Endeavor and Epworth league will meet
at Surry, Dec. 10, instead of Dec. 3, as
previously announced. Rev. C. D. Crane,
field secretary, is expected to be present
and give addresses afternoon and evening.
The regular printed programme will be
carried out as far as possible.
If stormy,
the following day.
CHURCH NOTES.
METHODIST EPISCOPAL.

J. P. Simonton, pastor.
Saturday, Nov. 28
Quarterly conference, Rev. F. L. Hayward presiding.
Sunday, Nov. 29—Morning service at
10.30. Sermon by Rev. F. L. Hayward.
Sunday school at 11.45. Evening service
at 7.
Rev. F, L. Hayward.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
Bayside—Preaching Sunday at 2.30 p. m.
Mr. Simonton.
UNION CONO’L, ELLSWORTH PALLS.
Sunday, Nov. 29—Sunday school at 11.30
Rev.

—

G. M. Watters, of Hampden, is
her parents here.
The little child of Mr. and Mrs. Her*
ber Ftlood was unfortunate enough to
fall from a chair on Sunday and break the
bones of the forearm.
Mrs.

visiting

The many friends of William Armstrong are sorry to learn that he is ill
with typhoid fever, and that his condition is considered serious. His mother,
Mrs. Elias Armstrong, is with him at his
home in Rochester, N. H.
Charles J. Clough died Sunday night
at the home of his brother Eugene after a
short illness. He leaves several brothers,
and a host of friends by whom he will be
greatly missed. Funeral services were

Tuesday at 1 p. m.,
Rev. J. P. Simonton officiating. Interment at Juniper cemetery.
The death of Mrs. David Salsbury occurred on Sunday night at the home of
her mother here.
The .remains were
been taken to her home in Otis where the
funeral services will be held on Wednesday afternoon. She had numerous relatives here, besides many friends who

deeply

regret her death.

Nov. 24.

J.
_____

COMING EVENTS.

Wednesday, Nov. 26,

at Hancock hall—
concert, bail and supper by Dirigo

Annual

athletic club.

Tickets at Cunningham’s*
Thursday, Nov. 26, at Hancock ball—
Edison’s Moving Pictures and Concert
Co. Admission 10 and 25 cents to all parts

of the hall.
Friday, Nov. 27, at Hancock hall—AlFarland, banjo virtuoso.

fred A.

Thursday, Dec. 10, at Unitarian vestry—
supper of Unity club.
Seaside
Thursday, Dec. 10, at Surry
local union and Epworth league. (Postponed from Dec. 3.)
Hancock hall, Tuesday, Dec. 15— Dan
and Dolly Mann in “Mandy Hawkins”.
Annual sale and

—

Tickets 35 and 50c.

Sttiertil&mtni*.

Beads Beads

Beads

Apache Beadwork
I

now

have

stock of

a

Beads,

Books of Instruction

Looms,
with patterns
Watch

Fobs

Also Purse

Trimmings

for
and

Tops

Purses,

Chains,
and Fob

at 25 andoO cents.

Send me your orders and
make your selection of Xmas

gifts

now.

J. A THOMPSON
2U>Ucrtisniunts.

Hot Water

Bags

a. m.

Weekly

prayer

meeting Friday evening
BAPTIST.

E. at 6 p. m. Evening service at 7.
Rev. N. Hunt, of Charleston, will preach.
Prayer meeting Friday at 7.30 p. m.
Hancock—South church at 10.30 p. m.;
Corner church at 2 30. Rev. N. Hunt.
Trenton—Service Sunday at 2.30.
Surry—Services at 2 and 7 p. m.
C.

Good bags, made of good rubber by
a good firm.
Every bag carefully inspected and all imperfect ones thrown
out. No cracks or weak spots in any
of them.
All good substantial bags
that will stand hard usage. We invite
The
you to examine this new lot.
prices are at the bottom notch for
such quality.
Nothing better made
for the money. 1 qt., 2qt.. 3 qt., 4 qt.
G.A.

PARCHER, Apothecary,

No. 14 Main

Street, Ellsworth Maine.

UNITARIAN.

company left
Rev. S. W. Sutton, pastor.
for Rockland.
Sunday, Nov. 29—Service at 10.30 a. m.
The steamer made a special trip into the
Sunday school at 11.45 a. m.
river after the company and baggage.
CONGREGATIONAL.
To-night occurs the annual concert,
Rev. J. M. Adams, pastor.
ball and supper of
the Dirigo athletic
Friday, Nov. 27—Prayer and conference
club at Hancock hall. A good programme
at 7.30.
of home talent is promised. Music for meeting
Sunday, Nov. 29—Morning service at
dancing will be furnished by Monaghan's
10.30 Sunday school at 11.45 a. m. Thursorchestra. Supper will be served in the
Nov. 26, at 4 p. m., Union Thanksgivlower hall. The ladies’ quartette will day,service.
Sermon by Rev. Silas W. Suting
appear for the first time thiB evening. ton.
__________
The quartette is composed of Miss Mary
F. Hopkins, first soprano, Miss Mildred
To have peace in the family a wise man
Sanborn, second soprano, Miss Emma A. is willing to believe even in Christian
R. Allen, first alto, and Mrs. J. A. Cun- Science.
on

ELLSWORTH FALLS.
Miss Ethel Jellison is visiting relatives
in Waltham.

held at the church

Rev. David Kerr, pastor.
Sunday, Nov. 29—Morning service at
10.30.
Sunday school at 11.45. Junior

Klark,

Special prices to-day.

the

a halt, as it is expensive
city, but to the man that

call

to the

The Klark-Urban company closed a
successful week’s engagement here SaturThe
day evening with “A Stolen Wife”.

here

mention. The Hot Water Bottle makes the treatment most
convenient. We have Hot Water Bottles in an assortment of
sizes and of tough wearable rub-

Corner

entertainments this

at 7.30.

gave

A Hot Water Bottle

ber.

and after several songs by the
entire company the party dispersed pronouncing it one of the most enjoyable

acted in this capacity, but in all probability it will not be the last, as their work
as waitresses was very satisfactory.

hall

Sick or Well

by

of Eastern Star.

order

the first time that the ladies have

audience,

DRUGGISTS.
The Ellsworth American
[The only

served in the lower hall

of Irene

hold

necessity in every house
nowadays. The efficiency of hot
applications in cases or tooth-

Typewriter...

represented

served,

paper
and a debate discussed

is a

DRUMMEY,

Reasonable Prices.

Hazel

the audience and said

Public Stenographer
...and

and

events read

ache, earache, faceache, cramp,
etc., is too well known to need

MISS N. F.

Telephone connection.

bridge schoolhouse.

pend the rest of the week here.

GKBELY,

5 Main Stiect

WML PAPERS and DRAPERIES

A splendid
C C D \I C
assortment of rOVl wo

Brimmer’s

public is cordially invited.
Owing to repairs and renovations in
progress in Odd Fellows hall, there will be
10 meeting of Sunrise council this week,
he next session being on the regular
light, Dec. 3.
Ellsworth’s Bowdoin college contingent
-Knowlton, Parcher, Rowe, Redman and
oy—will eat their Thanksgiving turkey
vith their respective families
and will

cow

Sam L. Pkeble.

Waterville,

"~f wearin8rfhem.

it

were

Mrs.

summer season

ill, Is, her friends will be pleased to
rapidly recovering.
The postofiice will be closed to-morrow
from 9 o’clock until after the opening of

A. El. MOORE.

Fred Walton Howard.

Bullard is well known In this

meeting of
Thursday daughter

and Furs. Do evening.
Bangor for these James Lord returned last Thursday
a five*weeks’ visit to relatives in
goods, when you can buy them from
New York.
at
for less money
home. I
Rev. George F. Sibley occupied the pulcarry a good line of Dry pit of the Baptist church Sunday morning
Goods, Boots, Rubbers and and evening.
Overshoes. If you want Boys’ William S. Grant, of Philadelphia, was
in town last week, the guest of Frank M.
Boots that will wear and not
Gaynor and wife.
rip, you will find them here. Mrs. John E.
who has been

no owier.

about town

men

Miss

$30. The ladies of the committee are: Mrs. A. P. Wiswell, chairman, Mrs. L. A. Emery, Mrs. John F.
Whitcomb, Mrs. H. J. Joy, Mrs. C. C. BurManrill, Mrs. H. M. Hall, Miss Elizabeth True.

be discussed.

Esoteric

Doyle,

iry a pair ana you

of

married to

F. Carroll Burrill attended

a

tend

being Thanks-

H. Titus.
the Sbriuers In

gave

Bertha L. Giles sang in her usual
acceptable manner, refreshments were

wedding of Interest to Ellsworth
giving.
people occurred in Charlestown, Mass., last
Mrs. W. P Woodward left Saturday for Wednesday, when Florence Edna, daughNew York to visit her daughter, Mrs. W. ter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bullard, was

Hats, Coats,

9

work

no

do to-day lodge Thursday evening,

church

hovel entertainment at the home ot Mrs.
John M. Hale on Main street last Thursday evening. The main feature of the
evening was the telling of “who’s who”
from silhouettes. Several prominent bus-

The barn on the Stabawl road owned
by William J. Drummey was burned to
the ground las: Friday night. The cause
of the fire is uukuown, but is thought to
have been incendiary. This is the third
barn to be burned this fall and two withThere was a large attendance at the in a week of each
other. It was at first
Methodist church Sunday
evening to thought to be due to the carelessness of
welcome Miss Anna Beale, of Bangor.
hunters who were perhaps a little too free
Miss Beale’s lecture was very interesting with
their powder. It is donbtfui, howand she held the attention of her audience
ever, if a gunner would be prowling
to the end. There was special music inabout that lonely road at 11 o’clock at
cluding a solo by Miss Fannie Tower.
night, and if be was he would have no
afternoon
the
alliance
occasion to enter a barn. The buildings
Monday
Unity
met with Mrs. S. W. Sutton and sewed were out of the reach of the city water,
for the coming fair of the club which is
but the bleze looked near enough to call
to be held December 10, in the Unitarian out the department, and it had a run
The
next
of
the that would do credit to a three-horse
regular meeting
vestry.
alliance will be next Wednesday, Decemhose. If the fires were set for the purber 2, when “The Art of Choosing” will pose of seeing the firemen run, it would

per year in advance.

seeking employment.
Mrs. J. A. Peters, jr.,

ot the November committed

Congregational

the

absence of Rev. D. Kerr at
week, Rev. J. P. Simonton offic- ;
iated at the marriage of Miss Marshall, I
of Trenton, to Isaac N. Salisbury, jr., of;
Lamoine. The bride has assisted as organist and otherwise in the (Trenton Baptist church.

Willis Dunn left for New York Friday

Saturdays at 1 o’clock

will!

The ladieB
of

iness

In the

and H. W. Estey. Single copies,
5 cents;
subscription price,

CO.,

ELLSWORTH and BAB HARBOR, ME,

put

sermon

set last

Ellsworth at the news stands of
C. H. Iceland, J, A. Thompson

ME.

General Insurance and Real Estate.

Do not

The

^

GRANT

LONC DISTANCE TELEPHONE.

services.

He en C. Hatbeway,
formerly
city, will be interested to
learn that after attending the lectures at
the University of Heidelberg, she has entered the royal high school in Hanover,
Germany, for a course in literature and
French.

THE AMERICAN is on sale in

ELLSWORTH,
The

State street.

of this

MAIL CLOSES AT

BLDG.,

the

be

Friends

m
a

family Into

by Rev. S. W. Sutton, of the Unitarian
church. All are cordially invited to at-

effect October 12,1903.
and 6.13 p m.
m, 5.H6 and 9.48 p

on

High street.

on

has moved his

Thanksgiving

Going East—7.16 a
Going West—ll.f6

the

All Protestant churches will join with
the Congregational
church to-morrow
afternoon at 4 o’clock in holding union

SCHEDULE OF MAILS

In

MASON,

Estey

McGown house

AT ELLSWORTH POST-OFFICE.

C. W. & F. L.

as

by George Kstey

cated
Mr.

shows

such

steamer

L. W,

JORDAN,
UNDERTAKER,
ELLSWORTH.

chkistias
IV
TV*eI e f'*r
t£*~< <t Hava I h y

exdeavor.
lor.

V'

Bvirfftfitnc
i.
II. IVj J ir-

of I

Teph'.— A mborioo t&utlv
*tE. 1-7.
India

HOW HE WENT

Hluiuai Dentin Column.

I.it.

Zr

2.

GUNNING

j

It* Moti*:

fM» many ■■start ’points b

n

(Ortctut)
A belle usually hecoaw.* such rath«r

of tfct* ewhsma are nvrrtnrtly
The
intausd in th ftfte *sw» «m|»—b H tot tte rvumI j
WtMr4S, »¥>* aim* !*> O* V*>V**t *» t
the common **>«a, l* i» for the com. {
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»*»o «*e—a p*<i te servant* * jMsrv*y«r »f I*- ;
form*.; to® su**» swgge-iio*- a m*»3um l*er »l» U
*» tM* -apmetoy 5* aoltew* |
lenAktoft of bk»f
commo »teatWa*» aaa h* <**re***tev*--;d* S*r*pfcly
on 'ft*
*tve* is 1* tttU rr*#;<wtt Co«
■iu»iaiU>M m^i. (.< <teMd 0o» tte mum at
»ra»T wltf MX be p-.lsud ti vp* by p«fr»Ja*lwo i
w j
UwwvBtoOViM* vtti be ***»£«•* t«
r.vr of the osluma. ihM mm
rv^»*•»'{; r.
AtWrtM
wmJ be r*J-*-te»» wKiiout good rva*oa
aB eonmasleatkHt* to
Tat amiucai,
fc.IL worth, Me

for India
-vis baotj of,
Messed with th»
The p*>K ral I
the tropica.
ry of
The
UUt is ah* m*>-t
•atire race* w *e sobjnga ''ll r drivrti
nt by the Aryan invader* who nariwd
the tanka of the **a«g*t about 1500
B. C.
The jpoveraaeaBt lav been at
4iffei»r,t ^Dn nnder the control of
Ak&nlrr of Gnet. I varies L. the
(feat mogBbt *nd *- Ttritis-h la 1(12
the Ears- India company of Er.E’snd
•■tab via bed it* imdsng post at Sunt
India and by the efeap of the ceotury
had founded esta&Sshraents at Rocrhay, Cal< o:i* and hi« m In 1757
the Enc -. post at CaJcnrta was taken
by Xabeb S*rrr»;ah lasoriah of Krnsrai.
It was rwaptarwl hy tiw Er>-r'.*».b. and
the EM 1»L*
«:.pasy s~* ic; :"j e*fesriel its amhKity o- r ail India.
After the sep--7 marts*, as asstsrrer
tfon ref the aati_,e snfcEers m W'7-r*v
the government of iccfa by art of parHament was taken not of the hands of
the East India company and reared
In the EngS.sb <ro»i sad the kins of
England is near also the emperor of
India.
Coder the English government great
changers ha to taken place in India.
Life and property are now secure,
railroad* extend in every direction,
the chief cities are united by telegraph. lines of steamer* pty the Indus
and Ganges and public schools,
leges
and newspaper* have been established.
As a result of the introduction of European science and civilization many
oid superstitions are being nndermined.
even that of the ancient caste system.
India is therefore ripe for the gospel.
The giving np of the old will be followed by an abandonment of ail reiigk>n unless the new and better way is
at once effectively presented to the

•Vrery prwspctt p'—.»-r

-Heipfwl and Hopeful

:«

►

(

-t

Tkoeck sharp may ha oar trouble*
Tax >>y# m store Hum 4Mbk
The

bnte Mi

ruk the eo«ai4* tad

tte

like a wal.
To c«ar*l uwit dmea rear.
To laH tte Iwbtet aeter;
▲ad Myaekoc tbi* oM earth remain*
world, alter alt

a

teal

arc

Miss Alice Bailey, of
Atlanta, Ga~, escaped the

telfM

**Du» Mbs. Pisiham :—I wish to
express my gratitude for the
bt*alth and happsnews Lydia E. Pinkham’* \>Rftahlf» Compoand has
brought into my life.
l had suffered for three year* with
terrible pains at the time of menstruation. and did not know what the trouble
was until the doctor pronounced it inflammation of tlie ovaries, and

Smile e«« ta a white.
"Twill make yoar heart #ee» lighter,
Smite o-aee U a white.
"Twi t sake yoar pathway brighter.
we Matte,
Life** a
(Made* «oa« teek to greet o*;
If we're frowning all the white,
fnrwM forever

am ***.

-A'ir>* ITatfrmas

proposed

Df«r <4«*f Madge:
la the paper of Sev. 4. I read the poem of
Ralph Waldo Emerson aad al*o your re»qae*t to
the reader*. A Iter I had read it 1 safe! to nyaelf,
Wbr that te tore; aad I've read It several times
since awl U will ****** to be the woe tfaftig, for
It sorely eaanot he anything *Le; for we koow
that la the meanest aad lowest of life If there U
nothing else to keep body aad aoai to*ether,
is ala ay* lore.
la ttekaea* aad sorrow we could never endure
If act for the love we have for each other. la
the blgheat aad lowest we fled it still. It blossom* like a rove. It ting* like a bird, aad day
by day we go on with our work, ft ts for love;

birthplace or two
heathen religions— Brahmanism and
Buddhism—and nowhere perhaps have
the terrible effects of heathenism been
■tore forcibly demonstrated than here.
The caste system baa been a car* to
millions, and lioodha, the enlightened,
brought not the true light to the darkened litres and homes of India. Here,
as nowhere else perhaps, womanhood
has been degraded, and the eri<-» of the
thoosands of little widows of India appeal to all Christian women for their
sympathy, prayers and help.
Missions in India have been conducted for many years. The difficulties in
the way have been almost insurmountable, and yet nothing is impossible with
God. Good fruit has been borne. The
sepoy uprising, which cost the lives of
missionaries, proved a blessing in disguise. Again "the blood of martyrs
became the seed of the church,” and
the last half century has witnessed
In recent
great Christian progress.
years there has been a movement of
the pariahs, or outcasts, toward Christianity. and thousands of them have
witnessed a good confession for Christ.
Thus In India the prophecy Is being
fulfilled, "Behold I will save My people
from the east country.” What can we
do to bring about Its still greater fulfillment?

mother's love too1 just wanted to tell you what I thought before
1 read nay one’s opinion. With love.
Anon.
was a

The Blessing of Educated Wive*.
So ionic a* women were absolutely Ignorant, men coaid pass as wise on small
capital; bat the growing mind of woman
lifts the mind of men with two gret»t
fortes—heredity and sex-attfaction, says

Dear Friend*:
I am so p eas^d wish this opinion cf
“Anon,»” tbat I have given it to yon just i .Success
it

u

was

written to

me

in

a

personal

letter.

realty t*i eve “Anon” hasn't an ide*
a poetical
in erpretation she baa
given to the thoughts she read iu tbe poem.
I am delighted with her letter and 1 want
to know if any o<ber reader baa an opinion
to offer or if they think “Anon" has given
the true interpretation.
“Anon”, I thank yon for your help.
I

wbat

Your letter cheered
very much,
feared I might have to remind

and I

toe

have

helpers
“L-st

in the words of the

we

oar

poet who said:

forget.”

sister asked for CbrMmaa bints. If
one has odd pieces of linen, either of birdseye, hack-a- buck or hotelier’s, very pretty
d>iUes can be made; round ones can he
One

by *4batton'holing” them around
edge with silksteen and working a

made
the

flowers or some other
It Is best to mark them
oat and work around them, then cot close
spray

design

or

on

two of
them.

make

as

her lover.

Lord Chesterfield’s advice to bis son ia
on this point.
He stroogly urges

clear
him

to

a

marry

woman

who is wi-e

as

rich, handsome and well-born;
“for,” says be, “thou wilt find there ia
n thintr more fulsome than asbe-fooi.”
The Greeks would not have educated
wires, owing !o prejudice, tradition, and
general error; but, as they grew capable
of more pleasure tbao the primitive sexrelation aliowe, they sought it outside of
marriage.
It is wonderful how long a piece of
idiocy will stick In the human brain.
Never was a more splendid development
well

of

as

qualities than iu Athena,
antique ignorance remained

mental

some

yet there this

bedded in the fertile Intellectual
bowlder

a

iu

a

soil like

garden.

border,
Tney would have slavery, and they
BIBLE READISOS.
or, after working around, fringe, for they would have
ignorant wives, and—they
Isa. xi, 11, 12; xHIl, 5-7: lit. 7; Ezek. can be prettily fringed in a circle. One felt.
batton-ncle
in
blue
stitch’d
with
Matt.
sprays
rxxvU. 21. 22:
11, 1-12; xxviil. 19.
To-day, with our new knowledge of the
20; Acta i, 1-11; xiii. 44-52; Rom. x. of forget-me-nots and another in pink laws of nature, with our great advance in
with
of
were
sprays
pinks
very pretty.
8-15; Rev. xxil, 17.
freedom of thought and action, there ia
There are tray cloths, table mats, towels, atili less excuse for us.
We know now
Colorado**

State

to the finished

crochet

a

hags of various

Preatdeat.

Two things have recently served to
bring Colorado into prominence in the
Christian Endeavor world. One ia the

edge and

wise

mothers

men, and the sweetheart who is
weU as kind can do wonders with

better
i

Large-brained

|

handkerchiefs, aprons,
kinds, collars and cuffs in drawn work, or
hemstitched neck-ties, any of these would
be useful as present* and band-work is

that

a

nation

position

of its

is

best

measured

by

the

women.

Grow Young as You Grow Old.
appreciated by many, more than a
Next to air and food in the human
tion; the other “boughten” gift. If one can crochet, economy, comes exercise, says Succeaa.
the state's embroider, or make tatting and bave time We may bare plenty of fresh air. and a
Is
splendid gain of in which to work, a great many pretty proper allowance of the right kind of
15 per cent in and acceptable gift* can be made with food, and yet, without helpful daily exermembership In very littte expense.
cise, these will not avail to keep the body
After all it is the “being remembered” in good condition,
the
last
six
la answer to tbe
months. To the that couut*. Those who take account of question,
Why do we grow old?” a
Indefatigable their Christmas presents by their money French writer gives these three reasons:
efforts of State value lo-e the spirit of the holidays. Let “We do not get enough physical exercise
President H. H. love and peace and good will attend the in tbe open air, we are poisoned by miChapman Is due gifts, and better than that, in the planning crobes which the phagocytes have not
for and preparation of tbese gifts let it be succeeded in
destroying, and we are depart tbla last a pleasure to thus work for tbe happiness pressed by feer of death.” Of the three
n. a. chaikax
achievement. of others and to remember those we love. reasons it will be noted that he giv e
But before Christmas comes,
He la a laborer tieloved, a man "long
our
tbe place of first importance to lack of
sea sen
In the barnesa” and a believer in Chris- Thanksgiving
approaches and exercise. There is nothing else which
tian Endeavor from first to last. His when this column come* to your view you can take tbe place of physical activity as
will be content iu the fact that all tbe a
home Is In Colorado Springs.
preserver of youth and energy.
available space iu your pantries and cup“Grow younger as yon grow older by
boards is occupied with pies and cakes and
The Canafmliirn Motto.
moderate love of good,
cultivating a
As a motto for this ten years’ In- tarts and puddings and all the dainty and healthful, honest sport,” is sound advice.
crease campaign let ns take "Fidelity substantial dtones which go to grace and
Walking, running, jumping, rowing,
and Fellowship” and engrave it in load the table on this festival.
playing golf, tennis, or crcquet, or any
While
it
is
a
of
the
to
twentieth
it
Is
letters
of
day
great
gold upon
joy
many,
other miid form of exercise in tbe open
century record book— fidelity and fel- also a day of memories which recall to air, keeps the muscles supple and prevents
seasons
of
to
then
the
which
first
Christ,
can
home,
happy past
lowship, fidelity
the joints from stiffening, fills the lungs
to our own church, and fellowship never be repeated nor recalled. We shall with life giving oxygen, and keeps tbe
in
not
those
whoee
festive days are blood from becoming sluggish or the
with all In every denomination and
forget
Here, shadowed, and whose homes are desolate liver torpid. In short, it is exercise that
every land who love our laird.
Atm Madge.
too. Is a Scripture verse which we may or broken up.
keeps the body io tone and “up to concert
well take as a warrant mid Incentive
pitch”, just as exercise keeps tne voice of
for our campaign. “He that is faithful
I)o Not I’rge Your Child.
a musicai instrument in perfect tone.
Itenver

conven-

in that which Is least Is faithful also
If your cniid can not concentrate Its
in much.” This verse also means fidel- mind or commit to memory without great
ity and fellowship. Fidelity In little du- difficulty, or if it seem* backward, do not
ties brings mighty Increase, constantly urge it to study, says Success. No devellarger numbers and larger fellow, opuient which is forced is natural or nor*
ship—fidelity and fellowship in stren- mai. Toe mind may be developing unDr. evenly. When the brain ceils are more
uous
Christian endeavor.—Kev.
Frauds E. Clark in President's Annual fully developed and the'nerve c.-lls more
Address at Denver Convention.
mature, the faculties will balance and the
child will become normal, evenly deNo Age L,li»lt.
veloped. But be must be encouraged inI have no use for a uniform age Una stead of being discoursed, for otherwise
It la a crude the result
In Christian Endeavor.
may be disastrous. It is cruel
and mechanical device.
Only let the to keep telling a child that be is dull or
older members not take the time or the
stupid, or that he is not like other chilLet dren.
duties of the younger ineml>ers.
The discouraging pictures thus
them understand that It Is their chief impressed upon bis plastic mind will
business to develop the younger memcling to it and become indelible io tie
bers, to set some one else at work and brain of
man, and handicap him for life.
seek constantly to pour a fresh stream
One way to make a howling swell is to
of life Into the society and to remember
that no ouo who is an earnest Chris- insert a pin into bis anatomy.
tian is top young, too ignorant, too
backward, to be developed by nctlve Stops the Cough and Works off the Cold
Kev. I»r.
Francis E.
Laxative Bromo-Quinlne Tablets cure a cold
membership.
n one day. No Cure
no Pay. Price 25 cents.
dark.
—

Sunspots and the Wind.
comparison of the curves representing the intensity end direction of tbe
wind sod tbe frequency of sunspots for
the last sixty years shows, according to a
recent report, that there are always fewer
A

north

winds at

the

period

maximum, says Success
lated to

an

alteration of

of

sunspot

This may be

re-

temperature due

disturbance; but the whole subis yet very vague, as may be seen

to solar

ject

from the fact that authorities who agree
that feunapots should affect terrestrial
temperature in some way are not yet
agreed as to whether they raise or lower
it.
a remedy for croup, we have no hesitency
aaylna that Brown's Instant Belief iteads the
Hit.

As

in

_

People Testify that Hood's Sarsaparilla
cures scrofula, eruptions, catarrh, rheumatism,
dyspepsia, nervous troubles, and you may take
The

it with confidence that It will do for you what
it has done for others.
The

non

irritating cathartic Is Hood’s Pills.-—

nu»iu*.n.1

there wu no street and number
the envelope. Asebe concluded that
hie wife Intended sending it by confidential messenger.
Patting the note
back into It* envelope, he replaced It
on the dressing ease and left the room.
Thinking that his wife might desire
the services of a physician without hi*
knowledge, be looked through s directory and discovered that there was no
Then be
Dr. Bachrach in the city.
gave up all hope as to the innocence of
A*

on

(

All sick women would be wise
If they w ould take Lydia E. Plnkliavn's Vegetable Corn pound and
be w ell.

**

U

goes is fit* shooting club
Come Friday afternoon at
on ThursdayI win watch for you and let
1 o'clockRemember that any aiip would
rcu In.
ruin me.

—

for w« are working either for a home, or to keep
home aad to help some one in trouble—always
for love.
A great actress chose for her most wonderful
play la which she made her fortune—Love; aad
‘The greatest
•be called the title of the play
1 always thought that was
thing la the world
such a lovely description of it In a »i*ort sentence and I never forgot it for I *aw her play it;

utixiBi

Mv

••

a

India baa been the

operation.

an

1 felt so w.ak and sick that I felt
sure that I could not survive the ordeal,
and so I told him that I would not undergo it. The following week I read
an advertisement in the paper of your
Vegetable Compound in such an emergency, and no I decided to try it. Great
was ray joy to find that I actually imtwo bottles, so 1
proved afterittaking
for ten weeks, and at the
kept taking
end of that time I was cured. I had
gained eighteen pounds and was in
excellent health, and am now.
Yon sorely deserve great success,
and you have my very best wishes."’
Mias" A lick Bailey, 50 North Boulevard. Atlanta. Ga. —95000 fvrfmtff engtraf
c f atxx* fetter proving pmuinmm* car ref b* pro-

there

people.

sur-

kniie. by using Lydia E
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.

geon’s

—Ytmng People's Weekly.

of her talent for “sor.aJ
politics.” to use a coined ekprewkin.
titan kr beonty. Irene Whillenow of
Xew l'ork was not only an a*
those artificial ways Which go to make
i woman a social success, hot she was
tier smile
a very beautiful woman,
was irresistible, especially as it showed
s superb set of teeth.
Many a woman,
•btiged to repress her own smile rather than reveal discolored or repaired
teeth, envied Miss Whittemore her thorough abandonment to mirth, which rereaied an additional beamy.
Misa Whittemore. being comparatively poor, bad no choice between abandoning society and marrying s rich
Anderson Ascbe. possessed of
man.
(5(1.000 s yecr. fell in love with her.
was accepted, and they were married.
All went well till one autumn day
shortly before Mr. Asche was about
to go gunning for woodcock a note
which his wife had neglected to send
lay unsealed on her dressing case. It
addressed to a Ilr. Bacbracb.
was
whose n.im" the husband bad never
beard bis wife mention. th» family
physician being Dr. Fairchild. Ascbe
became suspicious and. slipping the
letter from the envelope, read
ob

|

the assignation.
“I have deckled.” he said to his wife
that evening at dinner, “not to go
shooting til! Friday afternoon.”
•’Indeed?" said his wife carelessly.
“Ami if I don't find tlie game in
abundance ! shall return Saturday
morning. I can find out all about It as
If there is
soon as I get to the club.
anything yon wish to do without me.
you had better attend to it on Friday

night."
social matter that I
shall take advantage of
your absence to get a good rest.”
Asebe expected that his wife would
change her assignation to Friday night
and he was not disappointed. When
“There is
think of. I

no

Dr. Bachrneb etei>|ied from a carriage
before tbe Asche residence. Mr. Asebe
was on the opposite side of the street
watching for him. A friend whom the
injured husband had taken into hla
confidence stepped up to Dr. Bachrach
and infonneduiim that Mrs. Asche desired the doctor to submit himself to
his guidance and he would take him
to a place where she awaited him and
where she could receive him with less
risk. Without waiting for Dr. Uachradi's consent, the friend pushed him
into another carriage, got in himself,
and the coachman, who had been previously instructed, drove away. Asebe
preceded them in another carriage.
In a few minutes Asche's carriage
■topped at a house, which he entered,
and directly afterward the friend and
Dr. Bachrach entered after him. When
the two latter stepped Into a room on
the second floor. Asebe was standing
before a fireplace ready to receive
them. There was a look on his face
that meant death, and Dr. Bachrach
saw at once that be had been trapped.
"Sir,” said Asche. “mv wife’s correspondence with you has fallen into
my hands. You have wrecked my life.
Either you or I shall not go out of this
room alive.”
nat

—

“Silence! You shall have the same
chance for your life as I. You shall be
represented by a friend."
“But”—
"Silence. I say! There are writing
materials in that secretary. Go there
and write to a friend simply that you
desire him to come to j ou at once, and
1 will see that your note Is delivered."
“Will yon”“Do as I bid you." thundered Asche,
“and do not tempt me to kill you in a
way that will be considered murder.”
"If you will only listen. If"—
“1 will not listen. Write for your
friend. Then we will settle which, if
either, of us is to live.”
Asche stood pointing to the desk, and
Bacbrach, despairing of a hearing, went
there and wrote something on a piece
of paper.
“Examine it Higbee," said Asche.
“Remember, he shall write nothing but
a simple request for a friend to come to
him.”
Higbee took the paper and read it A
singular expression stole over his face.
"Well." queried Asche, "what is it?"
“A fool blunder.”
"What do you mean?”
Higbee handed him the paper
Philadelphia dentist and made
an appointment with Mrs
Ashe to reher
teeth, which I made her some
place
I

am

a

years ago. with a new set. I have always
heard New York is a wicked city, but I
lld”'t expect to be murdered here

Asche looked up from the paper to
the dentist standing in a humble,
appealing position before him, terror
written ou every line of his face, holding forth a dainty box, in which rested
n set of false teeth.
"Get out!” yelled Asche. and the dentist beat a retreat, missing his footing
in his baste and tumbling downstairs.
The story got out. Mrs. Asehe retired from social leadership, and T>r.
Bachrach received so many orders from
Gotham society magnates that he left
Philadelphia and settled in New York.
AUSTEN ALLEN KINGSLEY.
see
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thcree. outs.

»bile tt h*» for sometime been SB
KtK»M((4 tact Util MR barring tan
beea taken in Bu> h‘lt buy daring I be
pte nl tenon than in any other part Of
-U country, and the owner* of atln bare
bad an unuaua ly iicemlw year.ft ee**ftbeleen et< a «tj>ri»e when tbe total revenoe recalled tor tbe h-h an made pot,! c.
ao eo-,rmou» seem tbe Store, ye. tt U tree
lo to far u cat, be e-pmated, that weir men
bare cold pm) worth ct barrio if tor
pur pore
tact bae

Thi*
fol of

com,

Hancock*

men! la
ea

on

a

c

u ,

Ue expected to work into tbi,
op a cargo of stork and
p ng it to t be Ken,abac valley
region,
ba«e tbe coopering work done
ib*,,
anpplying the aataral demand on the
Tbe high price ot

by making

barrels—iortj

*ucce*»-

t

4

-,lt,

eacb—ia doe to the coat

of
tranaponatkia.
great bulk ot empty harrrk
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owing

from tt*

Bluehill,

through

eery

tmrni

ran iter

foot for

regjgj

ostderable
scarcity of Uir,].. jgr. b«
aid be *M getting interested
la the
tar, and by twit year hoped to be
position to do tome businaa* ta t be

pre-ent location, to bomb
npsard* of twenty
ml lea, tt e ruitabie site can be •ecorrd.
Tbe owner* bare nailed Soutb Bin* bill
recei.t'y. looked orer tbe saleab e land,
and bare ‘elected r. location that *e n a
adapted to tbe nerda or cannery bnune-e.
Prices bare been qnot-d on tbe same and
there tbe matter reels for tbe present.
Bat If tbe deal It carried through ft
mo-t be toon, aa tbe intention Is to bare
tor

Kgjrj*.

*Bd u.e

the year of lWtJ.
to tbe ettention of

of tbe moil

toawr«i

of

to Vamc’a

during

of and is two

owner*
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Talk with y„ ti. |
•I l-gjpt.

Warn,
.ad rrportrr
T„
AMTHtCAS WM »l«er*.
date
tag ik* borrtl snda*«y, which wm
„a
*
B anth.ug rwlaa*
thros*fco«i L^_
Uoo. wtr.e bn tt|M to Hzhi.
Th* talk came about

eht e rn-*»B ng w»i Itit'it in itJo-r
hit: buy. abler* m y '«ad to the cats' totan-at of a lance and thriving cuttiBi

canning

m m

Baraka-.,,

to 1

industry

•

BARK EL

to tbe

tbeatoek

topoiaUtn

tbe apple iwgua and
hiriaa
tbe barrels made by tbe piece near
f<„aa,
ot demand, would gire him a fair
proft
w ben the berreia could be
told in

diatan.-e of

lsrgYio.,

twenty-fire cent- and over, eacb.
Mr. Burnham la ia a position to do
tkk
f name*, aa be has other
mill-work when
thli demand atopa. He anys that ihe
*u«
bus.ness* ia good, bait every mill 1,
m iL
He ia looking about
for other .-n-a of
work where a steadier run of order*
ia to

at

building* In tbe new location to begin be had.
e.trly spring. This, of course,
With thia idea in view, he u now
pap
of labor, beside* an
mean* a vast amonn
ting spool wood stock, that woo’i mike
expense of wmt fT.OOO.
into
dowel
•pool bara,
etock with a matbe

work In the

booth

hire tbe

Bin- bill resident*

Industry

ere

eatabltaoed

anxious to

there,

chine that make* the square atock
round
and of a smaller ante, tbua
utilizing ateck
that would otherwise go aa refute or

and

think tt will in no way affect tbe Influx of
who are purchasing
rummer residents
property and making borne* tor tummtr

Sri

wood.

occupancy among them.
Hon tile Gorilla Walks.

The gorilla ha* not only a crouching
habit, but he walk* on all ftmr of his
less and has the motion of roost quadrupeds, using his right arm and left
leg at the same time, and alternates
with the left arm and right leg. It la
not exactly a walk or a trot, but a
kind of atubiing gait, while the chimpanzee uses his anas as crutches, but
lifts one foot from the ground a little
in advance of the other. He does not ;
place the palm of the hand on the
ground, but uses the back of the fingers from the- second joint.

j

i«m.

An

American lady visited Stratford
on Avon
latelv and
gushed’* even
above the usual high water mark of
American fervor. Sbe bad not recovered from the attack when sbe reached
the railway statiou. for she remarked
to a friend as they walked on to the
platform, "And to think that It was
from this very platform the immortal
bard would depart whenever he journeyed to London !”
An

Dance. Sold l>>

Jackson Trays— My wife found a half
dozen poker chips in my pocket this

Hla

pay-roll

amount* to many

thousand
ly, and hla employee* bold
him In high regard.

dollars

annua

2ibrrtisnnrnta.

NATURE’S OWN CU E
Hyomei

Cure*

Without

ach.

Xot until Ilyomei

was

discovered

has it been

>

that cures catarrh.

j

Stomach

drugging

often causes dis-

ordered digestion or brings on some
other diseases and never makes a permanent cure of catarrh. Ilyomei not
kills the germs in the throat and
nose but penetrates to the minutest
air cells in the lungs and enters the
blood with the oxygen, killing the
germs in the blood, it trees the mucous membrane from
poisonous microbes and gives perfect health.
A complete outfit costs hut $1.00.
and Include* an inhaler, dropper and
sufficient Ilyomei for several weeks'
treatment.
G. A. I “archer has so much faith in
the merit of Hyomei that he agrees to
return the money to any purchaser
who may be dissatisfied.

j only
]

morning.
Severn Sapp— Whew!

Catarrh

Dangerouu Drugging of the Stom-

possible to truthfully say
that a remedy for catarrh was known.
This remedy is breathed through
the Hyomej inhaler for a few minutes
j four times a day, and during that time
| every particle of air taken into the
lair passages and lungs is impregnated
j
] with the germ-killing and health-giving Ilyomei. It is the only treatment

Auction.

that has existed for several
centuries is still maintained in some
towns on the lower Rhine.
Karly In
the year, on auction day. the town crier
or clerk calls all the young people togetber and to the highest bidder sells
the privilege of dancing with the chosen girl, and her only, daring the entire
year that follows. The fees flow into
the public ]ioor box.
A custom

Mr. Burnham ta not a dreamer. Ha
theorizes on a subject, but ta ill at ewe
until he haa demonstrated tbe
utility of
bia Ideas.
—....
Mr. Bnmbam taa considerate
employer.

fiankmg.

What did she

say?
Jackson Trays—Lectured me on my
carelessness in not having cashed them
in.—Catholic Standard and Times.

U what your mosey will
Invested In share# of the.

Jn*t the Sight at Hint.

Fan—Reggie has been engaged to
any number of girls, but he always
gets out of it.
Flo—How?
Fan-Oh. he merely goes and ask*
the father’s consent, and that settles
It

WHY PATIRCTT

->-

Repentance.
‘‘Madam,’’ said the leader of the
brigands, “weTI have to hold you until
your liustnnd ransoms you.”
“Alas!” replied the woman. "I wish
I'd treated him a little better!”—New
Yorker.

when yon can borrow on your
•hare*, give a first mortgage and
Monthly
reduce It ererv month
payment# and interest together
will amount to but little more
than you are now payln* for
rent, and In about 10 years yoo
will

OWM YOUR OWN HOME.
For

Idea!

Slip—Am T tbe first woman you ever
loved ?
He—Yes.
Am I the first man who
ever loved yon’
She (tempestuously)—Yon are insult-

ing!
Teacher—What comes after “t
Both?
Butli—The fellow what’s goin’ to
marry my sister Jane, ma'am.
"

knows what it is to be
—and ought to be glad ot It.
Soon the rural young man’s
man

turn to

a

Hkmbt \x. CcshmaS, sec v
First Kat'l Bank BW*
Kno, President.
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Vort'

woman

fancy

It is easier to imagine tbe world
a living than it is to collect it.

Pauper Notice.

will

thoughts of husking bees.
A foil drees suit enables a {600 clerk to
pass himself oft for a {1,000 waiter.
you

A. W.

particular* Inquire of

( halleii’u
Every Sight.

No

If

A NEW 8ERJES
la now open, Shares, tl each; mon*W*
payments, $1 per share.

A Late

The

earn

owes

rpHE HlMtanlzned

"JtSfSlSif

hcrfl v *tw»
baa contracted with the city of
for the support of the poor, (tortus’ the *>>*“* .►
for
year, and ha* made ample provision
support. He therefore forbids all person f
furnlahln* supplies to any pauper on
win
j,
count, ms without hi- written order he
for no goods »o tumlahed- Hakhv 8.

X
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2U>btrtistmrnt*.
To bring pulleta to early
making them lay by the time high
prices for eggs begin, give them,
once a day,

Sheridan's
CONDITION
Powder

Not a food, but makes oil food more
egg
nourishing, and stimulates toevery
producing. Costs only 1 cent
10 days to make a hen a grout layer.
If your dealer hasn't It, we send I pkg,

Bxigem

Kci n ve $1. 2Ib.c*n, f l.20;slx.#a.
free.
prepaid. Back pie best poultry paper
*
I. S. JOHNSON A CO., Boston. Mass.
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Through the iireat dry goods house
of Chase, Remington. Eentley & Co.
ranged the usual throng of shoppers—

lightened itnd beautified by the sympathy of a devoted, loving women whose
soul was attuned to his.
Winn ho had finished Mr. Item ington
was leaning forward in his chair. ••Ant!
now that she ;s gone you have
your
daughter left," he said gently.
“Yes. She’s just like her mother,
thank heaven,” responded .Mai
Terry,
sinking baek. «ith a sigh.
At that moment the front door was
opened briskly, steps sounded along the
hall, and Gertrude Terry entered the
parlor. She stopped abruptly when she
saw the visitor.
"1 have been telling Mr.
Remington
about your mother." Max
Terry said,
smiling at the girl.
“Old he call to ask about her?" she

eager fared women and bewildered
looking men. In the rear of the store
Mr. William L. Itemlngton, the sole
survivor of the original Arm, sat at a
I Inquired.
roll top desk In his private office.
"I called for a purpose of
my own."
haired
and sedate said Remington,
Dignified, gray
advancing toward her.
was Mr. itemlngton, and he looked
“1 accidentally received this note from
thoughtful us he leaned back in his the cash carrier this afternoon." And
revolving chair und tapped the edge he produced the hit of white paper.
The girl was pale, but she
of liis desk with a square envelope of
regarded
him unflinchingly.
"1
suppose you
rough blue paper. The envelope conthink it is very wrong of me to love
tained an invitation to a reception to
Jack," she said.
be given by Mrs. Eleanor Chase, the
No, but I think it would have been
of
one
of
the
widow
former partners better for him to have
told mo about
of the house and a society woman.
the affair.”
Mr. Remington was not a society
"I would not let him, and I have
been trying to tell him that he must
man. and it was of his son Jack, aged
twenty-two. that he thought as he lin- not see me again.”
Mr. Remington smiled.
"You took
gered the envelope and of Eleanor
it for granted that I should not want
Chase’s daughter Nancy.
an unofficial partner in my
family who
He rose, opened a door which led inwas brave and womanly
merely beto the maiii part of the store and,
cause she happened to be
poor,” he
threading the maze of aisles, made ills said softly, taking her hand.
way to tho silk counter. There stood
The next morning Chase, RemingJack, who was working his wayton. Itentley & Co. was crowded as
through the various departments of the usual when Jack pulled a slip of white
business, devoting the charms of his paper from the metal messenger of
personality to the display of a roll of the cash carrier. The message, which
silk to one of u crowd of well dressed was In his father's handwriting, was
as follows:
women.
'.Miss Terry will soou leave the emMr. liemington looked on approvingly as his handsome sou concluded ne- ploy of this Arm.”
Jack leaped over the silk eonnter
gotiations w ith the woman, took a hill
and hurried to his father's private offrom her and. inclosing it in a little
nickel plated ease, placed It in the re- fice. The room was empty, but in a
ceptacle of the cash carrier. He pulled moment Gertrude and Mr. Remington
aud the box shot up till it entered.
a cord,
Jack angrily handed the note to his
reached the narrow lines of metai.
whence it was whisked with business- father. “What is the meaning of this?”
like precision to the eyrie of the cash- he demanded.
Mr. Remington looked at the paper
ier.
As Jack turned to another customer
complacently. “It means," he said,
his father waited; then, recognizing “that I think my future daughter-inthe purchaser of the silk, he stepped law should have time to prepare for
forward and engaged her in conversa- her wedding.”
Jack leaned against the roll top desk
tion.
Presently the nickel plated ease shot in wonderment while Gertrude read
back over the carrier and dropped the note.
“If I had known what was In it I
with an assertive click Into its receptaMr. Remington released it. reliev- should not have sent it,” she said,
cle.
ed it of its contents and, with a brief with a reproachful smile at the elder
"Is that your Idea of
Remington.
"I'll give Mrs. Waldron her change.
Jack." which received an answering breaking the news properly?”
"No,” answered the old gentleman,
nod front the young man, handed the
“but I did not like to spoil the record
money to the woman.
Rut Remington senior did not give that cash carrier has for revealing the
her nil that the ease contained.
He unexpected.”
withheld a small piece of folded white
Traveling by Map.
paper, which he regarded Idly for a
The experiences of Captain Joseph
Written across
moment, then opened.
La Barge, as told in "The History of
it in hastily formed characters were
Early Steamboat Navigation ou the
the words:
Missouri River,” includes this story:
"It Is an age till tomorrow night,
Captain La Barge was a pilot and
dearest!"
The old gentleman held the paper ! Indian trader for fifty eventful years,
and on one of his trips up the river he
nearer to his eyes and read the meshad a party of Englishmen aboard.
sage again. Then he looked at his son.
They had a map and applied themwho was talking animatedly. Then he
selves industriously to the business of
refolded the paper carefully, placed it
In his vest pocket and walked slowly Identifying the various places on it
with those along their route.
They
away. He went to another part of the
were in the pilot house a good deal, and
store, from which he could get a view
one of them was inclined to Instruct in
of the cashier's post, and looked up.
the geography of the count it the vetThere among the converging wires
of the cash carrier was a high desk, eran pilot, who had spent all his life on
or near the river.
and over Its top protruded a head of
"What place Is this that we are apwavy brown hair, and occasionally as
its owner reached for the metal eases proaching, Mr. Pilot?” be asked.
“St. Charles, sir,” La Barge replied.
Mr. Remington caught sight of the
“You are mistaken, sir. According to
pretty, re lined face of Gertrude Terry,
the map, it is-.”
his cashier.
La Barge made no reply. He stopped
The old gentleman watched the girl
for awhile, then went to his private ns usual at St. Charles and then went
his way. Presently they came to anoffice awl again seated himself at his
other village.
desk.
He drew the piece of white
"AVhat place, captain?” inquired the
paper from his pocket and looked at
it thoughtfully.
Then he turned his Englishman.
“Washington. Mo., sir.”
attention to the square, blue envelope
"Wrong again. The map gives this
which contained Mrs. Chase's invitaas-.”
tion and gin need from one to the other, place
This experience was repeated sevas though weighing In his mind the
eral times, the captain’s temper bevalue of each.
coming more rutiled with each repetiown marhis
of
the
Perhaps
memory
Presently a flock of wild geese
ried life, siient with a woman of so- tion.
The Englishover the river.
passed
tastes
and
whose
temperament
ciety,
men were standing on the hurricane
were at variance with Ids own. passed
roof in front of the pilot house.
in mental review.
The many nights |
“What kind of birds are those, caphe had sat at bla lonely fireside tvliile
tain?" asked one of them in eager
his wife was attending functions to
haste.
which be had little inclination to follow
The captain, whose language still
her may have Intruded themselves on
of his Trench origin.
his reflections. Whatever his thoughts showed something
He tell
“Look at your map.
!
—and they contained no bitterness for replied:
you.”
kept
the woman who was gone—he
them to himself.
llonfclit Art to Destroy It.
He did not say anything to Jack
The atteudanta iu the art gallery of
exwhen they left the store together
a department store In Brooklyn were
cept to tel! him that he had some pri- startled the other day to see a man devate business to attend to and might
liberately destroy two pictures that he
be late for their 7 o’clock dinner. Then had
just purchased at a cost of $47.
adhe gave the driver of his coupe an
The man is wealthy and alms to have
dress and presently alighted at a small a collection of art
that have no

objects

frame house.
tils

ring

was

answered

uy

»

haired old man who walked with difficulty. Ho seemed greatly surprised to
see Mr. Remington.
When the latter
was seated In the little parlor he regarded the Invalid with kindly interest.
“Well, Max, I am sorry that time has
not dealt better with you.” he said at
last “It*s a long cry back to our college days. Isn’t it?”
Old Max Terry sank painfully into a
chair. “The last time you were in this
house,” he answered slowly, “was to
attend my wife’s funeral. No; time has
not been overgood to me, but I don’t
tomplain.”
“I want you to tell me of her,” said
and he drew his cashier’s
father on to talk of the mother and
Wife.
The rich
merchant listened
old
while Max Terry told of

Remington,

thoughtfully

years spent In perfect companionship,
years during which his ambition to become a great musician had slowly suffered collapse, but which bad been

duplicates. He had purchased in the
art gallery that was the scene of his
vandalism a paiuting for which he
paid $1,000. After it was sent home he
was showing it to a friend, who. knowing the collector’s weakness, told him
he had seen two reproductions of the
paiuting in the same gallery, one priced
at $35, the other at $12.
“Go and buy them for me,” said the
collector, "and when you get them
break them up. I’ll give you a check
for $47 before you go home.”
The friend declined the task; so the
collector went to the store himself,
pointed out the two pictures, and after
he had paid for them destroyed them
>
the spot.
This same man ordered a table with
a carved top, for which he paid $900,
and after it had been finished he went
to the artist who had designed It and
stood by him while he destroyed the
original drawing for the table. That
was a part of the contract, and he
meant to see it carried out.—New York
Press.
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bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turks Island salt shall
weigh 70 pounds.
*.hc standard weight of a Pusher of potatoes
in good order and lit for shipping, is w> pou rte;
of apples, 44 pounds.
rhe standard weight of n bushel of oeans In
good order and lit for shipping, Is 62 pounds.
Of wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and peas, 60
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions. 02
pounds; of carrots, English turnips, rye and
Indlan meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips,45 pounds;
of oat ley amt buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats,
32 pounds, or even measure ns by agreement,.
The prices quoted below are the retail prices
at Ellsworth.
Farmers can easily reckon from
these what they are likely to receive In trade
or cash for their products.

Country Produce,

H utter.

Creamery per lb.
Dairy..

.18345

Cheese.
Best factory (nc\fr) per lb.
Best dairy (now)..
Dutch (imported)..

16 31s
-16
.90

...

Neufchatel..

....

.05

...

Eggs.
Fresh

laid, per doz..
Poultry.
Chickens...

32 235

Fowl.

14316

Turkey.

28
25
....25

....
...

Ducks.
Hay.
Best

loose, per ton..

12 $ 14
....18

Straw.

311

8

Baled.

18

vegetables.

Potatoes

pk
Squash,
Tomatoes, lb
8wcet potatoes, lb
Lettuce,
Spinach, pk

20

03 Beets, lb
03 Cabbage.
1" Carrots, tb
30 Beans—per

qt—
Yellow-eye
Pea,

Fruit.
2ft Oranges, doz
12 Lemons.doz
Groceries.

Anples. pk
Cranberries, qt
Caflee—per
Rio.
Mocha,
Java,

Tea—per

Tomatoes, pk
Turnip-, lb

«'5

12 a

1*

10

.353.45

Rice, per tb
.069.08
Pickles, per gal .459.65
.25 9.75
Olives, bottle
Vinegar—per gal—
Pure cider,
Cracked wheat,
.05
.04
Oatmeal, per lb
.20
Buckwheat, pkg
.04
Graham,
.04
Rye meal,
Granulated meal,tb 02)4
Oil—per gal—
.65 9-77
Linseed,
13 <*16
Kerosene,

lb

_

169-25
35
3ft

tb—

.45 9.65
Japan,
.30 9 65
Oolong,
•Sugar—per tb—
05K
Granulated,
Coffee—A A B, .Ofts
.05
Yellow, C
Molasses—per gal—
.35
Havana,
Porto Rlc«,
.60
.60
Syrup,
Lumber and Building Materials.
1 26
Lumber—per M—
Spruce,
13 314 Hemlock,
Hemlock,
185
Hemlock boards, 13 31* Clapboards—per M—
Extra spruce,
I6320
Spruce,
24326
20 32ft Spruce, No. 1, ‘20 3 40
Spruce floor,
Pine,
203fo Clear pine,
25350
Marched pine,
Extra pine.
50
2032ft
Shingles—per M—
Laths—per M—
3 25
2.50
Cedar, extra
Spruce,
2 75
200
clear,
Hemlock,
••
2d clear,
2 2ft Nalls, per lb
.043.06
"
extra one,
1 60 Cement, per cask 1 50
1 25 Lime, per cask
No. 1,
95
"
.75 Brick, per M
scoots,
7 311
W bite lead, pr tb .05 #.< 8
Provisions.

Beef, lb:

Pork, lb.
Steak, lb

.159*30

Steak,
Roasts.

12 9.25
.083.10
18

Corned,
Tongues,
Tripe,

Pigs’* feet,
Ham, per lb
Shoulder,

.05308

Veal:

20

Steak,
Roasts,

16
16
.C6

169-20

.13
18
1O
10

8alt

109.14

Lard,

C5
Tongues, each
10 315
Mutton,
Spring lamb, 10(*18
Fresh Fish.
This week the

supply of flsh Is good.
06 Clams, qt
Cod,
06 Oysters, qt
Haddock,
Halibut,
I63I8 Lobsters, tb
Mackerel, each 25330 Rluellsh,
Finnan Haddte

12

20
50

25

14{jl6

Sea trout,

14

Smelts,

12>£

Fuel.
W

ood—per coni
Coal—per ton—
P.roken,
Dry hard, 5 00 36 50
3 00 3 5 00
Stove,
Dry soft,
Roundings per load
Egg,
100 31 25
Nut,
5.00
Blacksmith’s
Buttings, hard

n

7

50
50

50
750
7 Of
7

Flour, Grain

ami Feed.
Oats, bu

Flour—per bbl—
4

Corn, 100 tb bag
Corn meal, bag
Cracked corn,

50355

Shorts—bag— 1.15 31 25
Mixed feed, bag

25 3-5 75
1 30
1 30
180

1 25 3

Middlings, bag

1 30
1.60

“Good Constitution” Applies to Mind.
“A ‘good constitution’, id order to be
thoroughly good, must apply to the miDd
as

well

as

structure
lect i.i

As

to the
can

be

body.

No one's

physical

healthy when his intel-

sick,”

says Success.
Herbert Spencer ranks

aa one

profouudest philosopher-scientists
age, his words
are entitled to

of the
of

our

duty of good health
consideration. “Few seem

on

the

conscious,” says Mr. Spencer, “that there
as
is such a thing
physical morality.
Men’s habituai words and acts imply the
idea that

they

bodies

they please.

as

are

at

liberty to treat their

“Disorders entailed by disobedience to
nature’s dictates they regard simply as
grievances, not as the effect of conduct
more or less flagitious.
Though the evil
consequences inflicted on their dependents, and on future generations, are often
as

great

as

those caused

by crime, yet they
in any degree

dp not think themselves
criminal. It is true that,

in the

case

of

drunkenness, the vlciousness of a bodily
transgression is recognized, but none
appears to infer that, if this bodily transgression is vicious, so, too, is every bodily
all
fact
is that
transgressiou. The
breaches of the laws of health

sins.

are

physical

this is generally seen, then,
and perhaps not till then, will the physical training of the young receive the
attention it deserves.”
When

A Man to Know.

One of the chief joys in life is to
know men by whom you can swear, to
over the
know a man here *&£
world of whom you can say: “Wherever he is tonight, there he is helpful,
truthful, sincere, wise, intelligent—an
educated gentleman; educated in every
facutly of his being, in those things
which go to make the body a thing of
delight and beauty; educated in conscience, so that even as the eye seeks
the light his conscience seeks the right;
educated fully and completely.”
understand that your husband was
of the lambs in Wall street,” said the
who likes to talk things over.
“Whoever said that don’t know anything
about Charlie’s disposition,” said young
Mrs. Torkins. “He was more like a raging lion than a lamb.”— Washington Star.
“I

one

woman

Dr.
“Cure the cough and save the life.”
Wood’s Norway Pine Syrup cures coughs and
colds, down to the very verge of consumption—
Advt.
_

Ten thousand demons gnawing away at one’s
vitals couldn't be much worse than the tortures
Doan’s
of itching piles. Yet there is a cure.
Ointment never falls.—Advt.

Sb&trtiumtntf.

UNDER TWO COLORS
[Original.]
of

Elwood Page
typical
Ilia
antebellum southern plantation.
wife. Adella Price, was a creole with
raven hair reaching to her heels and an
was owner

a

olive complexion to match. Her maid,
Eunice, had so little negro blood in her
veins that her skin was a shade fairer
than that of her mistress. People often
remarked that from their complexions
Eunice could better claim to bo white
than Mrs. Page.
Mrs. Page died in childbirth. Twenty-flvo years after her death Warren
and YVetberell Page, who appeared in
the world when site disappeared from
it, were prominent young men—Warren
In the south and Wethereil in the north.
Wetherell had been graduated at a
northern college and, preferring the'
north, remained there.
Warren had
attended lectures at the University of
Virginia. At twenty-six Warren, who
was a Are eater, was killed in an altercation with a political rival. Wetherell
was at the time just getting a start in
his profession, the law, and was engaged to he married to Evelyn Tole, a
lovely girl of strong character. Just
before his marriage was to take place
Elwood Page died.
One day Evelyn saw her lover coming up the walk in front of her home
and knew by his appearance and rapid
step that something serious had happened. When he entered he was pale
and haggard.
“What is it. Wetherell?” she asked

Confidences of Girlhood.
Young, womanhood is beset by dangers to health and
This subtle change in female organism should btt
watched carefully by every mother.
Invite your daughter^*
fullest confidence. Young girls should take
life.

eagerly.

Dr. Greene’s Nervura

“I have had a blow.”
“A blow?”
“Yes, and J have lost vou.”
“I?”
“We must not marry. I have in my
veins—negro blood.”
It was some time before an explanation came; then lie told her that evidence had been discovered among his
late father’s papers that lie (Wetherell)
was the son of Eunice, his supposed
mother's maid. His father had taken
him from Eunice and brought him up
ns his legitimate white son.
He and
ids brother were understood to be
twins, though they did not resemble
each other, as most twins do.
When Wetherell Page left ids sweetheart their engagement was broken,
he insisting that if they married their
children would be obliged to take
places with the lower race. He found
it difficult to persuade her to give him
np, hut he was immovable in his position. and slie at last reluctantly consented. Wetherell was not the man to
linger

m

ui

im

gm

ne

The World’s Greatest Tonic
to establish health and

Laura

I

the

|i

'{

where

*

All druggists recommend and sell Dr. Greene’s NervuraJ
For free medical advice write to Dr. Greene, 34 Temple PI*
it means life and health.
Boston, Mass. Write to-day
—

The Care of “Black

Sheep.”

Many families have the misfortune to
include one member who, perhaps from
some congenital
defect, is not trustworthy. Yet they hate to give him up,
and, hoping as he goes from one disaster to another that he will yet learn his
lesson, they keep on finding chances for

cuniu iiol m;irrv.

room

am a

head. My head would feel as though it would burst, it would throb
awfully and my face would get all purple. I have hardly had an attack of
trouble
since I began taking Dr. Greene’s Nervura. I have taken three
my
bottles' in all and never feel any annoyance now.
There is nothing on
earth to equal Dr. Greene’s Nervura blood and nerve remedy for all disorders due to an improper circulation of the blood, and I thankfully give my
experience that all sufferers may know how they can be helped and cured.’*

^

To raise such a
person is simply to add to the height
from which he must fall. To protect
his reputation is simply to furnish him
with means to deceive whoever trusts
him. The sooner la* gets down to the
level he belongs in the better for himself, his friends and society. Help him
on, but not up. Pay his board, but don’t
find him a job where he can betray confidence. Keep him out of the poorhouse
and out of jail if possible, but most of
all keep him out of mischief by making serious mischief inaccessible to
him. To put a defective, irresponsible
man who is used to ease and the comforts of life into social and commercial
competition with persons of his ow'n social grade is to invite disaster. Let him
be known, if he K known at all, for
what he is and thereby minimize the
risk involved in his existence.—Har-

A REMEDY

^

For the

'

Mary—Blit why do you think they
certain to fa’.' in love?
Ann—In the first place, their parents
hate each other; and, in the second,
neither of them has a penny in the
tcorld.—Smart Set.

are so

A Change,

"You
certninly look better. You
must have followed my advice and
had a change.*
“Yes, doctor, so I have."
“Where did you go?”
"I went to another physician."
The maximum endurance of a 13
inch gun is 300 firings, while the 6
Inch gun may be fired upward of 2,000
times without injury.

Stobcrtiscmenta.

Mrs.

Page’s child was sleeping. Following
her, I saw her lay her child in the;
place of the other and steal back to
bed. My first impulse was to give in-

Ills of

BROWN'S
INSTANT

.

RELIEF
Tastes pood, stops all suffering, and quickly
euros children’s illness.
Many parents have
sent us letters of gratitude.
Buy it to-day
and prevent sickness.
MON'EY KEFIJNDED if it. fails when
used as directed. All dealers sell it.
Prepared by the
Norway Medicine Co., Norway, Me.
Send for Testimonials.

We

promptly obtain U. S. and Foreign

PATENTS

per’s Weekly.
Sufficient Cause.

j

LITTLE
ONES.

him to throw away.

following testimony:
“On the evening of the 7th of November, 1800, Mrs. Adelia Page gave birth
to a boy.
The next day her maid, EuBefore it
nice, gave‘birth to a boy.
was light the next morning I saw Eunice carry something wrapped in a
into

Mias

137 Mulberry St., Newark, N.J., says:
young girl and my great trouble always was rush of blood to

fthe

He removed to another city, where he
practiced his profession, never communicating; with her. “Consider me
dead,” he said to her when they parted, and Evelyn was herself too strong
to attempt to break his resolution. He
would not impose himself as a white
man on the white race, and, as lie had
no place with colored people, he lived
entirely alone.
Since Elwood Page left no legal issue, Several persons contended for liis
Wetherell put in no claim.
estate.
Efforts were made to divide the estate between the claimants, but each
was so greedy that this was impossible, and it was found necessary to try
the case in a court of chancery. A Mr.
Clements, a lawyer, who had long been
intimate with the Page family and the
manager of its legal affairs, was connected with the case. He subpoenaed
Wetherell, and the young man was
obliged to attend a trial from which1
he would gladly have kept away. When
he arrived, the lawyer pressed his hand
silently, showing a deep sympathy.
"I may be able to get you something
out of the estate, Wetherell," he said.
“Nothing would induce me to accept
a cent," replied the young man.
The first evidence introduced was the
papers of Elwood Page, which distinctly proved that he considered Warren as
his legitimate son and Wetherell illegitimate by a slave. Then came the
certificate of the death of Warren and
evidence that Elwood Pago had no other children. At this point Mr. Clements
called to the witness stand Lemira Eddy, an old woman who had been housekeeper in the Page family for over
thirty years. After the usual preliminary questions, the lawyer elicited the

blanket

prevent chronic female troubles.

Wachter,

sketch or photo of invention for
[ Send model,
f freereport on patentability. For free book,
{HowtoSecureTOInc tfADEfO write
^ Patents and I ItAUC-M ANlVO to

GASNOWI

OPPOSITE U.S. PATENT OFFICE.
WASHINGTON.D.C.

Dr. Emmons’

Monthly Regulator has brought happiness to
hundreds of anxious women. There is positive.
to medical scienco
ly no othersoremedy known
that will
quickly and safely do the work.
Longest and most obstinate irregularities from
any cause relieved immediately Success guar,
an teed at any stage. No pain, danger, or inter,
ferencc with work.

Have relieved hundreds of

cases where others have railed. The moat difficult cases successfully treated by mall,and ben.
eflclal results guaranteed in every instance. No

risk whatsoever. We treat hundreds of ladlea
whom we never see. Write for further partlen.
lars and free confidential advice. I)o not put off
Retoo long. A11 letters truthfully answered.
member, this remedy is absolutely safe under
:ry possible condition and positively leaves
after ill effect upon the health. Sentby mall,
securely sealed, $2.00. Money letters should be
registered. L)R. J. W. EMMONS CO., 170 Tr©.
mont St., Boston, Mass.
w

Childhood

formation of the act, but later it occurred to me that I held a very valuable secret that one day might make my
fortune.
When this suit came up it
brought me my chance, but I determined to tell voluntarily and without
reward what I know—that Mr. Wetherell is Mr. and Mrs. Page’s legitimate
white child and Mr. Warren was the
child of Mr. Page and Eunice.”
Wetherell Page was sitting where he
could look the witness full in the face.
He continued to stare at her for some
time after she had finished, then, like a
suddenly reprieved criminal, sank down

Liver, stomach and towel complaints, blood disorders, feverishness, nervousness, and the Irritating an«l debilitating conditions
brought on by worms, are quickly relieved and permanently cured by

UXjXjSWOR.TH

STEAM

Dr. True’s Elixir
It is a wonderful tonic and builder of
Makes weakly chilflesh and muscle.
For over 50
dren strong and robust.
mothers
years use* and praised
S3 cents at all druggists.
everywhere.

by

Write for free
booklet “Children and their
DliMUei.’

V

collapse.
Later, when Mr. Clements led him out
of court and got into the carriage with
him, the former said:
“I have known that this would happen from the day I sent you the subpoena, which I knew was the only way
to get you here without prematurely
revealing a secret. I have another surprise for you at my house.”
When the two drove up to the lawyer’s residence a girl rushed out on to
the veranda to meet them. In another
moment Wetherell Page had clasped:
Evelyn Tole in his arms.
ELIZA BURNS ARTHUR,

“NO

PAY, NO

WA8HEE,”

A11 kinds of laundry worK done at short nuloe. Goods called for and delivered.
H. B. ESTEY A CO.,
West End Bridge,
Ellsworth, Me.

llr. 4. K. int

/

I i 1) I PC Who

Hav® US«<1 Them
as the BEST
KING’S
Star Crown Brand

LftUILO Recommend
nil

PENNYROYAL PILLS.

in

j

LAUNDRY

AND BATH ROOMS.

lnimemate Teller, no danger, no pain.
Ueed for year* by leading specialists. Hundred* of teed*
moninlfl. A trial will convince you of their intrinaic value
In case of suppression.
Send ten centa for sample and
book. All Druggist, or by mail $1.50box.

KING MEDICINE GO.. Box 1930. BOSTON. MASS.

FATHER SAID “HURRAH”!

"

In a letter from Miss Annie C. Roberts of W. Southport, Me., whose father had taken one bottleiof.Li-rt-cene, the new Rheumatic Cure, she writes: “Father says ‘-Hurrah’' he feels better. He
gets up out of his chair without help and goes out of doors, walking about quite a little. We are
certain that U-ri-cene is driving the Rheumatism out of his. system.”
U-ri ce.ne is sold and guaranteed at Parcher’s Drug store. Ellsworth, Me., and money willlbo refunded if a fair trial fails to cure Rheumatism. In tablet form only. Price 60c.
,.
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WOODBURY CHEMICAL COMPANY.

Homon.

laxative Rromo
every
Quinine js M?,
Cures • Cold in One Day, Criptai 2 Days Choi. 23c
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will
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KA9COCK COCSTT PUBLISHING CO.

fight,

and

shall have

we

hands.
The threat will

war

Ron.IX*. Editor tad Msiuum-

Hancock
in
Free DrHrrrj
Fourty-Growth in P. O. Receipts.
WmiSGToy, D. C., Not. 23-{*pects< »

not

it is believed that we will offer Colombia

Of #i p«r year.
Advert laing RMnn»~- Are reasonable, ud will
be aMMSe known on aprpltealfc-ti.
rate

indemnity

financial

a

for her

through the revolution. The
European governments are ready to
recognize Panama, bnt say that she

Ba«fnn8 ,"0»muck»tloB* *rtoa»rl be addressed

shonid assume a reasonable portion of
Colombia’s debt, which amounts to
about *15,000,000.

wortfe. Main*.

A (;nw-(.'oontrj Railroad.
Little has been heard recently of the
one-time projected and mueh-talked-

land

of railroad across Hancock county
from Ellsworth to Castine. But that
a

road,

steam

rural route In the

there

county

have

congressmen

tor their

»ux«

things

All these

to

would sooner or later come into the
control of the Maine Central, and this
is

constantly

farmer

own

true in

particularly

are

growing.

finally cotoe about, the
next move would donbtless be to build
westward to a point on Penobscot bay
that would afford

4a. Tull

0t27

c

0

^plfoc-n

Co££x

a.

11

m.

-i

n

iy

a

*“

27

open port ail the
naturally Castine

an

year round, and
would be this objective

OrI*
<fc3*

out of there

the western

Hancock county without
impressed with the conditions

being

that call

loudly for better transportation facilities. This is a thrifty section; from Union river to Penobscot

STATE OF MAINE.

bay are prosperous farms, granite
quarries, lumber mills, Large country
stores, and many minor industries
that only need a short and cheap way
to market to turn them into major
industries. The rapid development of
this entire section irf hindered only by
lack of better transportation facilities.

’longshore steamboat service
admirable, but not adequate, but

By the Governor.

A PROCLAMATION.
In observance of the custom eitabttsheu by
forefather* ami conforming to the proclamation of the President, 1, John F. Hill, Governor of Maine, hereby designate

Thursday,

Twenty-sixth day

A

handling

is
it

the long lands and
of
merchandise;

but rail communication can do

have received at Tito band and for the expression of our gratitude for ilia loving ktndx ess.
On that day ltt alt unnecessary labor be »us*
pealed, and in oar home* and accustomed
places of worship let us unite la making this a
titn of grateful and hear- f« It thanksgiving.
The year now approaching its close has been
one of prosperity to the Mate at d the Nation.
To the hi* he*t degree we nave enjoyed every
blearing of civ.Tired life, and a? we &lve thanks
to Him whose watchful care ruletb over all, let
us remember the unfortunate and needy that
they ala© ma share in our prosperity.
Given at the Executive Chamber at Augusta,
this fcixttt day of November. In the year of
our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
three, and of the independence of the United
States of America the one hundred and

twenty-eighth.

would,

at no distant

day,

bring

about a marked change for the
belter in the industrial conditions

throughout

this entire section.

National Affairs.
the Washington disAccording
1 patches President Roosevelt had Secretaries Hay and Wilson, Senators
Miine in

to

the Governor.
JOHN r. HILL.

Bnaar BOTI», Secretary of State.

j

minister, tbe

This is only one of many like in! stances where men of real prominence in national affairs have been

eral islands in its vicinity, with tbe
right to fortify these as well as the

called in conference with the executive that he might hear their views
and pfofit by their advice.
It can not fail of notice that though

to
preserve public
peace in the cities of Panama and
Colon and to prescribe their sanitary
When
we
ordinances.
necessary

canal, the right

may use force to accomplish these
ends.
In return we guarantee the inde-

republic of Panama,
pendence
pay her *10,000 000 at first and #250,000 annually, beginning nine years
of the

from date of treaty.
a

We are to have
of all means of

perpetual monopoly
across the isthmus,

transit

either

by

railroad or canal.
A few hours after the treaty was
signed the Panama commissioners ar-

rived in Washington.

They expressed

satisfaction with tbe terms of the
one of them will take
It is
It to Panama for ratification.

!

|
I

New York is the

Union, the
>
1

most

empire

state

of the

populous and pros-

perous, and ought to be the most inhuemial, its senators. Platt and Depew.
never appear as having been taken
ime account

upon any of these occa-

sions.
The senior senator apparently devotes his time and attention only to
practical polities. When he visits the
White House it is on his own motion
to urge the President to appoint some
friend to office. Senator Depew oblig-

ingly turns all these things over to
his associate, and does not bother himself very much about either states-

document, and

manship

expected that the treaty will be approved by the new republic about

distincIt would
tion if New York senators would win
for themseives a place of real prominence in national affairs.

Dec. 10. It will then be sent to the
Senate for ratification.
The republicans need two democratic votes to get a two-thirds marequired for the approval of

jority

the whole

The bill enacting the Cuban reciprocity treaty passed the House by
a vote of, 335
to 21. It is now in the
Senate committee on
foreign relations and if the democrats
do not attempt to filibuster the treaty
ought to be passed in lime to adjourn
hands of

the treaty, but
nearly
country, including some of the largest
democratic papers, are supporting
the administration, and as the South the
as

is anxious for a canal, many
of the democratic senators will vote
for the treaty, thus insuring its rati-

especially

fication.
Senator Bacon explained the position of the minority senators, by saying that while they condemned the

action of the President in his hasty
recognition of the new republic, they
would not allow themselves to be
on record as in opposition to

placed

the canal.
In other words, they would like to
attack the administration, but they

politics.
be an appreciative

or

the

session by Thanksgiving.
In the House the democrats voted for
the bill, although they took advantage of the debate to make many
campaign tariff speeches which they
will soon be distributing to their constituents. They denounce the “gag
rule’: which prevented them from introducing a host of amendments and
prolonging the debate indefinitely,
but after they were reminded that,
when in power, they adopted the
same tactics, they made threats of
what they would do when the House
The bill will
was again democratic.
of course pass the Senate, as twothirds of that body voted for the
extra

treaty.
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combined in the new

blood

tonic, Pept-iroa Pills,
which are pleasant to
take, agreeable to the stomach, and
readily assimilated by the most delicate
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ran on

ODetjnal to the

orpleasnreso.' life. Yon need iron
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them from tbelr
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tonics and nntrients,
natural constituents of
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blood, giv. healthy color to
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appetite, aid digestion, steady the
nerves, and promote refreshing
sleep.
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treatment. Prepared t*r C. I.
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BRING THIS COIPON.

proceeded to investigate.
a tuey
pubed eight or ten
fat boms of cord line (mo;e or teas) and
a lobster buoy.
The buoy wa» a block of
wood about a foot long and five inches
through. It must nave beta difficult lor
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and Ear.

Office equipped with all the modem instru
moots and appliances lor the examination and
treatment of these diseases, o
Kasy awe»s to Bar Harbor hospital, where
patients receive the best of care at reasonable
rates.

F.

F. SIMON

TON, M.

D.

PHYSICIAN ahdSUBGEON.
Offices In Manning Block.
formerly occupied by
Dr. J. F. Mitunlug. Office open day ami night,
except when absent on professional calls.

on

sale at

Wiggiu

.v

Sjjcual Notices,
SPECIAL NOTICE.
not trespaas in Cuniculocns Park,
i
demand protection to life and property
from the eoaDty of Hancock, the State of
Maine, and the United State# of America.
Maby C. Fbbts Austin.

DO

H.

Moore’s.

at

lflt

Ptiiladclpbu

*mvric* I« U1L*8-

ironed
I hi,

uaatkl

Ootft***,

Bloc*. ILUVUIU

Wednesday after-neons until further

A** hit**:

:uttiOQ

12. VO
Si 107
2.WS
4, yi

83 18

170 a
45.867

£

2,500 8

Total. #760,1
LIABILITIES.
Capital stock paid in. $50,000
fund.
40,900
Surplus
Undivided profits, less expenses
and taxes paid.
8,441 95
National bank notes outstanding-■
48,050 00
ajar
Due to other National banks.
Due to trust companies and savings

88

I

46 96

*76S,119 55

’otal

!

■ s
417.864 84
in,.©; 6*
6,288 32
1S»

STATE OF MAINE.
W.
Oousn or
Hancock m:—I,
Cnabman, cashier of the above-named bank.
•;o
aitv *wear that the above statement
1* true to toe best of rnv knowledge and b«*
lief.
HKKxtY W. CUSHMAN.Cashier,
bubacribed and sworn to before me this 93d
day of November, 1903.
LEONARD M- MOORE,
Notary Public.
(Seal.)
Correct—A tteat:
A. P. W18WELL,)
*
duvdv
Director*.
L. A.
EMERY.
A. W. KING.

Henry

j

Erg?.! ^Cotters.
Hunkrupt’a Petition for Discharge.
In the matter of
)
? fa
1
Edmon Eno,
BankruptcyI
Bankrupt,
To the Hon. Clareoct Hale, Judge of the Dj»trict court of the United States for the Dl**
tricto! Maine.
XT' DlfON
ENO, of Blleawth, in the
tZj county of Hancock, and btate of Maine.
in said district, respectfully represents tnat
on the J"th day of October, 1-at past, he was
ol
duly adjudged bankrupt, un lrr the Acta ne
Congress relating to bankruptcy; thatana
has duly rnr^erdered all nis property
rights of properly, ana has fully compy*®
with all the retail eruent* of said acts and m
the orders of court touching bis bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays that he may be
creed by the court to have a full discharge
from all debta provable against his vs«*»
under said bankruptcy acta, except auchoenw
as are excepted by law from such
Dated this Ifttb day of Novein -or, a. d.
EntfOK eno.

[

£»,(\cni*Jr'

_

Bankrupt-

Orrtftr of Nolle* Thereon.
District of Maine a*.
tnn, °
Ou this :4J*t day of November, a- d.
reeding the for<K' in* petition. It i»— he na
a
hearing
that
Ordered by me court,
upon the oiune on the llth day of
a. d. 190®, before said court at Portland. in
district, at it) o’clock iu the forenoon; and u»
notice thereof be published in the Ell*‘ro
ai
American, a newspaper printed in said
trict, and that all known creditor#, and °*“f,
the *
persons In interest, may appear at
time and place, and show cause, if any in
aho
have, why the prayer of said petitioner
not be granted.
And ft is further ordered bv the court,
the clerk shall send hy mail lo all know® <cr
oru
itora copies of said petition and this
addressed to them at their places of reaiden
as stated.
nj.le
Witness the Honorable Clarence.»««•
Judure of the said court, and the **•!
a»j
2ist
at Portland, in said district, on the
of Si vember, a. d. 19^3.
„1aft
1ClerkHkbet,
F.
Jambs
L. 8.J
A true copy of petition and oruer thereon.
Atteati-JAMEs E. Hkwky. Clerk.

thji

GREELY,

DENTIST.
s«Tof *75

50,000

226.90540

5,228*

*

1IARDOU,

Do« from approved reserve agents
’fccckn and other c&4h item*.
Note* of other National oaxik*.
Pt»c.tonal paper currency, nickels
sr.d cents...
Lawful money reserve in bank, vi*.:

Dividends unpaid...
I Individ oal deposits subject to check
[ Demand certificates of deposit.
! Sveinie department.
j Certified checks.
t~u»hier'H checks outstanding.

j

wishes to announce Out hereafter he will give
special attention to the treatment ol diseases ol
the

etc...

»I

\

BUNKER,

U. 8. bonds.

Specie.20
Legal-tender notes-ia.*3i oo
{ Redt option fund with 17. 8. Treasurer (5 per cent. of circulation).

rpHE

Prices 35 and 50 Cts [JR.

Castlue’s

paid only (1,200;

hip

TELEl'HoNK.

Uscnl

ycnr,
previous
postal
when the gross receipts were (2,800 75,
tottl expenses (1 259 84. or 45 per cent.,
and the net revenue (1,540 91. Tba poet

j

H:£al Notios.

Eye, Nose, Throat

building
was a

<

subscriber hereby Rive* notice that
I.
he has been Jui v appointed administrator of tbe estate of John K. Whittaker, late
ol L»moinet in the county of Hancock, deceased, and given bond* as the law directa
All persons having demand * against the estate of «aid deceased are desired 10
present
th-; *aroe .for settlement, ami all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment mi
mediately.
B.
Kkviu
Coolr do it.
November 3, 1903.

JJU.

ONE NIGHT ONLY.

Seats

record for the

II.

Al*S7kr.

49

This

I

/

tivafcssional £auc.

HANCOCK HALL

Castine

per cant., and the net revenue (1 424.92
There was no separate rent account, as the
poatoffice there ta bouaed In a governmant

at the office of T.
it
on the fourth

u*

dmu entents.

when

were

*<i

the

as
toe record last >inr was a little la
ff from tlie record ol the previous fl-cal

yiar.

K

bucksp*

cm

The total expeiieea, or
dental «xpeusee.
which reiba amount of the rec ipta

per cent., leafing

s

k 4.

tures.

day of January,
(•»«• musk from tier voice
Perh «p-« tiw bu Uvr ; t?0i. and the thi-d da of May, ’tot. at ten of f
which h-<g frighten'd the «onun from the the clock in the f-trenoon of each of said day*. |
M*i**Tv help nMid »t t* « Im*k1 .tting haa *een
!>E.? *1 «“*™.
CommiMionem.
O. W. Me
**y■

■-

■

Address

»

on

securities,
dankin*-bouse, furniture and fix-

r\<

hb**9 e*nvanaer.
New coois.
H g money.
Hood Mpg. Co.. Ea*t Iiocifster, N. H.

|

•>

Premiums

canvassing

*a I*
r-iieil r< ceip »■ i
in* « *nod
Tbe r*i£*n*i Mrt -uai irtwniiz
of
the
COH WISMONKIIV NOTICI
The luc*»m*i tuee l*» .!*tl
\ Vlau e oe^1* ho’otrlaBt aoc ety w»H b“ hetn
Uasokk, as.:—Sox. a, 1903.
< h
unoit of m
500
was *14 987.30
the und< rsifroe.!. having been duly
It
&.
it
nud
f2
r«ot
n*or as at first
0»rdirter,
|
\XY
f V
*;>p »imed by the Honorable O. P Caa8!«r,«
v& 2&>.££ «n’»«or>cMl, Nov. 27 -ml 28
paid fur tfifc
uinxhniii. judge of pro jute tor said county.
*
*■
«vmh ptia far clerk
*.
; f! 60)
Tats program e• i»avw * »en am oaneed I Cimmi. tiottr* lo receive •»<! examine t .«
claimant the cre*-?i or* of Aacnath Chip man.
nrt
fi
Offtit'l
U»*t; *23n W9
and webarte rneny prominent *pe#tei».
light
iixfllnport, in e»S<! coonty. deceased.
!j nb r* e>iat*.* ha* *>®< r.
? I
■-* d- v.
: it-dmtd ntoruac Imu will be offe.t-ti to
r^pre-'f tiled insolvent,
expense*; «t»«J f2 646 S5
give public notice agreeably to the
|
hereby
**i
* x >**!’**•'•
;o
579
79
inline
*i
«t
(9
*tir« w U to
molt,
t.
order of « id Judge of pio^«l-. that six
,»■*
r
ut
tuc
«»tu
or 64 p*
c-i*..
month* from and after the first Tuesday iu
er
i«.cc.4
“It !>♦ tlit' Utile rift within »h»- <ute «rhte*» ever I Nownhtr, 19G3. have bee-* allowed to twid
the net rv w « a £5 407 6 *.
I a | creditors to present and p ose tiitir claims;
whle»|t*sr, m <ke* the tn;imc note / Jt
ju
4N.
d
ui
Bar
itarbor
»ua
Tut- r*
posiotfire lull** rift lu Uw bestth ,»f h w >man often, whim an t that ^e will attend to the ervire a«

New York Pres*.

United States is

granted absolute sovereignty over a
strip of laud five miles vide on each
side of the canal, possession of sev-

wera

suddenly 9

the boat

tarmngtoKU*,
-becoming th®

X

ending lheir Urea.

mooring*.
When they

Yonrb,y*i “»y fc»

'Dnfrt
UlC

(on*

came

ter there is

Hay- him at dinner one ni^ht recently, and
Bunau Varitla treaty, just signed by they remained conferring over imonr secretary of state and the Pan- portant matters till midnight, says the
ama

Burleigh

Gov.

similar

reported

fiscal

Haie, Hanna, Fairbanks, Piatt, of |
Connecticut, Spooner and Allison with

The \ew Canal Treaty.
According to the terms of the

M.nset laat week,

• per

which

the Maine

Maine music

cne

mat with

without enthusiasm would not

“glorious

ing

gross receipts
for tte last fi-cal year having been fg.OsS
78, as against $6 887 10 for t be previous

be secured from individuals and towns
ail along the route.
With a line of railroad connecting
with the Maine Central at Eilsworth

secured that

last.

Increase ia the business of
at

the contrary,
it is
that not only
would there be no serious opposition,
but that substantial assistance could

and running to Castine, and with the
Bucksport branch extended to Castine, an outlet for the products of
eastern and northern Maine would be

Auburn

the

man

The two men were late In etartlng from
the fippf’ng ground*, and It wen long after
dark and In a blinding enow atorm whan
It was *o
they made their mooring*.
rough at the mowing* that they look
their boat op to Parker's wharf aud Boding a email car on the whart pot lb*<r
tbelr
h>f»:are Into it and etertcd for

Takibty began to get ecartd.
line in a little more I hey a* w a
fish about three feet long nailing up to
ward tbe surface as though be was in
distress. Nothing in tbe fi«b .ine scare*
tbene two men so they pulled the flsb

of Ston-

started out

was

The report of the auditor for the postoffice department shows a commendable

railway; on
morally certain

day of public thanksgiving to A?mighty
God for the multitude of bleastags wrdch we

1

a

secure

o*-en

tion of the

a& a

at

Chapman

vacation

out of East
Orland, but the application was decided
upon adversely by the rural inspector.
An effort is being made lor an additional
route out of Zilsworth, covering North
and West Ellsworth, but it has not jti
to

It is to be doubted if there is a local
tradesman along this entire route
who, through fear of losing trade,
would actively oppose the introduc-

of

Symphony orchestra
Director Chapman of

near

rate and

rural route

ington July

this.

November. Instant,

By

overcome

double

nothing

©ur

the

cannot

1903.

ment.

_

The

paid and
to play to

accMeut at

road,

new

vacation with ail biila

Will and Al. New

f

I»»e

In order to make December one 6T0ur busiest months of the year, and to in
air is something not beaten by any of troduee our
high-grade dental work still more ex tens! rely throughout Hancock
tbe popular airs of tbe day or by those
county, we will make a cask discount of ♦:* on any JjtK or $ IO set of
meot in a letter dated Sept. 9 tu«t.
classic ones with which Director ChapTeeth ordered of us during the month of December.
All orders
A route out of Deer Isle wa* *i*o put in
i man is more familiar.
must be in and registered with us before Dec. 21 in order to receive the benefit
operation October 15 last, Gov. Burleigh
having endeavored for quite a year to
No wonder the fish supply isilmi.td of this big discount. We guarantee to use strictly high-grade materials, and
arrange the matter to the satisfaction of when they can’t find anything to eat but give our best work on all orders: in fact, to give actual ** and sin value for
the poatcffice department.
He Is now iohster trap buoys.
This i* the cue ol $5 and *7. Yon can't earn $.'t any easier than to let us have your
working on an application for a route oat tbe fish at Mangel. Two men went oat order for Teeth TO-DAY.
of
Dedham, and hopes before many one nigbt recently to tend their traps. As
months to have the preliminaries com- t ty were
palling one they noticed it
plete and the order issued by the depart- went sailing round tbe bay at a lively

section of

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 25, 1903.

April 1,

the

“I had rather get oue week of the glorious Maine air up oo my dear old home
farm at Bethel than have a European

| festival,

established

was

take

j Thia arrangement would he entirely sat! lafactory to the majority of residents in
[thia section, and the outcome will 6e
! watched with Interest.

Oo October 15 last Gov. Burieigh also had
established a route out of
Penobscot.
Fourth-Assistant
Postmaster-Genera!
Bristow having directed Us enatUnb-

point.

No one can traverse

Maine Central will

bly whin the conditions are considered :
county in the State.
Out of Buckepcrt, oue of the few postoffices of the presidential class In the i
county, has lately been established a second rural free den very route, it having
started October 15 last.
Tne first routs
than in any other

Should this

MOON S PHASES.

The

learn with

in

combat

mately be built along the route of the the extension of rural delivery of mail to
proposed Hancock CouDty railway is a county like Hancock, where the roads
the county
are rough and the surface of
reasonably certain.
and rocky.
Nevertheless much
The impression has all along existed billy
has been made, especially in the
that the Washington County railroad progress
last twelve months, more progress possiimpression

All of

la

or

made the

Since then he has

steering good
constituent*.

electric, will ulti-

or

towlp*

anil Al. Newman Nearly
Their Lire*.

Will

•

J

;

losses

&o Tut
IsiolaBsuiievovilm made
JHEajkxw k UrtJiTT musaiM C©., KHa-

Congress

to

to the notice of the

of

cb&«

Americas > readers will
regret that Mr*. B. S. Warren,
| of South Deer Isle, tbe valued correextension of this rural service one of the
i pordent of the only cownfy paper from
chief object# of bis labor*. having always
that auction, la serioaaiy ill, aod b*s been
the hearty cooperation of Senator Hale
; removed to the Maiue general hospital
The extension buc ,»«»loviy, because
iu Portland.
All j >in in wishing Mr*.
of unavoidable delay# in getting inspecWarn- a speedy recovery.
tors on the ground and securing favor*
a ole reports to the post office department.
The question along the eastern end of
Than the allotment of appropriations
Hancock county and all over Washington
and
the
the
different slat**,
among
county la what will be done with the
the
greater accessibility of many of
Washington County railroad. The date
where
idealities of the
middle weal,
when the fate of the road will be decided
j
carrier* can proceed over prairie roads to
;« Dec. 17, wt br Charles P. Libby several
residences regularly located a ong the j
month* ago. The general belie! though*
way, are considerations that New Eng- out tbfs section of the Slate la that the
;
a

the district.

much

hare

elected

was

not

was

on onr

weight with the administration, bat

|cfe«(Tirtl(Mi Prit»—12.(« a rear; #1 AS for sis
month*. bh ceaju* for Li:,-re* cr >Btta». tf paid
ceot#
itrieitx ia adraoce, f i .**, 75 *»!
Ail arrears*** are r^koacd at
SHpaeOtvIv

Hancock

Bur.eigfa

ct« came

abeent-mindedntse

of

cue*

Hancock county man
who forget that be was to be married one
day recently certainly takea the prise.
Toe cigars had to be passed just the same.

of the rural

resume

in

Boer

a

that

er, the

rentes wtibltibed
county chows • very satisfactory condition. Wbtn BejrrwecttttTf
A

satisfac-

a

Of ell the

nrtKTtiscmbrtfi.

ACCIDENT AT MANSET.

OOCSTY GOSSIP.

WASHING TON.

Rural

made, Colombia

tory agreement is

ELLSWORTH, MAH?*,

ike

and that unless

amicably,

AT

f. W.

FROM

know which side the people are on,
and dare not.
General
Reyes, the Colombian
peace commissioner, says be is coming to Washington to arrange affairs

<fcl)£ i£llei»ortf) American.

Ji-f^av

Subscribe for The AMERICAN.

'1

ComsponUfim.

food enough to keep hts soul with him,
but he cannot make new plantations or
He is' ingenious, however;
sugar mills.

v
Porto Rico.
P. K No?. 7, ’03.
To the Editor of The American:
Since Porto Kieo became ours 1 have
had considerable desire to visit the

'A Chapter

on

begs;

be seldom

MaYaotez,

he

THE W. C. R. R.

GROWING FEELING THAT MAINE

prefers to steal—per-

like us, from reasons of pride,
but because he knows it is more successHe has also inherited all of his
ful.
Spanish father’s shrewdness and lack of
honesty in trade. No stranger can deal

haps

island, and mat desire is now
fairly
It is not quite so much
well satisfied.
American as I hoped to And it. It would

not

with bim and

money’s

be

doubtless
interesting to visit the p’ace
again in about a hundred years from now.

got any

than

more

CENTRAL WILL ABSORB IT.
THE

aometimes be

might

HAS NEVER PAID.

The

are

good thing—even
expected too

a

people

any of the colored

It has been

It la a pretty difficult matter to convince
any Washington county man that tbe
Maine Central is not about to absorb the

Washington county
equally true that most

here

ing

once

just

how to

behave

fecundity,

abomination

this

expect.

of

mixture

a

very strong that it wilt.
From the day that tbe first sod was
turned in the construction of the Washington County line it has been felt by
conservative men that the Maine Central
must, sooper or laiejr, take control of the

are

road and

operate it.
ONLY PAYING BASIS.

They have said ail along that in no other
way could it be made a paying proposition.
Back in the early spring of 1898, when the
one topic of interest in grocery at »re debates

impending

the

was

a rumor

Spain,

with

war

became current in Bangor that
to

a

be

certain prominent
the general manager of the new road.
The Washington County road was then
in course of construction, and was not
opened for traffic until the next February,
and there was much speculation as to who
railroad

world

has

past five years, and

in Maine for tbe

conversation, it has been an almost foregone conclusion that the Maine Central
must eventually take this road. It might
not come in one year or in tlve, but some
time it w'ould. Even now it may not culminate at this time, but the indications

black.

tropical

who

position to gather informstion concerning the conditious and
outlooks of roads, both by observation and

so

wherever in the

people

all the

is

■

who have been tn

|

do not know at
or just what to

It

railroad.

followed th fortunes of the new
road are convinced that tbe sunrise folks
are right in believing this.
Such being
the general feeling it is not strange that
when a Washington county man recently
said that he expected to see the Maine
Central in control of the road by January
1, nil nodded their iieadB in assent.
To people woo have followed railroadhave

long since any Africans
were imported that the original color is
much—thought .they were to become
unhallowed mixAmerican
a prosperous
people imme- entirely lost, through
the
island came
under ture, and the shade has become very
diately that
American control. They now And that generally about that of the Mongolian;
while on the other hand, the most ot
they must either work, steal or starve,
those who are classed as white,
and
the same as before..
I should be so, have caught little strains of
But did It ever occur to your mind what
the virus until their complexion quite
a remarkable thtug it really is for a peowell agrees with those classed ns colored.
ple to be suddenly shunted off from the
But anywhere in the West Indies,
control of one government to that of
the common people, there is no
another, and especially where, the differ- among
distinction of race, or any objection to
ence is so great aa that between the ancient
and but very little among
kingdom of Bpain and the modern, free amalgamation,
the higher classes. Owing to the extreme
republic of the United States? There is
early human maturity, aud animat-like
no cause for wouderlthat the who^e people

people

The

TO

UNION

WASHINGTON COUNTY LINE

half his

worth.

other day a man came on hoard
You have recently beard a great deal with a handsome, tiny cur, and sold It to
about the discontent of the people; of the one person for fifty cents; he then went
riotous acts and processions, of black flags around the forward house and sold bim to
and socialism, and ail that kind of rot. another party for a pound of tobacco.
Now it is doubtful if any two full owners
But that is nothing; no Spanish'blooded
of one
ever did agree, and In'order to
people were ever happy except, when dis- save dog
disagreement the dog was put on
contented. This lot have simply been
and without any doubt he went
given too much freedom all at once; they shore,
w6re not used to any such thing; they do straight home. ff“"tbat dog holds out, I
dou’t see why his master cannot make a
pot yet understand it, and will not be
It fair living from him, and perhaps lay up
really fit for it for some time to come.
something. But, of course, a whole peowill take a long time to “pacify” them.
can hardly get trade enough of
that
It took Spain a hundred years to pacify ple
kind to matte the island really prosperous.
the 16 000 poor, peaceful Indians that she
The common people, like those in all of
found here 400 years ago. 8be first made
the West Indies, have always been poor,
slaves of them, and then Christians, and
are poor now, and will be poor for a long
at the end of a century they were all
time to come; until they are more edupacified—all dead. Sut Spain was always
cated, which always brings ambition,
Ingenious.
Our government goes to the other ex- until there.is some unexpected change in
nature. O! the people classed as white,
treme lu dealing with her subjects, both
not half of them are purely whites, nor
old and now. A little more water-cure
at home.

ADVANTAGES OF THE

THE LARGER ROAD—WHY THE

pre
has

man was

I

FROM BAR HARBOR.

V

Good Football---Successful Niinrods— Granite Business Looking Up—Good
Live Local Gossip.
y
Feeling All Around.
Bluehill, Nov. 16 (special)—L t winter
Bar Harbor, Nov. 24 (-pedal)—Last
Saturday af ernoon at Lmdall’s park, the come! That is ho-v the stone men of this
Bar Harbor Y. M. C. A. football learn tow'n feel. The White Granite Co. hss
’anded a nice catting job for k woman’s
woo from the Calais athletic »iaa«,ciatiou
eleven by the score of 5 to 0.
This is the h spital in Phil *delpbia. This, with the
second time the two t tarns have met th»s other work in paving. puts the company
fall, Bar Harbor winning- the first game at on a good footing. Work started up in
earnest last week. J. H. Johnson is superChIhIm a short time ago by a score of 6 to 0

Saturday
but

perfect football weather,
condition of
the
field was
was

the

wretched.

There

was

anywhere from

one

to four inches of

slippery mud and clay
all over the field, which made playing
difficult.
A
very
good-sized crowd
watched the game. The teams were pretty
evenly matched, but the home team was
enough better to win by one touchdown
It was a clean, hard-tuught contest all
the

through,

way

and

both

teams

did

remarkably good work considering the
slimy condition under foot. The best of
good nature prevailed on both sides, and
there was absolutely no approach to any

unpleasantness

which

occasionally

mani-

siaies

tooiueni

of required allegiance.
From Spanish history it
island has been

more

were

secea-

tort.

this
loyal, and ba« gtveu
seems

tha

trouble, thau any other of her
one-time many colonies. There have been

Spain
a

less

insipid insurrections,

few

riots,

while

through

more

ages
defend

like local

the

peop

e

the island
bravely helped to
against England, France and Holland, as
each in turn

snd

at different

and

many

times besieg d the place. Andkt>o for 409
years it was constantly held for Hpam,
while she neglected and ahu»ed it fur the
most of that time. As there was but little

It will take

can^ the town.

ish, painted

in

the railread, 163 miles of sea-coast. So
that the great bulk of the freight has been

long time to Ameri-

a

buildings

The

Crtoe taste.

are

Moor-

There

transported by

is,

large and conspicuous buildhowever,
ing with a sharp roof—the theatre, I believe. Among the things that ought to be
American but are not, I noticed the clerks
one

in

the

postoftice smoking

BUSlJ»KSb UKUW1JIU.

is changing, and the freight busi
ness of the new road is greatly increased
and still gaining. Operated by the Maim
This

at all times.

this gain would be greatly aug
mented, expenses would not be so great

Central

thinfc at home, on making inquiry at the delivery window, to
fee the clerk, while shuttling letters, have
a big c;gar in his lips?
In the custom house there Is English
What would

we

through provincial freight,

and

whict

goes by the way of Vanceboro, woulc
be sent down through the county, saving
some distance iu hauling and relieving £
now

entry and clearance clerk
with whom I dealt spoke no English.
The harbor-master, a pleasant American

spoken,

water.

but the

other parts of the road.
congestion
Controlled and operated by the Maim
Central, the road could the Letter compete
with water lines, as better rates would be
giveu to shippers where the haul was al
on

gold here, the island had no such value to
Spanish eyes as had Peru and Mexico; its
gentleman, is still, in the vernacular, “the
greatest use was for a penal colony.
the port”. Over the fort, on
The only prosperity the island ever knew captain of
top of the town, t here is still a mast and over one road than where it was over two
was along tbrougn the middle of the last
yard from which various sigcentury. In 1615 Spain issued the most tquareaail
Besides, one of the competing lines is
nals are displayed to denote what kind of
liberal and remarkable decrees regarding
practically, owned by the railroad com
th^ Island that ahe
her colonies.
free

to

there;

ever

Laud

immigrants

the

offered to any of
given entirely

was

who

would

quantify regulated b'y

settle

the

num-

ber of stives the settler should bring or
import. Timj docrees covered everything
that was generous and encouraginglooking not only a the time being, but
towards future events that might occur.
A term of prosperity then started, which
the many changes in the home govern
meui, during the second and third quarters ot that century, did nut entirely
overcome.

Between 1835 and 1875 there

were

twen-

each

ty-seven oaptnius-general,
the
In 1873
with a different policy.
Blaves were all freed, the government paying for them in bonds redeemable in ten
and

one

offing, iuwatd bound; that
Luiu custom.

vessel is in the
is

decidedly

a

Among things American that I saw was
a factory
where many females are employed; that is anything but Spanish.
Another thing was ladies aione, in pairs
in groups, to be seen on
any odd hour of the day.
or

Spanish

for

much before
now seen are

is

cay
hair and
cle-1.

to

the street, at

It is not good

to be dressed

ladies

or seen

But many of those
Americans and teachers. It

evening.

know

wear

them; they

have

light

sensible shoes aud

Native ladies

wear no-e

spectaglasses, but

they are
spectacles.
learning some questionable American
On Sunday, at the park, I saw
ways.
young women comfortably sauntering
around with their Lest beaux, with no
But

never

no

doubt

in sight, in just the
The planters sold the bonfis for 15 mother
that Americans do.
per cent, and without labor the most of ing way
However dull and unprofitable that
tbuui were ruined or gave up business,
trade may be, there are considerable hustle
and Porto Kico became again impoverin San Juan. There is an
ished and has tried to remain so with con- and turmoil
eltctric road to Rio Pedros, eight miles
siderable success.
a large Jill, both of which are
It Ih, of course, a tine island, and away, and
well patronized. As our vessel lay in
naturally able to produce a great deal, very
and employed a
but it now needs capital arid brains, both the street, we needed
From
on beard day and night.
of which arc slow in coining. The poor | policeman
tierce appearuuce, and from what I
native can raise certain kinds of simple hie
learned of him, if I needed to hire a murderer, I would have no hesitation in offersame

years.

aWwrttscmmtfr

Aiayaguez is
the people do

Auers
We know what all good doctors think of Ayer’s Cherry
Pectoral. Ask your own doctor and find out. He will tell

Cherry
Pectoral
quiets the tickling
throat, heals the inflamed
lungs, and controls the
hardest of coughs.
you how it

Aver's Cherry Pectoral Is trell knewn ln
our family. We think it is the beet medicine
In the world for concha and colds.
Katik I'ktkusuK, VeUlunia, Cal.
C. 1VIKCO,
-V.,8IK.. *1.00.
VI .'n.ifuUi.,

for “Jliii

Hard
One' of

hasten

C.

Coughs

A/er?TTM^t^edtlme*wiii
recovery, cently laxative.
A.

PARCHER,

APOTHECARY.
Ellsworth,

Maine

h

more

not all

sieepy pnti-u, uui
Bleep at once, and

though we lay off at anchor a half mile
from land, we still have a .light-watch-

with strict rules that no boat shall
ne allowed to come alongside after sun
down. This may not be quite fair, and
certainly not generous encouragement to
tliO-e natives who may have an honest
ambition to pica up a living.
The bay is not crowded with shipping,
though steamers are calling almo t every
day—British, German, French and Spanish liners—but those of the most consequence are of the New York and Porto
R co line. The finest of these is the 4;Coamo” (Co-ah-rao), 9nd she is here at this
time She Is commanded by Capt. Sargent,
of Sargentvilie. He is a courteous gentleman, a favorite with travelers and others,
and he knows sap water when he sees it.
With him on tbe “t'oamo”, American
royalty has traveled, Miss Roosevelt
She
making a voyage out here and back. from
bad her maid and a personal letter
the President to Capt- Sargent, asking
him to care for her and begging that she
be allowed a seat at the cAptain’s table.
This latter request was, of course, to rethe captain of any idea that a
lieve
private dining-room and corresponding
seclusion was expected or desired for her.
How different it would be with others!
If a daughter of European royalty was to
travel on a merchant vessel, she w’ould
have several ladies and maids in attendance. and a dozen grizzled generals and
commodores to guard her from contact
with any part of democracy. The grandest difference is that Miss Roosevelt had a
chance to enjoy her trip.
Of the four American vessels, of various kinds, in Mayaguez this weak, all of
the masters are
produots of Hancock
county —all born along tbe shores of Egman

gemoggiu.

Perhaps

|

the

RICHARDSON.

great

one

reason

why it

hat

been telieved that the Maine Central
for a long time had its eye on the Washington County road is the knowledge o
the condition which exists on the easterr
hai

of

division
The

Central—the ok

Maine

the

European &

railway
running

American

North

Canadian Pacific had a line
the northern portion of the State t<

Mattawamkeag.
This liue is to shorten the distance to St
John, N. B., and lo accomplish this auc
save tbe expense of building the road, ii

right

leases the

to

its

run

tiains

over

the

the Maine Central from Matta
wsmkeag to McAdain Junction, where ii
again hits its own line, in the shape of tin
New Brunswick division.
tracks of

THK C.

TRAFFIC.

P.

The traffic which the C. P. handles it
great, and with the business of the Maine

their

true is this
when the

self.

natural

during
C.

a

congestior

schedules out of nil

which knocks
blance to

makes

frequency

Central it

P.’s

winter

the
traffic

is

sem-

Especially
months

always tin

greatest.
With the Washington County road con
troll.d by it, believe thinking people, tin
Maine Central would be able, to a greatei
or lesser extent, to relieve this congestion
and at the san e time make the new division more than self-supporting. This may
not be right, and may be but tho conjectures of unwise

people,

but the

knowledge

General-Manager Evans, of the Maine
Central, has been down and looked the
Washington County over and, as it h
claimed, was satisfied that its acquisitior
would be a very good thing would appeal
that

to indicate that there
for these thoughts.

was

some

ground

ELLSWORTH.

WEST

Mary O., daughter of Alden V. Cartel
wife, died Friday, after au illness ol
two weeks of Bright’s disease, aged sevenThe futeen years and eighteen days.
neral took place Sunday, under the direction of the West Ellsworth grange ol
which Mist Carter wgs a member. Kev
J. P. Siinonton officiated. The tiurai ofthen;
among
ferings were numerous,
being a beautiful piece from the graugt
aud several pieces from the American
aud

where Miss Carter

house, Ellsworth,
been

employed

for

some

had

time.

Johu A. Me-ider and wife are at homt
from Bass liarbor, where they spent tbi
summer.

visiting his grand
parents, Asa S. Birron and wife.
and wife, oi
Thurston Cunningham
Biuenili, were in town Sunday te attenc
Barton

Carter

is

the funeral of Mrs.
Mims May Carter.

Nov. 24.

Cunningham’s

cousin
B.

Ti

in excellent condition to
quarry
produce g >od stock; in fact the condition
of the qoary is such that even peculiar
is

e

pieces

of

hand.

The sheds

stock

platform

in

are

are already in
good condition

for winter.

Several fires have been started,
Jl be added as snon as they are
ready to put on about fifty orsixfy cu'ters.
Word has been sent to “the boys” who
were out of town, and they are c.oming in
excursion*, so true are they to home inand

more w

dustry.
The

operators

contracts will
months’

job

feel

is

certain

that other

here before this

come

finished.

The

Jettison, Ingalls....I,

e. Young, Eaton
Carter.g. b.Boyd

Brooks
Alley.......r. b. b
Conners.I. u t.Hunt
Kohefts.f. b.. McCatuerene

Score, Bar Harbor 5, Calais 0.
Ryan, referee, Joy, umpire, touchdown
Conners.

Time

15 minute halves.

Saturday’s

football game was probably
the last which the Bar Harbor team will

play

this

season.

y

Last Friday Manager Walter Flewelllng
received

letter from the manager of the
Colby college team saying that that team
would like to play here Thanksgiving Day,
a

sult of t

weeks’

wo

hunting at Ox Bow in

Aroostook

county.
H. Kittredge, Osgood Richardson
and George D. Grindie got five deer in a
R.

week at Fred
and
near

Stimpson’s

Aroostook

Frank D. Foster secured
island Falls.

special meeting of
will bo held Friday,
A

in the

municipal

a

camp,
couple

ttie town of

Eden

Nov.

h.

27, at 10

in.

at Bar Har-

court-room

bor.
The

subject

lo be considered

if the town will

iB

“to

see

accept the report
of the selectmen on a way as laid out by
them, beginning at a point in Cottage
street near J. A. Rodick’s store, and running in a northerly direction to land of
Thomas Searls: thence westerly to land of

Lynam;

A. H.

vote

to

thence

southerly

to bait!

Cottage street”.

Right-Excellent Herbert Harris, of
Bangor, grund king of the grand Royal
Arch chapter, of Maine, officially visited
inspected

and

Royal

The

Mt.

50,

No.

chapter,

Royal Arch
Friday evening.

Kebo

last

Arch

degree

was

conferred

upon three candidates, after which supA large number of
per was served.

members

present.

were

V'

Annie McFarland, of Lamoine,
and Frank E. Walls, of Bar Harbor, were
married Wednesday evening, Nov. 18, at
7.30 o’clock. The ceremony took place at
the home of the bride’s parents, Mr. and
Miss

Mrs. Evere t E.
and

was

McFarland

in

Lamoine,

witnessed by friends aud rela-

tives.

bride’s dress

white organdie
trimmed with lace. The bride’s cousin,
Miss Delia McFarland, was maid of honor,
and her sister Adelaide was flower girl.
Carl Rej nolds, of Bar Harbor, was best
The

was

of

man

wedding Mr. aud Mrs. Walls
trip to Boston.

After the
left for

a

Alexander

Dover,

McQowii and wife, of East

visiting relatives here.
Sophia Sargent spent Sunday

are

Mrs.

with relatives

in

B

ewer.

Eiuliy Clement aud daughter,
Mrs. Elvira Ellis, are spending a few
weeks at Northampton, Mass.
Dr. Wilson McGown, of Lynn, Mass.,
Mrs.

spent a few riavs with h*ia sister, Mrs
Mary Bates. Be spent a few days bunt-

ing

white here.

It has been said that a healthy perdoesn’t know he has a stomach.
How unhealthy the dyspeptic must be!
He feels as if he were all stomach,
and one thing that makes him feel 80
is that pain at the pit of the stomach—
son

sometimes

Sewsii Phillif

The funeral of the late

s

held at tbe church Wednesd y, Rsr.
P. Simonton, of E'lsworth, officiating.

was

Nov. 24.

On

roan.

the

Ke th

Moving
Music

Hood's Sarsaparilla
and Pills
Cure dyspepsia, invigorate and too.
the whole digestive system.

ieiadtoabs ant) atramtw

RocHi1jneil1®w¥s^iWfli

HLUEHILL LINK.
WINTER SCHEDULE, 1903-4.
Commencing Wednesday, Nov. 4.
GOING EASTWAIiD.
Commencing Wednesday, Nov. 4, stearaMr
“Juliette” will leave Rockland upon arrival of
steamer from Boston,
every Wednesday and
“nturday for Dark Harbor, 1 Little Deer Isl^
(South Brooksville, Sargentvllle. Deer Iskb
sell wick. Brooklln. ♦South Blaehlll, BluehUL
Surry aud Ellsworfl.
GOING WESTWARD.
Leave Surry 6.'0 a m, every Monday and
Thursday making above landings and connect*
Ing at Rockland with steamer for Boston.

♦Flag landing.
1 Stop
Wednesdays going
Thursdays returning
| Slop Saturdays going
days returning

Miss

Alice

Mc-

Fred
Ernest

n is

very

Ray’s

bouse.

Walter Gate!

e

l. <*f Bir

Harbor,

is visit-

ing his grandparents, Mark Milltken and
wife.

_

Business Nolle-**.
One of the most magnanimous offers that has
been made for some time is that of the Sawyer
Dental Co.. of Kangor, who advertises to make
a regular $S and $10 set of teeth at a discount of
$:i, If ordered during the month of December.
They promise to put in the full $3 or $t0 value
in materials and work, even though they take
The reason
three big dollars right off the price.
for this unusual cut In nrices is to make business brisk during the last month of the year,
and al*o to get the contptny’s work better inHancock county.
The
troduced throughout
fact that the Sawyer Dental Co stands second to
none in the .Slate as demists of the mo t modern
and reliable school, will have an important
hearing on this special offer to Hancock county

BORN.
COOMBS-At Franklin, Nov 14, to Mr and Mrs
Charles L Coombs, a ton.
CARTER—At B'ooklln, Nov ifi, to Mr and Mrs
Percy Carter, a son. [Frank Herbert J
LUNT At Long Island, Nuv 20, to Mrs Alvina
Lunt. a daughter.
LEITH—At Tremont, Nov 15, to Mr and Mrs
John Al Leith, a son.
RU BILL—At Trcniont, Nov fi, to Mrand Mrs
Arthur II Rumlll, a daughter.
SEGER— At North BrooksvlUe, Nov 7, to Mr
ano .Mrs P'rank Seger, a daughter.
SNOW—At New London, Ct, Oct 29, to Mrand
Mrs Herbert Snow, a ton. [Herbert Alex
under ]
TRACY—At Eastbrook, Nov 1, to Mrand Mrs
Curtis Pi Tracy, a daughter.
WILBUR— At Piastbrook, Oct 29, to Mr and Mrs
Moses W Wilbur, a son.

MARRIED.
BUSKER- TRUSOV—At Bluehill. Nov 21, by
Rev R L (>1 Is. MIhs Grace Esther Bunker to
Frank Lewis Trumly, both of Sorrento.
BILLIXGTON—SINCLA IR-At Surry. Nov 21,
by R< v J I) McUraw, Miss Emily G Islington
to Greenleaf E Sinclair, both of Surry.
LORD— LELAND— At Ulsworth, Nov 25, by
Rev J M Adams, Mbs Abbie Pi Lord to
Stephen I! Lcland, both <>f Lamolne.
M A RSI I \ LI,—S \ l.!S BURY At Trenton, Nov
19, by Rev J P Slmonton, Miss Mattie Bernice
Marshall, of Trenton, to Isaac N Salisbury, jr,
of Lamolne
M’FA RLAM)—W ALLS—At Lamolne, Nov 18,
bv R« v J M Adams, of P.llsworth, Miss Annie
»1 McFarland, of Lamolne, to P'rank E Walls,
of Eden.

Clark who

was

serving

Thomustou for murder
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fStop on slg ial or notice to Conductor.
These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on.Main Liue, to and from Portland, Boaton and St. John.
Tickets for all points South and
West for sale at the M. C. It. it
ticket office, Ellsworth.
Passengers are earnestly requested to procure
tickets before entering the trains, and especially
Eilbwortb

to

Falls

and Falls to Ellsworth.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vice Pres, and Gen’l Manager.

EASTERN

Steamship Company.
Mt. Desert Division.

FALL,

SCHEDULE,

DIED.
AMES —At Deer Isle. Nov 13, Thomas Ames, of

Stibcrttsrmsnis.

a

Hugh

Miller

Clark’s release

on

life seoteuce at
the

were

was

prison

RETURNING.
From Boston
p.

m.

Mondays and Thursdays at 5.

From Rockland Sunday, Tuesday and Friday
at 5 30 a ni„ touching at Stoniugton. Southwest
Harbor, Northeast Harbor and Seal Harbor.

found

brought

l

several years ago.

Tula was the first time that Piesident
Roosevelt’s signature has been received
by Warden Smith, of t he State prison.
New Wharf at Lamoine.
town meeting held last Saturday the town voted 53 to 25 lu favor of
accepting a gift of land from Luther Gilpatrick, and building a wharf. The town
voted to mise |2 000 to build tbe wharf.

special

To Cure a Cold iu Oue Day.
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. AH
druggists refund the money if it fails to cure.
E. W. Grove’s sienature is on each box. 26c.

EDWIN M. MOORE,

jp

dealer in all kinds of

Fresh,

about

through the American federation of labor.
Miller died in

Commencing Monday, Nov. 2, 1908, the steamer
“Catherine” leave* Bar Humor Monday, Wednesday and Saturday at $ a. m., touching at Seal
Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest Hfcrbor,
and Stonlngton connecting at Rockland with
si earner for Boston.

E. S. J. Morse, Agent, Bar Harbor*
A. H. I1AN8COM, G. P. and T. A.
CALVIN AUSTIN,
Vice-president and
Gen’l Mgr., Foster’s Wharf, Boston, Mass.

high seas.
guilty
of murdering the mate of the “Jeffereon
Borden”, on the high seas twenty years

a

to*o|

BAR HARBOR..
Sorrento.
Sulllvah..
Mt Desert Ferry..
Waukeag 8 Fy..
Hancock.
Franklin Rond
Wash’gton dune..
ELLSWORTH.
Ellsworth Falls.
Ntcolin..
Green Lake..
Lake House.
Holden.
Biewer June.
Bangor, Ex St.
BANGOR, 51 C.

a

Ephraim Clark Pard ned.
has pardoned Ephraim

At

weanescu

y/ommeuciug
BAR HARBOR TO BAN GO ft.

The President

ago.

West Tremont

Note—This company will not be responsible
for delays aristna from accidents or other UBunavoidable caures.
O. A. CROCKETT,
Manager, Rockland, 1
Rockland. Me., Nov. 4.1008.

in.

Wigglii has moved his family into

Rronksville, aged 83 years.
pupil of C. E. Lindull, will
CARTER —At West Pill-worth, Nov 20, Mary O.
make her tirst appearance as a cornet
daughter of Mr and Mrs Alden V Carter, uged
17 years, 18 days.
soloist, and illustrated songs will be sung
CLOUGH—At Pillsworth P'alls, Nov 22 Charles
by J. Franklin Anthony.
J Clough, aged ftl years, 7 months, 28 da, s.
Mr. Lindull, during the evening, will
HARDISON—At Franklin, Nov 10, Mary L,
perform and expose many of the tricks of | daughter of Mr amt Mrs Charles Hardison, of
Ehmbrook, aged 17 years, 11 montns, 26 days.
Prof Brown, magician, of the Dr. Gray
MORS Pi—At North Brooklln, Nov 20, John P
Medicine Co., who were hete early this
Morse, aged about 80 years.
month.
3ALSBURY—At Pillsworth Falls, Nov 22, Dora
A, wife of David L Salsbury, aged 40 vears, 4
There will bo a danca after the entermonths, 10 days.
tainment.
STANLFiY—At Tremont, Nov 9, Isaac Stanley,
aged 43 years, 11 monihs.
A Thanksgiving ball will be given at
TORRPiY—A t Surry, Nov 18, Edwin A Torrev,
the Casino Thursday evening.
aged 35 years, 3 months.

Clark and

at

ing eastward.

MOUTH OF THE RIVER.
Capt. Frsnk Clossi

an

hall.

account would I be without

no

Hood’s Sarsaparilla in ray house.” Henky
Callan, 71 Commercial St., Portland, Me.

y

given at
Farlaud,

feeling’*;

S.

exhibition by
Picture Co. will be

Thanksgiving night

“all-gone

an

sometimes a “burning sensation.**
“I suffered from pains in my stomach
and could not eat. An old gentleman told
me to take Hood’s Sarsaparilla, which I
did, and after the use of four bottles I
gained my appetite, and I was soon completely cured, so that now I feel like a new

Will stop

Jude and Winfred Clark, of EIIpwortb, are spending a few dajB here
bunting.
W. F.

J.

Pain in Stomach

four-

company

has had several paving cutters working
itself during a match.
The only touchdown of the game was up stock that was found in the big dumps;
made by Bar Harbor withiu the first few for when they were mane much of the
stock was then considered unfit for paving.
minutes of play.
Blueh 11 has a large number of compeThe game began at 1 otfciock, and the j
Calais men left-for home on the afternoon I tent workmen, and t ey appreciate the
efforts of the operators dow in possession
train. The lineup was as follows:
of ihe several qusrrie*.
Bar Harbor
Calais
Jettison, Flewdling.r, e.U. Tuell
Small.r. t.Stuart
NORTH ELLSWORTH.
Evans.r. g.Wallace
Oarfiuk.c.Burbank
A. W. Erne and wilt, of the Falls, spent
Young. Ne.viujui.t. g.Wmie, Brown Sunday at Camp Ellis.
Bernardiui..
.1. i.H. Tuell

across

shock-

ing him the work.

P"

pany.
1

intendent.

fests

vailed, the production of humanity
exceeded tho correspouing I was a little school buy, and ihere always entirely
but some of the local players did not care
sive requirements of the soil; and this is
was a larger boy wbo knew everything,
the simple reason why the people are so was to have its management. Down in to play after Saturday’s game. Manager
and we smaller cbaps believed all that be
the county it was regarded, by the majorFlewelllng has been negotiating with
said. He told us that our country was to miserably poor.
other teams for a game Thursday, but it
as being a cinch for the manager, as
un this voyage we nrst weut to ban
ity,
and
and
seut
that
had
divided
be
Eng
up,
Juan—“San Whon”. I never did know it was expected to pay dividends at once; is practically certain that theie will ho no
over word that she would lake Maine, that
if not that, to pay expenses and interest game here Thanksgiving Day.
all
be
soon
we would very
Englishmen. why we are taught to pronounce some
and other Spanish places on bonds. Not all of the people thought
it)
places
Spanish
that
I
have
never
fora
shock
It gave me
A party of eight Bur Harbor hunters arIn English. To be consistent wo should that way, but many of them.
gotten. I thought it a fearful thing to be
is a large country, rived ou the evening boat Monday with
call
and
Cadiz
Havana
some*
county
Washington
“Kbardy”
made an Englishman after having once
it has lots of fish and game, more or less fifteen deer. H. E Wakefield, Frank M
like “Ah barn-yah”.
been safely born an American. And so thing
San
Jew
I
iu.an San
Is
lumber, and extensive fishing interests, Conners, Henry A. Law ford and Thomas
arm,
Whon,
others, and older ones, may have a similar
a
but it has what is the greatest setback to Sear s brought two deer «pieee ns the rerather
clean
little
nice,
mostly
place,
feeling regarding any sucu radical change
When our

SJbhrrligcmnitg.

BUSY BLUEHILL.

FOOTWEAR

for Men. Women
and Children.

salt,.

Smoked and

Dry

FISH.

l

HATS AND CAPS.

Lumbernie

•

I

will find here

ex-

■■
eeptional .opportunity to get good outlits cheap.

6 Cod,

Haddock, Halibut, -Blueflsb,!
4 Mackerel, Oysters. Clams, Sea’’opa,
Lobsters and Finnan Hadclie*.

O

The J. T. Crippon Store.
Comer Main and

2
T

Campbell A True Rlrt«., East Ena lirMge, I
KLL8WOK1U, Ul£.
.•<>4

4.

Water streets.
Next door to

ELLSWORTH.

pcstofitce

Vv anion «*hcu!(l remember
a man needs only a
but

net,

cage.

that io catch
to bold him a

t»s:m k<i mbtcnbert at 106

TH*

bined do

not

reach

to

many.

u

ThK Amks-

rummer

litt. it larger

than that of all the other papert printed
in Hancoei county.

Jbr offdttuomal Ckmntp .V#

Bilift

are

out

and

announcing a K. of P. ball
No?. 25.
«

even In*:,

MIm Lain Banker spent Saturday and
Sunday with relative* in Ext Sullivan.

term-eud

B. B. Havey, «bo haa been in poor
health lor some time, is now confined to
her bed.

winter term.

Mr*.

are

j

concert for next

Oliver Newman baa moved bii family
from Franklin into Charles Hanna’s houae
at North Sullivan.

now

Mies Blsncbe Salisbury,
at tbe Granite hotel, has
turned to Bar Harbor.
A

re-

ing

of grangers attended the meetFranklin grange laat Tburfday and

party
of

report a very pleasant evening.
Mrs. Elmira Moon,who is nurse for Mrs.
Roscoe Nason, burned her band quite
severely Saturday night while lighting a
fire with kerosene.
R. L. Grindle, of Mt. Desert, spoke
to a large audience tn K. of P. ball Thursday evening on: “Resubmission from tbe
standpoint of a Prohibitionist.”
s
Dr.

Schools opened for tbe winter term last
Monday, with the following teachers:
Andy P. Kavey, grammar; Miss Florence
A. Pease, intermediate; Miss Josie B.
Bunker, primary.
B.

Nov. 23.

from there

BROOKUN.
All schools in town close this week.
John F. Staples loet * valuable horse lat
v

Harry Kane, who has been yachting, returned Friday.
x
Misses Annie and Mosa Doilard leave
to-day for

Boston tor

a

tew weeks.

S. R. Belyea delivered a lecture
“Resobmission” Sunday morning.
Rev.

on

Charles Blake, who has been employed
as fireman on a yacht, returned Saturday.
Mies Bernice Mayo and Everett Kane
returned from Charleston Friday, where
they have been attending school.
y
School No. 8, taught by Mrs. Nellie

Hagertby, ot Sorry, gave a pleasant entertainment at Odd Fellows hall Saturday
evening. Nov. 21. The parts were well
rendered, especially by the little one-.
Ioe-cream and candy were sold. The proceeds, fl7.50, will go towards procuring a
clock and gong tor the school.
Tbe Baptist church tendered a reception
to Rev. S. R. Belyea and wile at the chapel
Wednesday evening, Nov. 18. Dea. E. P.
Cole, in a tew well-chosen words, welcomed the pastor and his wife to tbe
church. After the reception refreshments
the hall, after which a
were served In
pleasing programme was rendered. The
choir furnished mnsic. Dr. F. 8. Herrick
and wife, Mrs. Belle Blake, Mrs. Henry
Jordan and Miss Martha Stanley assisted
Mr. and Mrs. Belyea in receiving.
I'ne Femme.
Nov. 23.

Miss Flora Day is waiting her uncle, P.
B. Day, in Ellsworth.
School commenced Not. 18, taught by
Hollis Smith, of Sorry.

T. B. Day. who baa been very ill with
pneumonia, ia slowly improving.
who baa been

as soon as

who

Boston,
A

union

Cora

W.
first obtained.
than the
Ward has reserved the privilege to

Pomroy’s cottage.
Charles Rich and family have moved
into the old Tinker place.
Daniel Dow, Ashbury Lopaus and Basil
Lunt are at work on Bear Island.

School

wa» in

Saturday

last

session

retnrned.
Boston on
business. His brotner Robert, of StonIngtor, will go engineer of his steamer
“Creedmoor” while he Is away.
Thexma.

Capt. AI. Welch has gone

to

Instant Belief
For catarrh. Inhale Brown
well diluted with water, repeating often.

B

schooner

were

ate

sold

a

horse to Ed.

Hooper

M.

Nov.

D. Cbatto, who has been in the
Banzor, is at home.

School closed Wednesday.
Mrs. Elva Stanley and children will
spend the winter In Boston.
Hannah

Mrs.

Harbor for

a

Harper

has

gone to

Bar

few week-.

There will be a concert Tharsday evening in the Methodist cburcb under the
management of Herbert Butler.
Nov.

E.

MOCNT DESERT KERRY.
horse ot

A. Foas recently
Jason Springer.

Mrs. Frank

purchased

a

23._H.
EAST FRANKLIN.

L Colby has gone to Surry

Myrtle <cnnmon b-'B gona
Cberryfleld to learn dressmaking.

School began last Monday, Howard L.
Carter teacher.

Percy

W.

homes, ad

J. Johnson visited friends and
Sullivan last week.

Donnell

formerly

bough

has
owned

to

the

Nason

by

Sprtng fsr.

relatives in

R.

Nov. 20

Clarence Nickersou and Harry Johnson
are engaged In fishing, using their gssoline iauuch which they purenased early
is visiting bis family for a
He is employed with the Bar
Haroor and Union River Light and Po«*r
L.. A.

Spratt

Loss of Flesh

days.

Co. at Bar Harbor.
Mr. and Mrs. Coat lea

Eldridge

and

son

When you can’t eat breakfast, take Scott’s Emulsion.

returned to Portland after a shun
visit to Mrs. Eidridge’s parents, A. L.
Colby and wife.
have

When you can’t eat bread
ind butter, take Scott’s
Emulsion. When you have
been living on a milk diet and
want something a little more
nourishing, take Scott’s
Emulsion.
To get fat you must eat
fat. Scott’s Emulsion is a

Mrs. Rich is visiting relatives at Bar
Harbor and Bass Harbor. She will return
:u a

spend ibe winter
daughter, Mrs. Harry Johnson.
few weeks to

with

C.

Nov. 23.
south wear habbok.

H«rry Lawton, wife end son sre now *t
Henry Tracy’s where they will speud

Mrs.

the winter.

Mrs. Emma Merrill, of Alfred, has returned after a two weeks' visit to her sla
/
ter, Mrs. William Gilley.
Two young married men, John Leith
and

Alton

Truudy,

were

each other

last

over

week

with

great fattener,
strength giver.

con-

the advent of

Harvey Hodgkins and wife leave
Syracuse, N. Y-, to spend the

to

day

winter

their daughter, Mrs. J. O. Whit-

comb.

|
company,

Mr. Sonthwick, of the lumber
has moved his family into Edwin Clark’s
Walter
cottage for the winter, and
Stanley and family are to their own
Mrs. Alice Gilley has gone to Brockton,
Mass., to spend the winter with relative*.
She has rented her bouse during her
absence to

Everett.,Murphy,

who moved

in last week.

Nov. 23.

Spbay.

BLUEHILL FALLS.
Miss

|

a

great

Those who have lost flesh
want to increase all body
tissues, not only fat. Scott’s
Emulsion increases them all,
bone,
flesh, blood and
nerve.

borne.

Dora Conary is employed at Mrs.

S. Howe’s, Blueblll.
Schooner ‘‘Gamecock”, CapL Friend,
rived from Kockland Nov. 22.

ar-

Schooner “Rienzi”, Capt. McFarland, of
Stonington, Is loading staves here.

will

B

ir

For

invalids,

for

con-

valescents, for consumptives,
for weak children, for all
who need flesh, Scott’s
Emulsion is a rich and comfortable food, and a natural
tonic.
Scott’s Emulsion for bone,
flesh, blood and nerve.
a

We will send you
free sample.

Be sure that this picture
in the form of a label is on
the
wrapper of every bottle
of Emulsion you buy.

SCOTT & BOWNE,

LAM01NE.

CHEMISTS,

Miss Hazel Hodgkins will visit relatives at Bar Harbor the present week.

409 Pearl St. N.Y.
50c. and $11 all

be at

Harbor,

a

borne at

after

on

the 10

tour of two

o’clock
weeks,

December 1.

Riel

McFarland
of Bar Harbor.

Reynolds,

druggist*.

The yonng ladies’ mission circle will
hold a social and sale at C. E. ball, Friday !
Advertising is like learning to swim
evening, Nov, 27, There will be a table Have confidence, strike out and you wil
of fancy and useful articles, also a candy surely win.

|

being dooe by CterryBetd pertie*.
Miee Jaliett Him peon, who le elettiog
her friend Mine Kthel Bowe In Bangor'
met with
Into

Car

and

Y

Nov. 23.

Mont&ford Haskell Is digging
the rear of his residence.

a

from

well In

Capt. George D. Haskell arrived
Brooklyn, N. Y., Saturday.

a

Charles Thompson and family have gone
Medford, Mass., to spend the winter.

to

sidewalk society was entertained by
Mrs. Elmer Hardy Wednesday evening.
The three-masted schooner “Mel to a
Tra^k”. of Ellsworth, went ashore the
night of Nev. 16 on Sally island in Kggc
moggin reach. She was slightly injured.
aud wife

are

going

close toeir bouse and go to Camden
week to rpend the winter with their
Frank Hardy. Mr. Hardy’s absence
winter will be much regretted by
neighbors and friends here.
Marine lodge, F. and

A.

to

this
son,
this

his

M., held

ent.

Mr.Co'hraan

Kills

Thursday night, returning
Friday.

home

a

wee

not

carelessly
noticed In tie
on

SOUTH strait?.
Mr*. Laura Colby, of Ml. Desert Ferry,
is visiting her father, Edgar Treworgy.
Mi**

Fannie Leighton, of
aud Sunday

Ellsworth,
E. M.

at

ipeot Saturday
Cunningham's.

guest at the

bou*e

John A. Meader returned
from Bass Harbor last week, where they
have been employed through the summer

factory.

ardioe

Lu the

minister's supper it Edward Curtis*
last Wednesday was a success. The party
spent a pleasant evening with conversation and music, and the younger ones
piayed games. The next supper will he
at Centre hall. Use. 2.
The

Alton, son of Edwin H. and Lola Tor
rey, died last Wednesday, after a long Illness.
He was a young man of good moral
character and much respected by a large

frleods,

clrcie of

were

both

here and in other

he has been employed.

where

Sec

Morgan’s Bay church
Bsmootou, of Ellsworth.

held

at

by Kev. Mr.
Toe services at the grave were conducted
by a delegation of Old Fellows from Bar
Harbor lodge, of w nicb be was a member
They also brought a beautiful flower piece
He leave* a
as a token of their regard.
is critically ill, a step-mother
slaters—Mra. Florence A. Young,
of Ei»t Burry, and Mra. Nellie Caudage,
of Morgan’s Bay—to mourn his Iocs. Mr
woo

Torrey was
president of

well
the

known

Bangor

In

*

painters’

onion.

was

prettily decorated

with

PENOBSCOT.
W.J. Creamer has been in Boston the
past week.
Mr?. Ella MtCau’ey, of South Hancock,
is visiting Mrs. Both Smith.
Thtre was a soc al dance at the grange
hill Saturday evening.
The attendance
was

The bride, attired in dove colored nun’*
veiling and carrying a bouquet, and tie
attired
in conventional black,
groom

an

parlor

arch erected

School in town begins to*day.
Miss
L. Seilers will leach again in tbe
B»y district.

Capt. K'-uben 11. Perkins

has

s.booner up, after a successful
the coasting trade.

hauled bis
summer

made

man

the ceremony refreshments were
served by MiB9 Ruth Marshall, of Bar
Harbor, a era fin of the bride, and Mies
Almena Marshall, an aunt.)
After

The happy couple will visit friends in
Ellsworth and then go to their home in
Lamoine.
The presents were many and beautiful,
young couple have the hearty
a
congratulations of
large circle of

and the
friends.

almost

miracle.

a

C,

NORTH BROOKSVILLE.
Schooner ‘-Robert Pettis” is

being

repaired at the grange wharf.

Ray Perkins has gone to New London
Ct., to work at the blacksmith trade.
Schooner “Joanna”, Capt. Perkins, ia
wood aud barrels for Rockland.
Charles Parker bad one bone of hia arm
broken by the falling of a piece of timber.
S.

Andrew

Orindle has contracted to
from Sonlh Brookavllle to
C.

Fan.

SEAWALL.
Mrs. Lewis Newman Is confined to her
home with a|lame ankle.
Miss May

French,

are

Homer and friend, Miss
visiting Mrs. Walter New-

from here occurred last
Mrs. C. A. Stimson and Mrs,
Franklin left, the former for Kansas City,
where she will spend the winter with her
daughter, Mrs. Qeorge C. Emery, and the
latter for Boston, where she visits her
brother and other friends. The day following Miss E. J. Simpson, who has bfcen
spending the summer In her old home, left
Miss Simpson has
for Newton.
been
renewing old friendships and forming
new ones, and her departure is
much
regretted. With her went Mrs. Winslow
week.

exodus

,,,,

been

in

town

week.

Daring

tbe

p*et week tbe -‘Idlers’ K^n
filled with boater* from
out ot

been

b»»

town.

Reuben Citric, of Ber Harbor,
washers
making repein on bis hours it
Tsunton.
tut week

Emery W. Smith, Samuel O.
Hsrdisoo recently shot

ward
at

•

sod
nice

No. 10.

Eddeer

Frank Bradbury la living at the
Mania
bouae, while workmen are Solating kb
bouse.

new

Mary L.. daughter of Cbarlea and Ida
Hardison, of Eaatbrook, died Nov. lg, at
the borne of ber slater, Mrs. Carl
Butlar
after

n

abort

was

age

lllneea of

pneumonia. Her
eleven monthi

seventeen years,

and twenty-six days.
DEATH OF W1I.UAM E. OOUSISB.
William E. Cousins died at bis home at
Beecbland Saturday afternoon. Nov. 21, of
a
brain trouble, aged tbtrty-8re years.
He was above the geoeral average in
stature, health and strength. Until two
e was never 111
days before his death
enough to call a physician. Hi* eudden
death was a shock to the commaolty,
For the past two years be bad been employed as one of Ibe bridge crew on tbs
Maine Central, and at the time of his
death was second foreman.
He was genial, temperate and Industrous. Hts death is a great blow to bh
parents, with whom be lived, furnishing
the greater part of their support.
He
unmarried.

was

He

was a
member of I. O. F. and tbs
I O. O. F.. besides being a granger. Besides tbe father and mother, W. F.
Cousins and wife, be leaves a brother and
three sisters—Colburn Cousins and Mrs.
Millie Wtlbnr, of Eaatbrook, Mrs. Winnie
Springer and Mrs. Belie Murcb.of Frank-

lin.

Nov. 23.

Ch'e'ek.
EAST SULLIVAN.

George Hatch and family
Ualloweil.

are

borne

from

The harvest and thanksgiving concert
given by tbe Sabbath school Sunday
evening was well attended.
Kev. O. G. Barnard will preach next
Sunday especially to the Daughters of

Liberty,
order in

of

which

there

Is

a

growing

this place.

Nov. 23.

B.

3ttirrtisnnmts.

Paine’s

Mrs. Advlne Choat, of Massachusetts,
is visiting her father, Robert Newman,
and other relatives.
Mrs. Laura Hadlock has returned from
visit to .her son Ralph, who ia in the
navy, and is about to start for the Booth
for the winter.
Nov. 23.
Dolly.

a

NORTHEAST HAKBOR.
Everett Ober
ter last week.

was

installed

Celery

Compound
Permanently

Cures Sick and

Nervous Headaches that

Sick and nervous headaches arc amongst
the worst ills of life. The man or w n..u. who
is subject to headache at irregular uit.ivab,
-cry
goes through file tearing a l *ad of
^nd wretchedness tiiat is terrible to think
of.
Headaches as a rule, result from a disritered condition of ibe nervous sj ’-.m.
dental excitement, loss of sleep, bodily
digue, and disordered digestion ere exciting
.msc*.
When the brain becomes tired and
-bilitatefl, tire vs hole nerrons system is weaknctl, and headaches result. If the liver is
luggivh, the kidneys inactive, and diction
rkranged, hca*ladies, invariably follow. To
•are ami prevent headache, the nervous sysfcm
must be
Strengthened and v:' aiircd.
ihc most persistent eases of headache, nervous
feebleness, and sleeplessness, are permanently
*d by Paine's Celery Compound; it : 'he
•rest reconstruct ant of the nervous syste®:-!rs. Henry Westrick, St. Clair, Mich., tells
>f her release from suffering as follows:—
^
**
1 have been troubled with dyspepsia ran.
About
•H-k headache for a number of
years. oi sick
very week 1 would have a bad spell
•eadache, but since I began using Patne
L-kry Compound, my dyspepsia is gone, and
l do not have any nrore headache-. I
letter than I have for years.’*
>

i

Vo Jfced Soiling the Bonds with

DIAMOND

as

DYES

i 'iauaood Dye« are e*»y atwl cleanly to ue«.
Made for borne economy; never disappoint.
Direction book and 45 dyed sample# free.
DIAMOND DYES, Burlington, Vt-

C.

man.

SULLIVAN.
an

w«

tb.

wife,

bare

Make Life Miserable.

Nov. 23.

corner, and were
and wife in a most impressive

manner.

Quite

of

So lllean,

SEDGWICK.
Mrs. W. H. Stanley Is ill with asthma.
Charles Cooper has gone to Boston to
join the steamer “West Point", Capt.
Job B. ntiel, as cook.

one

Nov. 23.

C. E.
William McFarlene’a bouse.
Cbarlee C. Butler and

in

B. H. Cushman, district deputy, has
been on an official visit to the masonic
1-dges at Deer I»le and Stonington the
pa-t week.
Nov. 23.
Sl'BA.

attended

in

Wtltbem to.
vleltlOK reletlrr*.
Dweliey *nd eon here poiatm

Belva

by Miss Ray
carry the mail
Marshall, sister of the bride, and Herman Bluebill.
Austin, of Ellsworth. They stood before
Nov. 23.

entered the

1

good.

loading

evergreen.

K.
*

been here

The

union was represented at the funeral by
beautiful wreath of flowers.
Tramp.
Nov. 23.

seems

Mattie Bernice, elder daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Arno W. Marshall, and i
N. Salisbury, jr., were married at the
home of the bride’s parents, by Rev. J
P. Simonton, last Thursday afternoon, in
the presence of relatives and a host of
friend9.

*

Tuesday.

Kwiwind Ualra Oreatt bare
mo--,
borne I on Sallfnn.
Mr*. Settle DeBeck. of

as

a

Miss

The bouse

oy**e 1**1

Mr. aud Mrs.

Mias Eva Gray celebrated the ninth anW. H. Stanley returned from Bar Harniversary of her birth Friday evening by bor -aturdiy, where he has been emgiving a party at her home to a number of ployed.
her young friends. Refreshment* of cake
Ephraim Bu.ler, an aged citizen of the
and home-made candy were served, after east
side, has be n very ill with a severe
which the little folks went away.
Miss attack of berate. Dr.
Hegerthy ts attendreceived
numerous
Gray
present*.
ing him. He called in Dr. Hunt, of BanNov.
23._E. gn, and they yrerformed an operation.
He non appears to be improving. Owing
WEST TRENTON.
to his advanced age, eighty-fire years, it
MARSH ALL-BALI 8B t'R Y.

r

Millard Springer baa moved from
the
Howard Dunn boose at Butler’s Point,
to
the bouae of Justin Driscoll, Taunton.

H.

Kov. 23.

WEST FRANKLIN.
0*fl William* *rrired borne
from

a

special meeting Thursday evening to
work the third degree. D. D. G. M. Ben
jamin Cushman, of Penobscot, was pres
was

She tell

there.

Sue received e severe cat
evening.
her lace that required eeverel ditches.

from

Cape Frank Gray has given bis house
coat of paint and is building an ell.

Hardy

mishap

and two

Capt. George L Hardy is catting granite
underpinning fora barn.

Amos

serious
end

open

father,

DEER I**LE.

NORTH

e

coei hole wnicb bed been

e

left

vices

the mother and sister of tbe groom.
Mrs. Myra Pray, Mrs. Alfred Smith, Mr.
Mr*.

j
|

Mri. Fred Uondeie will entertain tie
ladies’ dab next Wednesday eTternooi
rae >nbject lor coneiderstloo will be tbe
Baglieh pemter Turner.
Tbe old whtrf near tbe ochool building,
ol
mew
which nee been en unstgbtly
mine lor severe! yeere, le being rebuilt by
ibe ownere ol tbe property. Tbe work la

Greely nveno*-, places

Among those present from out of town

Capt.
Stbrrtisnr.rnts.

in the fell.

few

passed cigars.
The room* were prettily decorated with
flower*, evergreen and Japanese lanterns*
The presents were numerous and beautiful and showed the high esteem in
groom

The

Miss

to visit her father.

Mr*. H

After tbe ceremony dainty refreshment*
were served, and
tbe bride gave each a
soavenir of
wedding cake while tbe

Capt. Judson Haskell returned
New York Friday.

C.
CENTER.

_

George

The groom wore tbe conventional black
tod was attended by Carl Reynolds, of
Bar Harbor.
James Grant played tbe
wedding march.

and

afternoon.

Nov. 23.

rud wb-te carnations.

were

of

at

23.

Mc-

Farland and wife, and Fraok Ebeo Wal «*
were married at tbe home of the bride’s
parents Wednesday evening, Nov. 18, at
5 30 by Rev. *1. M. Adam*, of the Congregational church, Ellsworth.
The bride was attired In white organdie
with a bridal veil and carried a bouquet
Her little aister Adelatre
of bride’s rosea.
wa» flower girl and ber cousin, Delia McFarland, acted a* bridesmaid. Each cat

ltd

this week.

Wednesday

held

May, daughter of E. E.

Annie

Schooner “Charles J. Willard”, Capt.
Black, loaded paring for M. D. Cbatto

A
it
might close Wednesday.
very successful term has been taught by
Miss Mary Leith in the grammar sebool
and Miss Sarah Carroll in the primary.

Closing exercises

X’FABUXD WALLS.

j

train for Boston for

Gray baa taken charge
“Henry Chase”.

Mrs. M.

hospital

that

sold his smack
“I,. M. Eaton” to Portland parties.
Mrs. Ashbury Lopaus, who has been
nursing her sister, Mrs. Lelia Rumill, has
has

B.

so

Invitations have been issued to the marriage of Miss Grace Esther Bunker and
Frank Lewis Trundy on the evening
of Tuesday, Nov. 24, at the home of Mrs.
Barbara Bunker, Sorrento.
Substitute.
Nov. 23.

gratulations
Capt. F. M. Eaton

BROOKSVILLE.

Blake in quite Ilf.

Capt. O.

use

con-

wife are receiving
the birth of a son.

wedding

which the bride is held.

R.

this wharf tor his ice business.

Percy Candage, of North B! jeblll, is the
guest of his grandfather, Joseph Conary,

on

this

recently.

H.

one

WEST TKEMONT.
Mrs. George W. Lout is nursing Mrs. B.
B. Reed.
Mrs. Lucy James Is living in Alton

S.

be

privilege

better

from

nervine will be held In tbe church
Sunder elteruoou, conducted by
Mrs. Will-eon Lord, ol Sulliven Center,
ill ere cordlelly Ineited.

is

of

Mr. and Mrs. Walla left

Work has begun on the extension and
repair of the wharf recently purchased
For many
by the new coal company.
a

vessel to be sold

SOOTH

the

this will make

fishing

Nov. 21.

Methodist church Toured*}
Bev. Clarence Emery ol the
Baptist church will preach the sermon.

for

19._E.

third

town within two months.

morning.

Oscar Bowden, M. H. Henderson and
wife and Bert Hendrickson have gone to
Bartleit’s Island to work.
s

J. Eaton and wife have returned from
Rockland where they have been visiting
friends. They were accompanied by Mrs.
Steve Webber, who will spend the winter
here, before joining her husband and son
in Califo-hla next spring.
Nov.

The schooner ‘‘Vanguard” has been
sold to Capt. Merrill King, making the

In

spending two weeks
at borne again.
Thanksgiving service will

are

held at

sons.

Mi“» Clara L. Day, who baa been Bpending a abort vacation at borne, has retnrned
to her school in Penobscot.

John Robinson has completed the wharf
the estate of the late Capt. E. B S:anley and leaves for home to-day.
%

Bessie Moore,

been

have

Point to Bar Harbor.

on

$170.

Frank Smith and

family

Mr. and Mr*. Bert bold Scbrlftgleaser
are receiving congratulations on tbe birth
of a ton born on Nov. 12

Henry A. Foes, who is attending school
•t
Hebron, came home Sunday for three
weeks' vacation.
Mrs.

%

bhi

Rev. Mr. Brewster preached in the
Union meeting boose last Sunday morn*
log and evening.
of
Nova
Mrs. Stillman Stanley,
Scotia, with one of her children, is visitiug Lewis G. Stanley.

possible.

were

moved

Stanley.

paatore.
The birthday party given for repair* on
the Union church a a* a decided eucceee.

proceed*

h»«

in

was

Edward A. Stanley and wife hare gone
bookkeeping is rooms ot Mrs. Lacinda

local

The net

Swanson

from P»h

Chips.

working gratulating

Black

B. B. Reed snd

ISLES.

Fred Brltlghsm is home lor the Tbeiki(tTlng reeee, ?rom Wetervllle, where be
(s attending scnoo'.
t
Aim*
Miee
end
Jemee
Mejneil
Bubop were tnerrled la Ben a or left weet.
All unite la wishing them e long end
heppj tile.
nil

E**t Lamoine.

Tccker is Id poor health and

Grant, of Ellsworth,
hpsineea last week.

on

Mr.

MANSET.

Island this summer, has moTed
his family home.
on

town

Union evangelistic service* are continuing tbis week under toe direction o( tne

her

SOUTH BLUEH1LL.
Will Gatchell is visiting friends in
New York.
if
Miss Beulah Eaton Is attending the
academy in Biuebiillire.

George Bickford,

Foxcroft.

Several from here attended the

Artnur I

engaged for the

she Is

Nov. 23

reasons

week.

H.

Y. Sprtnfer, of

COUNTY NEW&

Smith lor ■ viett of • lew *»tati Boetor,
•od «l*o Mm Joete Hieklm.

Lij

Ber

ralatifea and friend* here and at

vhitioi

CEUiSSBIT

Mr. Dutton and Mr. Keougb, ot New
York, members of the Black Island granite company, were at Black Island last
week. They report the granite business
good; another vessel was due there the
20th. Four more cargoes will be sbipped

who has been

employed

S

Mr?.

sermon*.

23._

Mrs. Sarah

Harbor wbere sbe ha employment.
The tall term of school closed No*. 20.
It an taught by Mia Estelle Perry, of
Penobscot. Tola was Miss Perry's fourth

Steuben.

Tbe ladies of the Methodist church

Noe.

j

Fm^ofmnit.

Mettle McFarland ie bom* from
Harbor for a short ncatioo.

placed

W. B. Moore, of Prospect Harbor,
is Tiiitlo^ her daughter, lira. H. H. Havey.
Mr*. 8. E. Pbelp* and children recently
spent a few days with her parents in
Mr*.

arranging a Thanksgiving
Sunday evening.

who

practical

j

Mr* Edith Beene went to Bent or ta t
week Tor

L N. Salisbury jr on Thursday teat
The bride ba* resided in
at Trenton.
her
bed.
confined
to
Mr*. Clara Hodgkins, who baa been
town for tbe peat year and »s thought
Fred Hieeib be# gone to Bar Harbor to
housekeeper for William P. Harding for
very highly of, and their many friend*
tbe laat three years, baa left for Bar work for the winter.
most
extend
coogrwlu ations.
hearty
Harbor
Preble Richardson is expected home 1 Their return la expected to day at the
Mia Lure Hodgkins, who bat been Saturday for the winter.
homeetewd of tbe groom where they ate
spending e few weeks with her mother, j Capt. Willis E. Bunker is having a far* to reside.
;
Mr*. Clara Hodgkins, baa returned to Bar nace
to his boaae.

WEST SULLIVAN.

Wednesday

buoy*.
A.

J.wit Chita-ti* b„ (one to Eltewortb. (
tai recently err I Ted

Cl tror.ce Yood*
(rota Beaton.

%/

Mim ESfiri Smith returned home last
Bar Harbor, where the baa
been visiting her *ant*.
Rer. Robert Keftb, of Morrill, occ«pted the pnlp^t Sunday moroing and
erecting and preached two very helpful

Ckmal, Wtmt

<*W JM«M

«•»

NORTH LAMOINE.

week from

bms employBabbtdge,
ment st Bar Harbor, was borne a few days
wltn his parents, M. V. Babbidge and
wife.

other page*

w*.

Weoneeaay.

Capt. Charles Grow baa bought the
y
sloop ‘“Vlra”, ot Atlantic.
Opt. Nick M0.1:no has sold hie sloop
boat “Texas” to Capt-Joseph Dawes.
Philip Moore and Berlin Gott west to
Brooklin lest neck to purchase lobsterFrank

COUNTY NEWS.

For uUXtoul

ere the
Mn. Helen tttotfr and
guests of her isst, Mr». Lfdw tfodgkinr.
El wood K'Otj and wife attended ite
Mar-bat l-Salw'ury wedding at Trenton

iaei

a

Harbor Beeord’t

w stars

Colin Gott has purchased Let Wilson's

not the

called

be

Ommti A.-s-s

NEWS

COUNTY

coffee will *bs >ervt d

and cake tod

to the lower bo!!.

GOTTS ISLAND.

Cocjttt paper; all the
The circularet! are merely local papert
tion of The Amzjucajt, barring the Bar

arty

aWdttwmul

«*■

only paper printed in
Hancock county, and hat never claimed to
be. but it it the only paper that can prop
CAS

UMa,

COUNTY NEW S.

of the 116 pottofflcet in Hancock connty:
ail the *tkcr paper* in the Connty com-

A.

PARCHER,

APOTHECARY.
Maine.

Ellsworth,

Good Pills
Ayer’s Pills are good pillsYou know that.* The best
family laxative you can buy-

postmas-

Isaac Ralph is building a
cottage for
Dr. Frazier on Schoolhoose ledge.
Nathan Smallldge Is having a
cottage
built on Cross street, Albert
Reynolds,
contractor.

Building Is not very brisk here this
winter. About a dozen masons from here
are at work at Bar Harbor.
Nov. 23.
J. A. P.

a
Want your moustache or beard
beautiful brown or rich black ? Use

Buckingham’s Dye

SOct.

* H
ofd™8r«t.o»W P. Hall It Co M-hu-

Tub Ellsworth American
[The only

county

paper.]

COUNTY NEWS.
for additional

County Nexen

»ee

other payee

8URRY.
Mrs. Paine! 1a Treworgy, an aged lady,
who baa been 111 for some time, 1b verj
low.

BILLINQTON—SINCLAIR.
A quiet but pretty wedding occurred at
the home of Henry U. Bllllngton and
wife, Saturday, Nov. 21, when
their
daughter Emily Q. and Ureeulcaf E.
were
married.
Sinclair
The house had been prettily decorated
with evergreeu, cut flowers and potted
plants. The bride and groom entered
the parlor preceded by the younger sisters
of the bride, who scattered flowers along
the way, and the bride’s parents. The
bridal couple stood beneath an arch of
evergreeu aud were pronounced man and
wife by Kev. J. D. McGiav in a nimpremanner.

After the ceremony refreshments were
served.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Sinclair are well
known and highly respected and they
have many friends who join in wishing
them a long, prosperous aud happy married life.
Nov. 23.
G.
BEAL HAUBOK.
for the laboring men Ik
here for the winter as
Much land has been
was
bought, and no doubt there will be a
boom
In the spring. 8. U.
building
Whitaker Is building a house for Jaue
Uatcomb, and others are making changes
and repairs. Socially there is no lack of
Interest; the several churches are well
attended, and entertainments are well
patronized. The Junior Order of AmeriIs taking In new mein
can Mechanics
bers, and there la good prospect of forming n lodge of Daughters of Liberty.
The outlook

promising
hoped for.

not

as

The

new halls owned by 8. H. Whitaker
long-felt want, and the citizens
appreciate Mr. Whitaker’s efforts to give
them all the conveniences desired. There

fill

a

is to be

a

dance and

supper in this

new

30;h, and a masquerade ball
Dec. 10. Negotiations are In progrets
with show companies to play here later.
No pains will be spared by the manage?,
A. O. Blake, to make all enjoy the enterhall

on

the

tainments that meet in Seal Harbor hall.
No
to

one

Within

visiting Seal Harbor should full
the many beautiful drives.

in

take

two years

eight houses and sevhave been built cn
the Jordan’s pond road by Mr. Whitaker.
It is only a matter of time when Seal
Harbor will rank among the finest resorts
eral smaller

on

buildings

the coast.

A

dancing school to be taught by C. E

Monaghan, of Ellsworth,
as soon as a

few

will

commence

more names are

obtained.

Several from here intend to go to California tor the winter.
Nov. 23.
Spec.
EAST ORLAND.
Mrs. Charles Gibb*

has been quite ill
past week from the effects of vaccinal loo.
the

Mrs. Newell Gray and daughter Winifred visited their home at South Peuobscot

Saturday tind Sunday.
Having tin is bed work at the U. S. fish
station, Mr. DeRoocber left for his home
Friday, accompanied by his wife and sou.
Mrs. Harriet Mason is much improved
in health, being ab'e to walk about the
neighborhood.
Homer Marks, who is attending Bowdoiu college, is spending his vacation with
his parents, A. E. Maras and wife.
Miss Esther Farnham, who is teaching
Brownviile, is at home tor a tew weekt’
vacation.
at

Almoosook grange will have
dauce Wednesday night.

a

supper

and

M.

Nov. 23.
_

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.
Henry Day and wife, of Bangor,
iting relatives here.

are

vis-

,,

Mrs. Marne Gray aud daughter Win>
fred, of East Orlaud, spent Sunday with
her father, Johnson Bridges.
Arthur Johnson aud friend, of North
Orlaud, made a short visit last Sunday at
the home of his grandmother, Mrs. Maria
Bridges.
There was a candy sociable last Friday
evening at the Baptist parsonage, which
was a very
pleasant affair.
Climax.

Nov. 23.

EASTBROOK.
Al. Giles, of Sullivan, bag moved to tie
Parsons place.
Mrg. Moses Wilbur, wbo ha? been very

111,

f GAe HONEYMOON i
COOK
f
|
g
By

•

Mrs. Nellie Hagerthy returned Iron
Brooklln Sunday, after teaching a success
ful term of acbool In that town. Mrs
Hagerthy was accompanied by a lad>
friend who will remain In Surry a few
dayB.
E. N. Osgood went to Portland Monday
Prom there he
to visit bin daughter.
went to Augusta and attended the extra
session of Ihe A. O. U. W. grand lodge
Thursday as a delegate from Surry lodge.

sive

o»o«o»o»o«o»oo»o»o»o»o»o»o

is

improving.
Mrs. Guy V. Butler, who has beeu ;11
for the past five weeks, is gaining a vtry
little.
Miss Mary L. Hardison, who had been
ill for a short time with pneumouia, died
sister, Mrs. Carl But

at the

home of her

ler,

Franklin, Monday, Nov.

of

16

Fu-

held Nov. 19, Kev. G.
F. Sibley, of Franklin, officiating.
B*
Nov. 23
neral services

were

__

BilOOKSVILLB.
O. P. Limeburner went to Bangor to-day
business.
James Campbell has purchased the Harry Grlndle place and moved his family

on

Bentley Grindle
the looks of his
other work.

greatly improving
and
place by grading
is

Rogers .L Gray and wife are making
'Prepurations to celebrate tbeir golden
wedding February, 1904.
C'
Nov. 23.
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CopnriQhl% isos, by T. C. McClure

Q.

They had been married two years,
“long enough,” True s uddenly declared,
“to dispense with all honeymoon demonstrativeness.”
Tom Dawson put down Ills evening
paper and stared at the pretty little
partner of his joys and sorrows. "I’m
afraid I don’t understand, dear,” he
said.

“Why, it’s very simple. If you know
care for you—and I am certain
thnt you care for me—all signs of affection are quite superfluous; they may
be dropped.”
“Oh!” Tom said dubiously.
“Well,
what shall 1 drop first?” There was a

that I

twinkle in his eyes, and True saw it.
"To be serious,” she pleaded, “to begin with, you must not kiss me when
you come home to dinner and—and—
other times. You must drop”—
“Drop you a courtesy instead,” he interrupted her laughingly.
"Don't be ridiculous, Tom! Y’ou know
very well that there are many useless
customs that should be abandoned,
many things that should be dropped."
“Y’es," he said, smiling whimsically;
"Hannah thinks so, I know. She dropped my meerschaum this morning. We
must take lessons of that girl, Prue, or
drop her. On the whole, I think we’d
better drop her."
“It will not be necessary,” she said,
with dignity.
“Hannah gave notice
tills morning.
I shall have to find
some one else within a week.”
“I’m sorry—sorry, I mean, for the
family she'll drop down on next Hannah’s no feather weight, you know.
Speaking of dropping”—
“I am ijpt speaking of it now. It is
quite useless while you are in such n
mood,” she said Indignantly, rising
from her chair.
Before she could leave the room Toni
was at her side.
“Forgive me. dear,”
he said. “I didn’t know you were In
such sober earnest”
He stopped to
kiss the pink cheek next to him. but
I'rue lifted a protesting hand. “Don’t,
Tom!” she said. "You forget; it isn’t

necessary.”
“No. 'it isn’t necessary' ’’—the words
came

soberly enough now—“only

sweet

Selnd

tlliln was very attentive in her service
at table, beaming on them as though
she would say, "Bless you, my cld'dren!” Late in the evening, when they
were apparently much
absorbed in
reading, they heard a strange sound,
half cough, hall' sneeze, in the hail.
I’rue looked up from the book. "What
was that?” she said.
Tom was on his
way to the door when Matilda entered
the room.
"It was me, ma’am,” she
said. ”1 never walk in on new married
folks without givin’ ’em warnin’ I'm
n cornin'—not at first.
Of course they
get used to me after awhile and go
on
loverin'
I
do
if
see ’em.
Nothright
in’ suits me better’n that!”
I’rue’s face was scarlet.
She dared
not look at Tom.
Oh. why had she
engaged the services of such a silly,
sentimental creature?
"If you please, ma'am.” Matilda continued, “I’m goiu’ home now to get my
clothes, and I’ll say good night to you
and him.”
"Thought we were 'new married
folks.' did she?” Tom said grimly. "I
can't imagine why. She's a
good
cook,” lie added, "and I hope we can
keep her.”
“We can,” True said to herself, "if
we
will meet her peculiar requirements.
But I'll not be driven into any
foolishly unnecessary display of affection.”
For three days the Dawsons enjoyed
the results of Matilda’s culinary efforts, but a heavy heart will affect the
best of appetites somewhat, and on the
fourth day Matilda complained that
they “didn’t seem to relish their victuals" and she “guessed she'd better

Onys.

{

Quite the simplest Interpretation of
the trite phrase “salad days” refers it
simply to tlie fresli green quality and
character of such vegetables as are
grown for salad and which may be
taken as typical of the raw inexperience of youth.
Probably It was used in
tills connection by Shakespeare in “Antony and Cleopatra:”
My salad days.
When I was green in Judgment.
Another and very different derivation
links the expression with salle, or saddle. the block upon which in olden days
schoolboys were birched. In this form
tlie words are allied to the "pen'orth of
salad oil,” for which, on All Fools'
days, boys were sent to the saddler’s
shop, where they often met with a
warm

reception.

It Is Just possible that tlie term had
reference to the “Saladine-tenth,”
a tax imposed by Pope Innocent III. to
provide funds from England and
France for tlie crusade led by Kiehard
I., but this seems needlessly farfetched.

some

A

Hon nd

rtf Pleasure.

The philanthropic lady sat in the
midst of tlie McFadden family, expostulating with them in a pained voice
on
the frequency with which they
chased “the festive can” around the
corner to the nearest liquor saloon.
“You ought to provide some kind of
wholesome amusement for your family,” said the philanthropic lady sternly to the abashed McFadden. "You
should do something to lighten the
burden of living. Every life needs a
little sunshine in it.”
“Oh, missus,” spoke up Miss McFadden, aged thirteen, eagerly, “we has
plenty of fun. There's always a fight
or somethin’ entertainin’ goin' on in
the tinimint. Why, oney last week a
gentleman cut a lady’s throat and drug
her past our door.”—Lippipeott's Magazine.

iie coin'.”

‘•Oh. no,” True cried. “No one could
suit us better than you do.”
“I’m glad of that, ma'am; but there's
another reason.” And she hung her
head.
Prue was painfully embarrassed, for
she could guess the other reason. “I
hope you will stay,” she stammered.
“I’ll think it over till tomorrow,
ma’am, but I feel as if Hannah hadn’t
been fair with me, leadin’ me to expect
things was different between you and
him from what they really be.”
Tom came home later than usual that
night. Prue was in the ball giving
some instructions to Matilda when he
opened the door. His eyes looked tired
and sad, she thought She hesitated a
moment—only a moment—for Matilda
was present, and now was her opportunity to redeem herself In the girl’s eyes,
when she ran to meet her husband and
held up her face to be kissed. The tired
look faded from his eyes as if by magic, and he put both arms around her
and held her close. “Has my little
wife come to her senses?" he asked.
“Hush!” she answered. “I still think
it’s unnecessary, but Matilda likes itShe refuses to stay unless we are ‘affectionate like.’
And she laughed hys-

Arctic and Tropic Sanaeti.
Sunsets in the tropics as I have witnessed them, although full of rich colorings, cannot vie with the color harmonies of the poles. Even the nights
of the tropics, full as they are of beauty and richness of color, are not comparable with those of the arctic night,
when the moon is of a brilliance inconceivable to southern eyes, and the sun,,
although hidden during the long night,
makes its presence felt by an orange
radiance at the southern horizon at
noon, and on starlit nights the snow
crystals give out a shimmering glow.
The tropical blue sea has a charm,
which the green of the south Atlantic
lacks entirely.—Frank Wilbert Stokes
in Century.

and natural.”
And the next day, when the time
A BI( of Rrownlnr Satire.
came to /ny goodby, True had no oc- \
A medley of young literary men were
casion to complain of his “honeymoon
once gathered to meet Robert Browndemonstrativeness.”
ing. The most aggressively literary of the
“Tom is very sensible this morning,”
group was first introduced and at once
she said to herself, but she sighed ns | terically.
“Oh,” Tom said. That was all, but began to pour out his personal delight
she said it and went about all day with !
there was a world of disappointment in
and admiration with so unceasing a
Tom !
a wistful look in lier blue eyes.
the exclamation. Then he looked beflow that the other introductions were
was “sensible” in the evening also, and
his wife at Matilda, who stood being held in abeyance, and the other
the next morning he was so very sensi- yond
at him, her hands clasped in
literary young men starved. Browning
ble that I'rue cried a little, but per- i beaming
ecstasy. “Well, she'll stay now,” he endured it with great good humor for
haps it was for joy. Even "sensible” said
some time. At last he put his hand albitterly. “I congratulate you.”
people do that.
Yes; Matilda had decided to remain. most affectionately on the egotist’s
That afternoon Matilda made her
She came to the sitting room door after shoulder and said, "But I am monopoHannah came into the
appearance.
dinner to announce her decision.
lizing you."
sitting room to announce her arrival.
After she had gone Prue left her seat
"Matilda Stebbins is here, Mrs. Daw- ]
The New Woman's Quandary.
and moved restlessly about the room.
Will
son,” she said, “after my place.
“Yes,” the new woman remarked, “I
Then she sighed so deeply that Tom
1 show her in, ma’am? She and me
looked tip from his paper.
“Head- am greatly troubled.”
used to work together once, and she's
ache?” he asked.
“By what?”
a dreadful good cook.”
“Well, I want to get married just to
“N-no.” she said. Her lips trembled,
“Yes. 1 will see her.” I’rue said. And
and she buried her face in her hands prove that I can, and I don't want to
in a moment a tall, lank, freckle faced
and sobbed out, “It’s just heart ache, get married just to prove that I don't
girl was standing in the doorway,
have to. If I don't, they’ll say I can't;
Tom."
smiling at her. “Will you be seatetl?” |
if I do, they’ll say I have no more in“Heart ache?" he said gently.
“I
I’rue asked pleasantly, and the girl slid
dependence than any other woman.”—
thought I had a monopoly of that.”
into a chair, still smiling.
Prue came close to his chair and Chicago Post.
“I hope you’ll give me a try." she
"I’d like first rate to cook for leaned against an arm of It. “Tom,”
said.
Proud of Him.
she cried remorsefully—“Tom, dear,
you and him."
“Is your son Josh doing well in the
will you forgive me and”—her voice
It was I’rue’s turn to smile. “Have
rity?”
you had much experience?" she asked. sank to a whisper—“kiss me?”
“I should say he Is,” answered FarmHe caught her hands in his and drew
“Heaps of It. ma’am, but never long
er Corntossel. “He bought a gold brick
her down beside him. “To please Mato one place.”
the first day he was there an’ come
“That seems strange!” Frue ex- tilda?” he asked.
home an’ sold it to me for twice what
know
Tom.
better!"
“Oh,
you
claimed.
it cost him. I tell you, that boy’s got
“Because
if
it's
the
to
that
I’ll
ma'am,
see,
honeyplease
girl
“Well, you
Star.
be hauged if I”— But something pre- enterprise.”—Washington
moons don’t usually stretch out over
vented
further
then.
six
months."
speech just
and above
“The honeymoons?"
fBrtJicat.
do
and
don’t
cook
I
ma'am.
“Yes,
When the Dawsons celebrated their
I
Hanfolks.
married
new
for none but
tin wedding It was with the assistance
nah told me about you and him when of their
honeymoon cook.
months
here
two
she first came
ago.
was
knew
how
she
She said as
you
Hundreds of Ellsworth Readers find
Aa liilitmlliur Dialect.
just married.”
woman who was lately
An
American
Hannah
did
“How
Prue blushed.
it so.
In London for the first time is conknow It?” she asked.
that
whatever
the
vinced
language
It's like
The hustle and worry of business men,
"Easy enough, ma’am.
may be which the cockneys speak it is
She
measles and whoopin’ cough.
of
her
is
not
One
The hard work and stooping of workEnglish.
experiences
could tell by the symptoms. I'd rather |
related by the Washington Tost.
live where there's lovemakin' goin' on
The woman wished to see the city all men.
continual than read the best novel ever
by herself. Somebody told her that if
made up."
The woman’s household cares,
she went to the terminus of some bus
This was Interesting, but very emIt
did
not
and
Are too great a strain on the kidneys.
matter
lines.
which,
barrassing to Mrs. Thomas Dawson.
waited a little she would hear the conTwo days ago she-would have laughed
Backache, headache, sideache, 3X8 3X8
ductor call out the places on the route
heartily at Matilda's sayings and have
Kidney troubles, urinary troubles follow.
found much enjoyment in repeating and then could choose that which she
But present conditions wished to visit.
them to Tom.
An Ellsworth citizen tellsjyou how to
where
buses
She found a place
were
made the girl's remarks seem almost
waited. cure them all.
personal, yet she felt tempted to en- arriving and departing and
She
heard many curious names, but
gage her.
Delbert Dollard,’^farmer, West
Ellsfailed to understand much that the bus
“Matilda.” said she. “did Hannah tell
men said.
now and
then the worth, says: “Myjback always annoyed
the
and
Every
she
received
the
wages
you
man on the step of a bus would call me
work she was expected to do?"
if 1 contracted a cold'for it was Bure to
“Yes’m. site did. and 1 don't think out. “Moblotch, Moblotch!” and she
settle
in my loins. Even afterfan ordinary
she’ll better herself none goin’ to work wondered what part of London “Moblotch" might be. She had never heard day’s work when I
in a factory.”
brought a little extra
of It before, ancf she had been studying
“Very well. 1 will give you a trial.
!
strain
on the muscles of the loins 1 was
London for six months. At last she
When can you come?”
ventured to address a conductor who lame and sore in » he evening. I had heard
“I can stay now. ma’am, and get dinlooked approachable.
ner If you'll let me go home for my
about Doan’s Kidney Pills and one day 1
“Will you kindly tell me." she said,
clothes when the work's rid up. HanMoore’s drug
nah wants to leave as soon as she can “where one takes the bus for the Mar- | walked into Wiggin
ble arch?"
anyways.”
store and bought a box. It did the work
The man looked at her pityingly
And so it happened that the honeyHer American accent was thick upon promptly and thoroughly. In my opinion
moon cook held sway in the Dawson
kitchen when the owner of the bouse her. and he perceived also that she D 'fin’s Kidney Pills can] be
depended
must be deaf, lie leaned toward her
rame home that evening.
"You will be glad to hear that I’ve and drew a long breath. Then he bel- upon.”
engaged a new girl.” Prue said to him lowed :
For sale by ’all dealers. Price 50 cent9.
“This is your bus. ma’am!" and beIn the distantly polite tone that she
Foster-Milburn
Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
had recently adopted in speaking to her gan to **110111. “Moblotch. Mobiotch!"
Tb** visitor bad let seven “Moblotch"
hnsbaisd.
agents for the United States.
“Very glad.” he answered, “if she Is buse* ,ro because she never once
Remember the name, Doan’s, and take
an improvement on Hannah.”
guess*d Hint that is the way Marble
The dinner was excellent, and Ma- arch i** pronounced in London.
no substitute.

SlraintooGreat

|

A

Fascinating Subject.

American history, properly presented,
in one of the most absorbing
of
all
studies. Historical works are divided into two schools, the narrative and the
philosophical; and among the earliest
histories that were ever written is a
masterpiece in each of these kinds.
Herodotus is one of the beet story-tellers
that
are

ever

lived,

and

most of

both true and to the point.

Thucydides,

who

his stories

wrote

about
four
hundred years before Christ, is one of
the clearest of all writers on the causes
and motives of history. Then for many
centuries most of the so called historians
were potterers, each
repeating the things
that his predecessors had stated wrong.
The modern science of historical writiug
really began about a century and a half
ago, with Edward Gibbon, wbobe “History of the Decline and Fall
of
the
Roman Empire” shows how ancientry
gave place to the modern world.
Gibbon’s style is like the march of an
army, with horsemen
footprancing,

soldiers stepping as with a sing e foot,
regiment after regiment, corps after corps
—banners flying, drums beating, and
trumpets sounding, in a gorgeous procession. “Gibbon” is still one of
the
best books to read, full of people, full
of stirring events, the real life of
a
stirring time.—Success.
Citiman—All you pe?ple in Lonesomeburst have to pay your servant girls |20 a
month, eh? Subbubs—Not exactly, we’re
merely able to pay them on the basis of

|20

a

Citiman—Why,

month.

what’s the

difference? Hubbubs—Just the difference
between staying a month and stayifig a
few days.

ILcga; Setters.
To all persons interested m either of the es
tates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
for the countv of Hancock, on the third
day of November, a. d. 1903.
following matters having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Bucksport, in said county, on the first day of December, a. d. 1903, at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see

THE

David M. Rice

late of Gouldsboro, in said

county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by L. B. Deasy, the
executor

therein named.

George H. Emerson, late of Castine, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented oy Joseph W. Emerson and William I. Emerson, the executors

therein named.
Betsey Clark, late of Franklin, in said county deceased. Petition that A. F. Burnham or
some other suitable person be appointed administrator of the estate of said deceased,
presented by A. F. Burnham, ass:gnee and
attorney for the heirs of E. S. Lewis, deceased.
Isaac Pierce, minor, of Mt. Desert, in said
county, Petition filed by Zemro F. Callahan,
guardian, for license to sell or mortgage certain of the real estate of said minor.
Harriet 8. Spurli g, late of Ellsworth, in
said county, deceased.
Petition filed by
George A. Phillips, administrator, for license
to sell certain of the real estate of said deceased.
Laura E. Nice, late of Tremont, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Adelbert
C. Nice, administrator de bonis non, for license
to sell certain of the real estate of said deceased.
Mary F. Haynes, minor, of Trenton, in said
county. Petition filed by Melvin D. Haynes,
guardian, for license to sell the real estate of
said minor.
William Murphy, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. First and final account of
Caroline J. Collins, administratrix, filed for
settlement.
Alfred Joy, late of Ellsworth, in said county, deceased. Final account of Elizabeth A.
Joy, administratrix, filed for settlement.
Harriet Ann Mooney, a person of unsound
mind, of Bucksport, in said county. Second
account of Charles J. Cobb, guardian (now
deceased), filed for settlement by his repiesentative, WalterSnowman.
Julia a. Alley, late of Treuton, in said
county, deceased. Second account of John B.
Redman and John E. Bunker, jr., administrators, filed for settlement.
Lysacder H. Bunker, late of Sorrento, in
said county, deceased. Petition filed by Barbara Bunker, v idow of said deceased, for an
allowance out of the personal estate.
Linda Dows Cooksey, late of the city, county and state of New York, deceased. Petition
filed by Richard M. Hoe and Tracy Dows,
executors of the will of said deceased.
First,
for the probate Court within and for said
county of Hancock to determine whether
said property in this State is liable to collat
eral inheritance tax. Second, if it is so held
liable, that the actual market value of said
property, the persons interested in the succession thereto, and the amount of tax thereon may 1 e determined by said court.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of said Court.
A tme copy. Attest:—Chas. P. Dorr, Register.
SHERIFF’S SALE.
Maine, Hancock ss.:
on execution wherein A. E. LawrpAKEN
I
rence, of Eden, county ot Hancock, and
State of Maine, is plaintiff, and George Montague Wheeler, of Washington, District of
Columbia, is defendant, and will be sold by
public auction on Monday, the twenty-eighth
day of December, a. d. 1903, at ten o’clock in
the forenoon at the office of John Suminsoy,
Kodick blopk, in Bar Harbor, town of Eden,
Hancock county, State of Maine, all the right,
title and interest that the said George Montague Wheeler has, and all the right, title and
interest which the said George Montague
Wheeler had on the fifteenth day of April, j
a. d. 1901, at twenty-five minutes past nine
o’clock in the forenoon, being the time of attachment made on the original writ, in and to
the following described real estate, situated
in said town of Eden, county of Hancock,
and State of Maine, to wit:
A certain lot or parcel of land situated in
that portion of the town of Eden, county of
Hancock, Stale of Maine, known as Bar Harbor. bounded and described as follows, to wit:
Beginniug at a point in the west side of
“Hignbrook Roaa” so-called, three feet west
from a cedar post and at the southeast corner
of land of Sarah J. Howard; thence following
the west si eof said “Highbrook Road”, south
7 deg. 15 min. west, seventy-five and one-half
(75*2)'feet to a cedar post: thence west one
hundred and ninety-seven feet to a ced:»r
post; thence north 7 deg. 45 min. east, sevenj
ty-five and one-half (75*2) feet to the southwest corner ot said Sarah J. Howard’s laud;
thence following the south liue of said Sirau
J. Howard’s ’and east, one hundred and ninety-seven (197) feet to the point of beginning,
containing fourteen thousand seven hundred
and seventy- five square feet (14,776 sq. ft.)
Together with, and as appurtenant to every
part of the premises above described, a right
of way for all purposes of a way. in common
with others entitled to similar rights of way,
over the private
“Highbrook
way called
Road,’ above mentioned extending from Eden
street to Eden street, which right of way shall
not be less than twenty-five feet in width.
Being the same premises described in a
certain warranty deed from Charles T. How to
James B. Eads and Lucy J. Wheeler, dated
October 8, 188H, and recorded December 10,
1886, in book 209, page 214, of the registry of
deeds for said county of Hancocs.
Dated at Eden this twelfth day of NovemJohn Suminhby,
ber, a. d. 1903.
Deputy Sheriff.
State

op

gives notice that
duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of Lewis Y. Marshall, late of Trenton, in the county of Hancock, deceased. no bonds being required by the
terms of said will. All persons having demands
against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indented thereto are requested to make
payment immediately.
Phebe L. Marshall.
November 8, 1903.

subscilber hereby
rpHE
A
she has been

rilHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
be has been duly appointed adminisX
trator of tbe estate of Walter L. Fernald, late
of Mt. Desert, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
tbe same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imAbraham C. Fernald.
m'diately.
November 3, 1908'

Ecgal STotktgUNITED STATES CIRCUIT COURT, DISTRICT Of
Maine.—CENTRAL TRUST COMPANY OF NgW
YORK,
Complainant,
against
WASHINGTON
COUNTY RAILROAD COMPANY, Defendant; Count*
c*f Washington and JAMES MITCHELL, In ter venom.
Under ami by virtue of a decree rendered in thi*
cause on the 6ih day of July, 1903, and hied in the
office of the Clerk of this Court, 1, the undersigned.
Special Master appointed by tin- mu<1 decree, jvtll
sell at public auction to th* highest bidder, in accordance with the terms and conditions of said decree, at the station of the Washington County Railroad Company at Calais, in the County of Washington, in the State of Maine, ou the property to be
sold, on the 17tb day of December, 190.;, at ten
o'clock in the forenoon of said day, the following
property, to wit:
All and singular the railroad of the Washington
County Railroad Company, extending from a point
in the City of Calais. County of Washington and
State of Maine, through the Counties of Washington
and Hancock, to a point on the Maine Central Railroad
In Hancock County, including a branch t*
Eastport, in said Washington County, as the said
railroad and branch are now located, and also all
the railroad and franchises and property formerly
of the Calais & Baring Railroad Company described
in a certain deed executed by George A. Curran,
James Murchle and George A. Lowell to Frank B.
Randall, bearing date August 1, 1898; and also ail
the property, privileges, benefits, profits, emoluments and leasehold Interestscouveyed to Washington
County Railroad Company by a certain deed executed by Frank E. Randall and recorded in tbs
Register's office of Washington County, *n book 224,
page 476. and also all the railroad formerly belonging to the St. Croix & Penobscot Railroad Company
running from Calais to Princeton, through the town*
of Baring and Baiicyville, Washington County, and
the parish of St. Stephen, in the Province of New
Brunswick, together with ail the oilier property described in a certain deed given by the St. Croix 4k
Penobscot Railroad Company to the City of Calais,
dated March 23. 1870. and recorded in the Washington County Registry of Deeds book 126, page 389;
und also all and singular the lands, tenements and
hereditaments, rights of way and easements, and all
interests in lands hold on March 10, 1898, or thereafter acquired by the Washington County Railroad
Company for the uses und purposes of the aforeor
all
said
railroad
also
letter*
branch;
of
land
and
land
of
under
grants
patent,
water
and
water
rights, and all leasehold*,
leases, terms and parts of terms, rights under
leases or contracts, covenants or agreements, right*
of trackage, terminal, bridge, dock and ferry right*,
licenses, permits and privileges from the United
States or from the State of Maine* or from any governmental or municipal authority, and all other
rights, privileges and franchises, general or special,
held by the Washington County Railroad Company
on March 10,1898. or thereafter acquired for the use*
and purposes of said railroad or branch; and also all
railways, tracks, sidings, spurs, turnouts, bridge*,
station houses, depots, freight houses, warehouse*,

elevators, roundhouses, car houses, storehouse*,
turntables, water tanks, machine shops, repair
shops, docks, wharves, ferry-houses, and other
structures, buildings, erections and fixtures of every
kind, held on March 10. 1898, or thereafter acquired
by the Washington County Railroad Company for the
uses and purposes of the said railroad or branch; and
also all locomotives, engines, cars arid other rolling
stock and railway equipment, and all ferryboats,
steamboats, tugboats, floats, barges and other float*
ing equipment, and all tools, rails, ties, machinery.
Implements, fuel and materials held on March 10,189^
or thereafter acquired by the Washington County Rail*
road Company for the uses and purposes of the said
railroad or branch; and also all other property, real,
personal or mixed, held by the Washington County
Railroad Company on March 10. 1898, or thereafter
acquired for the purposesof said railroad or branch, or
for the construction, operation or maintenance, reparation or replacement of the said railroad or branch
or any part thereof; and also all
rights, powers,
privileges and franchises, and franchises relating to
or useful for the Bald railroad or branch, including
the right to operate and maintain the same, held on
March 10, 1898, or thereafter acquired by the Washington County Railroad Company; and also all tho
tolls, rents, issues, earnings and profits of the railroad or branch, and other property, rights and franchises mortgaged or conveyed by said railroad company in and by Its first consolidated mortgage to
the Central Trust Company of New York, Trustee,
hearing date March 10, 1898. Excepting and reserving therefrom certain parcels of property heretofore
released by the Central Trust Company of New York
from the lien of a certain mortgage made by tho
Washington County Railroad Company to the Central Trust Company of New York, as Trustee, bearing date March 10. 1898, as more particularly described In said decree on file in the office of tb*
clerk of said United States Circuit Court at Portland. Maine.

The aroresaici premises, property ana irancmsee
will be sold subject to the lien of any and all taxes,
assessments and
water rates levied or assessed
against the same .or any part or portion thereof,
and subject to all claims for operating expenses, Including supplies and materials furnished and trafflo
balances, which have accrued during the pendency
of this cause, and which the available cash In the
treasury of the Washington County Railroad Company at the dat; of said sale may not be sufficient
to satisfy.
No bid will be received by the Special Master
from any person who shall not first deposit with him
as a pledge that lie will make good his bid in case
of its acceptance the sum of twenty-five thousand
dollars (*25,000) in cash or by certified check on
some national hank or trust company of the City of
New York or the City of Boston, made or endorsed
payable to the order of the said Special Master.
The deposit received from any unsuccessful bidder
will be returned to him when the property Sh&U
The Special Master will accept
be
struck off.
no
bid for the said mortgaged premises,
property and franchises less than the sum of two million
On the
three hundred thousand dollars (S2,300.000i.
acceptance of any bid the purchaser bhall forthwith
pay to the Special Master in addition to the amount
of the deposit qualifying him to bid at said sale
the sum of $25,000 in cash or by certified check on
in
the
trust
bank or
national
company
any
City of New York or in the City of Boston,
order
of
made
or
endorsed
payable to the
bidder
shall
In
case
Master.
the Special
any
fail to make good his bid upon its acceptance by
the said Special Master, or shall fall after Buch acceptance to comply with any order of the cdurt relating to the payment thereof and the consummation
of the purchase, then the sums deposited by such
purchaser, whether paid in cash or represented by
check, shall be forfeited as a penalty for such
failure, and shall be applied to the payment of
the expenses of the sale or of a re-sale and toward
making good any deficiency or loss in case the
property shall be sold at a less price at such reIf the court shall not confirm the sale
sale.
a
for
which
deposit shall have been made,
be
returned
to the bidder.
such deposit shall
The purchaser shall on confirmation of the sale
by the court make such further payment or
payments in cash on account of the purchase price
So much
as the court may from time to time direct.
of the purchase price as may not be required by the
court to be paid in cash can either be paid in cash
make
or the purchaser may satisfy and
good such
residue of his bid in whole or in part by turning
in to be cancelled or credited the mortgage bonds
and coupons or the defendant Washington County
Railroad Company in arid by said decree adjudged to
be secured by Its mortgage or deed of trust dated
March 10, 1898, and entitled to share in the distribution of the proceeds of sale as provided in and by
said decree entered in this cause, and the purchaser
will be credited on account of such bonds and coupons with such sums as would be payable in cash In
exchange therefor out of the proceeds of sale if the
whole amount of the purchase price were paid in
The court reserves the right to re-sell the property upon such notice as the court may direct in
the purchaser shall fail or omit to make any
payment on account of the unpaid balance of the
purchase price within thirty dRys after the entry
of the order requiring such payment.
The aforesaid property, premises and franchise*
will be sold in one lot or parcel without valuation,
appraisement, redemption or extension.
For a more particular description of the property,
premises and franchises to be sold, and the term*
and conditions of the said sale, reference is hereby
made to the said decree of foreclosure and sale
entered in this cause and filed in the office of ths
Clerk of the United States Circuit Court for ths
District of Maine, at Portland, Maine.
Dated November 18, 1903.
CHARLES F LIBBY.
Special Maste*BUTLER. NOTMAN, JOLINE A MYNDERSE,
CHASE EASTMAN
Solicitors for Complainant.
case
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CASTINE.
The Devereux Co. ha- just ii lished diecharg ng a cargo of coal.
W. H H 'op*r is having a piazza bnilt
on his residence on Perkins street
A. W. Clark has the contract for piping
the custom bouse and postoffics for gas.

F. E. Lewis is making extensive repairs
on bis store at the corner of
Main and
Water streets.
Q.

Mrs.

Vogell
for

a

Parsons and Mrs. J. M
visiting in Boston and Salem

A.

are

few days.

Mrs. E. 3. Sbaw, of West Gouldsboro,
lain town visiting her daughter, MrS. J.
Walter Weeks.
Postmaster C. U. Hooper and wife, who
have been on a trip to Boston, New’ York

Washington, are home.
David Dunbar, of the steamship “Horatio Hail”, is at home for a tew dayB visiting his parents and friends.
Cart is Stevens, who has been very ili
since last June, has so far recovered as to

and

be able to sit up

an

hour

or

two each

day.

The large
to the
came

ocean tug “Mars”, belonging
Philadelphia & Reading railroad,

Saturday evening for water and

in

supplies.
F. P. Wood has nearly completed a large
reservoir on Dyer’s Head from which he
will supply his hotel and cottages with

coming season.
E. H. Carpenter and family have gore
to Brookline, Mass., to spend Thanksgiving and Christmas. Mr. Carpenter is
proprietor of the Castine Line & Twine

water the

Oo.
Coilector-of-Cnstoms G. M. Warren,
who has been in Portland for two weeks,
came on the boat Monday night, and returned to Portland Wednesday.
Mrs.
Warren, who has been in Portland for
medical treatment, ia rapidly recovering.
Nov. 23.
Spec
BLUEHILL.
Charles MarkB returned from Redstone,
N. H., last week.

Thanksgiving services will be held in
the Baptist chapel Thursday evening at
7. This will be a union meeting.
George Page, of Appleton, was in town
week, called here by the death ol his
brother-in-law, Bev. E. R. Osgo d.
One of the horses owned by Miss Pear-

last

left here tor the winter was injured so seriously last week that it was
thought beet to kill him.
son

and

The Chemteneso club held a public
meeting in the academy hall Monday
evening, Nov. 16. The programme consisted ot music, recitation^ and a debate.
Monday evening, Nov. 23, the senior
elass ot the academy gave a ten-cent supper in the Congregational vestry which
was well patronized.
Something over fll

Perhips

this beloved messenger would
produce* a benefeent thaw.
The gtrl’s q*«i sbooe, and her cheeks
“L**ok it over.” she
were like peonies.
remarked in a lofty voice. “If you find
i anything about ire mi l it aloud.”
Peter glanced through the p.\ges and
1

i HJ4

t

fctM'
By ELLIOT W ALKER

Ccrpyright% 190&, by T. C. McClure

C

started. **Ix>rdy!** he exclaitufid. “You
have got in the paper!”
“Read it.” corn unaided Miss Groot,
sitting up excitedly, “then laugh if
you want to.”
The young man commenced:

A
0

6*oi-o&,o-occK>«Ot-cy*OtO*<5
“It seems to me. Tabitha. that somelimes you think I don't know anything." observed refer in a (one ot

A GENEROUS OFFER.
We are greatly indebted to Miss Tabitha
Groot of Partridge Corners la satisfied
rat-ful impatience as he stood just In- smile from that lady] for the extremely
! kind communication herewith printed at
i'id- the kitchen door.
His hand held her
request. Our readers, we are positive,
it sufficiently ajar to admit a draft ot j will appreciate it as a contribution to be
! valued:
icy air which circulated freexingly “To the Editor of The Gasette:
j
about Miss Groot's well developed
“Admired Sir—Eight eon months of pe!j
shoulders ns she kneaded her dough rusal of your esteemed publication has
! endowed me with undoubted qualifications
in
the
bread pan
with sounding for achievements along educational tines,
I and I hereby proffer to you the advanthumps.
of my services for $10 a week-being
“Observin' man!" responded the lady. tages
now attained to the age of nineteen years.
“At certain periods, Pete. 1 hove dis- strong, healthy and of commendable apcerned faint glimmerin's of intelli- pearances—for the furtherance of the interests of your interesting periodical and
gence under that shock of tow coverin’
to enable myself to be elevated to be an
what in most folks is considered a : inmate of some desirable institution in
brain cavity, but not often—not often. I future where my talents will receive due

i

1

■

|

|

appreciation.

Boo! What’s open?"
She wheeled her plump figure with
an emphatic movement and transfixed
the thoughtless Peter with a glare of i

“Address

student, not in the
ordinary sense, bnt of tile rare variety
which assiduously seeks for an enlargement of knowledge, her special
ambition being the acquisition of language.
Unhappily, or perhaps otherwise, her opportunities were limited.
The Bunfield Gazette was her principal source of material and, coming regularly once a week, supplied an effective course of general information.
In this sheet of wisdom Tabitha
delved for words of ambitions length.
These nuggets after proper mental assimilation were applied to Peter as a
test.
If he endured them without
wincing and with some degree of comprehension Miss Groot felt secure in
broader paths. Peter had served time
at the district school in the heyday
of early youth and was therefore a fit
subject. Being consumed with admiration for Tabltha's qualities, physical as
well as mental, he was also u willing
was

in

care

of Mrs. Timothy
Iam working
With my best

respects.
“TADITHA KITTREDGE GROOT.”
We deeply deplore our Inability to avail
ourselves of Miss Groot’s courteous proposition and trust our correspondent will
pardon us for trifling changes in her letter. made necessary for the enlightenment of our readers.
Our sincere advice
to this young lady Is a decided opinion
that she keep right on working for Mrs.
Shields of Partridge Corners until time
shall bring her a modicum of common
sense
and some knowledge of English
composition, else her “desirable institution" will surely be the poorhouse—

disapproval.
Tnbitha

me

Shields. Partridge Corners.
for her. Print this, please.

a

A cry of anguish from Tabitha stopped Peter’s labored enunciation. He
did not laugh, but sprang from his
chair and held the bowed head in his
great hands, with his face against her
bright hair.
“Never mind, dear,” he whispered.
“If they don’t want you. I do.
Look
up, Tabitha. Say you will.”
The girl, still sobbing, lifted a tear
stained face and nodded.
Her lover
kissed her in rapturous relief.
Then
Tabitha spoke, and her speech was
emphatic. “I’ll never look inside that
old paper again,” she said.

one.

Now he stood with a ready finger
on the door latch, for Miss Groot could
propel dough balls unerringly when
aroused, and eyed her with an expression of sheepish pacification.
“Come in or go out!" cried Tabitha
in high wrath, forgetting her scholarship. “Here'm I, all het up workin’.
an' you tryin’ to fix consumption on to
me.
Shet that door one way or t'oth-

Whlatlrr Wu Particular.

I

that marvelous set of etchings
In fact, the bulk of them
printed.
were printed in my own printing room,
a room which I had especially arranged for the master, and it was in this
little printing room of mine that Whistler taught me the art of printing from
the copper plate.
This was my first
insight into Whistler as a great master, and one of his characteristics as
a
great master was that he would
have perfection. No matter how small
the detail it must be perfect. To begin with, he always insisted upon having old paper upon which to print his
etchings and preferably Dutch because
of a certain golden tone, unobtainable
with new paper, which this particular
kind gave to a proof.
Many a time
Whistler and I have spent weeks in
Holland poking about dirty little shops
in search of old paper, and sometimes,
after having discovered a fine collection of 3,000 or 4,000 sheets, I have
seen
Whistler literally tremble with
excitement and scarcely know how to
ask the price for joy. Then again he
was very particular as to the choice of
oil for mixing with the ink; also with
regard to the temperature of the plate,
the pressure of the press, the condition of the blankets, and, in fact, everything had to be absolutely right.—
Mortimer Meupes in Studio.

er.

saw

“It's worth while gettin’ you mad to
have you talk like a human bein'.”
grinned the culprit, with a horrible absence of tact.
was taken.
“My head aches yet
Rev. E. R. Osgood died suddenly Mon- from the dose you gin me last night.
Folks will be luffin' at you first, you
day ot last week, well advanced In years.
Fact is, pa an’ ma does now
In his earlier life he was a successful know.
behind your back, an’, while I believes
school teacher; later he entered the minIn eddication, havin’ had some myself,
istry and preached in different towns in
this county, and also in Aroostook. Last you're slingin’ too many long words
for a hired gal. if you are the puniest,
in the vilsummer bis dwelling-house
woman In Pa'tridge Comers.
L’arn all
lage was burned, and with It a large and
Mr. Osgood was a you want, Tabitha, but don't shout
valuable library.
’em around free, l'ou’ll bear from it,
scholarly man, well read, and possessed ot
good literary attainments, a man of hon- an'
This speech of mingled common
esty and integrity. For some years bis
health bad not enabled him to take part in sense and unintentional insult and comactive public work. He leaves a widow pliment was cut off by a lump of dough
striking him squarely in the mouth. He
and one daughter.
darted out, sputtering.
Nov. 24.
M.
Tabitha raged across the room and
Miss Pepprey—When you speak of your shot the bolt, her round countenance
“man”, you mean your “valet”, I sup- flaming. Then she bit hard on her rosy
pose. Cholly—Aw, yaas. You wouldn’t under lip and sat down to recover, a
have me call him me valet, would you? precept of learning being an attempt at
Miss Pepprey—Oh no; under the circum- philosophic calm under trying circumstances I think “keeper” would be a betstances.
The Top Rat.
“Let's see,” she ruminated. “Go slow,
ter word to use.
Tall hats, “pearking up like the spire
“I may not see you again for years,” now, Tab. Think. Pete's edgin' up to of a steeple a quarter of a yard above
—to matrimonial overtoors—that’s right the crowne." as a sixteenth century
sighed the tiresome lover. “This rose
—correct. I mean. You’re assistin’ his writer describes them, were known in
you have worn—may I not have it to remember—” “Take it and go!” she cried ma in household duties an' just as the time of Elizabeth, and the Puriwearily. “You are cold to me. It I good as he is—hired gal!—that was tans affected them until they merged
thought you would be ever thus Iswefr mean. The flesh is willin’, but the Into the old fashioned beaver of our
to you I would take rov life—” “Go, and
is weakenin’. I swan—that is, 1 great-grandfathers’ days. Top hats of
take it,” she said, banding him the rose. spirit
utterly swear—that I won't give such silk appeared first in Florence about
a
fool another thought. 'Twill be a 1800, and twenty years later silk hats
SWmtisnsnitss.
mistake. My ideas is more elevated, with felt bodies were introduced into
an’ I'll rise with ’em. Oh, ginger, my England.
bread!”
The Cause of
About 1840 the French silk hat was
Mias Groot sighed as culinary opera- placed on the market and at once
Sudden
tions were resumed. “The farm will adopted in the familiar “chimney pot”
There were several varieties
There is a disease prevailing in this come to Peter in the ordinary course shape.
country most dangerous because so decep- of events,” she reflected sorrowfully. of It, such as the Wellington hat, with
£-: III II Eji-XW tive. Many sudden "It’s a good one, an’ his pa’s failin’; the yeoman crown; the Anglesea hat,
ik
deaths are caused by
but no; an edified mind has higher as- bell shaped at the top, and the D’Orsay
it
heart
disease, pirations than cows an’ pigs, an’ I’ll bat, with ribbed silk binding and a big
heart be at the head of a woman's college if bow.
pneumonia,
ii\ failure or apoplexy I
The color also varied.
Thus the
keep on. I ain’t only nineteen an’
are often the result
of bearin’, if I do say it. Earl of Harrington started a craze for
of kidney disease. If impressive
Wonder how I’ll look in one of them green top hats by wearing one in his
kidney trouble is allowed to advance the gowns with a four cornered hat atop garden with the idea of not frightenkidney poisoned of my auburn locks. Imposin’ as any ing the birds. He also tested his silk
blood will attack the of ’em, I guess.”
The top
i hats by standing upon them.
^TWWminioffli.rTinjf—l vuai organs or me
This modest view of the future ex- hat, however, was never so favored
kidneys themselves break down and waste alted Tabitha’s spirit as she shoved by any great personage as to account
j
away cell by cell.
! for Its general adoption.—London Anher loaves into the oven.
Bladder troubles most always result from
she
an
swers.
“Pshaw!”
exclaimed, striking
a derangement of the kidneys and a cure is
obtained quickest by a proper treatment of attitude. “Laugh at me, will they? I’ll
Got Hta Money'! Worth.
the kidneys. If you are feeling badly you start the laugh t’other way an’ do it
can make no mistake by taking Dr. Kilmer’s
A lady palmist was recently prosetoday. ‘Hitch your wagon to a star,’ as
Swamp-Root, the great kidney, liver and Emerson says. He oughter have said cuted, and an amusing incident was
bladder remedy.
‘unite’ or ‘attach,’ but the idea ain’t noted in connection with the case. One
It corrects inability to hold urine and scalddiseouragin,’ an’ I’ll pitch right in an’ of the witnesses called by the police
ing pain in passing it, and overcomes that
Then Mis’ was an individual who did not appear
attention attracted.
unpleasant necessity of being compelled to get
Shields can look round for other help. to be overburdened with intelligence.
go often during the day, and to get up many
times during the night.
Maybe they’ll want me in their office During a smart cross examination deThe mild and the
fendant's counsel asked him:
extraordinary effect of Swamp-Root is soon right away.”
“On first going into the room did you
realized. It stands the highest for its wonroor re ter. uuring ine ensuing xen
cures
of
the
derful
most distressing cases..
days he was frozen with a succession pay a shilling fee to the defendant?”
is
to
take
and
sold
Swamp-Root
pleasant
of refrigerating snubs and acid re“Yes,” was the reply.
by all druggists in fifty-cent and one-dollar pulses which cast him into the depths
“What did she tell you in return for
5izea ooiucs.
ou may
of despondency. Tabitha appeared ab- the money?”
have a sample bottle of
sorbed in rapt contemplation of affairs
“Oh,” said the witness, "she towld me
this wonderful new disbeyond the mundane. She was silent, lots o’ things, some on ’em true, some
covery and a book that
tells all about it, both Horn* of swanp-Boot.
yet expectant as one waiting for a en ’em half true an’ some on ’em lees.”
“Now.” continued the counsel after
sent free by mail. Address Dr. Kilmer & Co.
message of unbounded import. Still he
Binghamton, N. Y. When writing mention lingered mournfully about the region the laughter had died away, “this is
of Miss Groot’s performances, with an the point I wish to get at: Was there
trading this generous offer in this naDer.
Did the
Don’t make any mistake, but remember the
eye to lending an assisting hand. It any attempt at imposition?
name, Swamp*Root, Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root,
lady impose upon you at all?”
was not desired. Neither was converand the address, Binghamton, N. Y., on every
“Oh, dear, no"’ was the response. “I
sation. Peter visibly drooped.
bottle.
Then came Thursday evening and knowed It wor all gammon, so there
the Bunfield Gazette. Peter welcomed couldn’t be no imposition. Besides, it
it and at once repaired to the kitchen wor a bad shillin’ as I guv her, to start
APOTHECARY.
and held it out as a peace offering. wl’!”—Tit-Bits.

Many

Deaths.

T tn
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|
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C.

A.

Ellsworth,

PARCHER,
Maine

'SUbrttincituntt.

FROM BCCKSPOHT.
"L

The schooner

iz e

Lee*’ baa arrived

to haul up for the winter.

Theodore Woodtmn Cunningham baa
to speua Thanksgiving

M. GALLERT.

gone to Boston
with friends.

Ray Fellows and Alexis Luce saw the
big Yale-Harvard game at Cambridge
last

Saturday.

WHY

Fort Knox lodge I. O. O. F. Is prosper
tog, having initiated four candidate at
the last meeting.

BUSINESS

THIS

GROWS.

It grows through
knowledge of your needs. It grows by catering
to those needs In an intelligent and careful manner. It grows by giy.
our

The Methodist Sunday school has decona Christmas tree and
cert on Christmas night.
Bucksport will ioee several families
shortly, the heads of which are employed
in the new Britton tannery at Brewer.

ing you the honest worth of your money. It grows through Its energy,
activity and push. These qualities are always in'evidence. We want
to give you just the service that you’ll appreciate. We want this
store to be first in your mind when you’ve dry goods to buy. The
new season opens with broader, better buying possibilities under this

cided to have

1

Jed Seavey, of North Bucksport, seems
to be st the top of the list for hunters,
hiving shot a deer which dressed 300

roof than

j

ever

before.

pouuds.
Contractor W. F. Ferry is making good
progress on the new quarters at Fort
Kuox.
The building is well In frane,
and will be closed in this week.
On account of the

ing help here,
branch

it

They're all here and ready for you to admire and choose from. Let
this handsome outfit of new suits assist you in making up your mind
Prices we know will impress you
as to the wanted style and weave.
favorably. We announce special suit prices as follows:

j

difficulty in procurreported that the

is

e»ubU*bment

knitting factory

of

the

Creamer

$8.75, $10, $12.50, $15, $17.50, $18.50, $20, $25.

probably close.
A harvest supper will be given at the
N. E. 0 |F. hall iu Milivale ou Thursday
of the
the

will

coming week, for

preacbingifund

The newest

benefit of
East Bucks-

the

for tbe

Autumn

port church.
\
The schooner “Good Intent” hes been
sold by E. B. Gardner to Belfast parties.
Sue is said to be.the oldest schooner afloat
next to the

“Polly”, having

been built

Braintree. Mass., in 1813.
Miss Nora Cousins entertained

Spinster (club

on

Among those present

Tbursdsy
were

evening

Grant,(Josepbiue Hancock, Helen Page,
Martha White and Frances Heath.
At tbe(Elm street church, commencing
Sunday .evening, there will be a
week or more of revival meetings.
The
pastor will be assisted by Rev. George S.

FURS.

Mills, of Belfast, and probably other outof-town clergymen.

meeting and elected tbe following
officers: Mrs. Fred Wood, president; Mrs.
William Forsyth, vice-president; Mrs.

annual

t

j

We

fully prepared

hava

!
•

with

1

enables

leading

ready to show the best
line of Underwear for ladies,
misses and children we have
We carry a full
ever carried.
line in each of heavy, medium
and light weights in vests, pants
and union suits. Our leaders in
25c and 50o grades.

The introductory sale of NEW

Autumn Waists.
Nearly

as

in winter

|

many shirt waists sold
in summer. Highest

HOSIERY.

as

perfection has been reached in
waist making. These waists are
very dressy and they're very
modestly priced.
Silk and Satin Waists at $5

Our 25c hose for ladies, misses
and children, in either cashmere,
fleeced or cotton, are the best any
store offers.

and $1$.

We have.the

Heavy Cotton Waists, Cheviots, Vestings from #1 up to $5.
Woolen Waists from $1.50
to $5.
The lowness of the prices will

Corsets and Gloves
Come to us when in want of
or Gloves, and; we will

Corsets

fit you to whatever you

astonish you.

the most important departin our store.
Every
dressmaker knows our lines and
are

ments

We offer unusual inducements

half bleached

in bleached and

require.

Dress Trimmings and
Dress Linings.

Domestic and Housekeeping
IGoods.

patronizes them. There are no
departments better stocked
than these anywhere.
Carpetings, Mattings, Linoleums and Oil Cloths, Rugs and
Curtains. A full and complete

Napkins and Towels,
Bedspreads and Blankets.

Damask

two

We carry the newest Waist-

ings, Mercerized goods, Flannelettes. The largest stock of Outing Flannels at 5c, 8c aud.lOc
per yard.

assortment

a lot of prices, or even try to
the
figures
only attraction. We have
simply tried to give you an outline of our new fall stock.',. Your intelligence, to which we appeal, will tell you that they are low-priced goods

It has not been our intention to

convey to you that low

quote
are

and high-cost goods. Our aim has been and is to give the very best
values possible for the money you have to invest, be it much or little.

Rebaked.

M. CALLERT.

Hoffmann, the German physicist, arrived in Glasgow late one Saturday
night and on Sunday morning went to

The True “L. F.” Medicine

HOflE BANKING SYSTEH
Savings Dept., First National Bank,
ELLSWORTH.

“It is with pleasure that I can give
you my testimonial for the True ‘L. F.*
Atwood’s Bitters.
For forty years it

Man.

Mrs. Hayseed—What's he bin a-doin’
now?
Mr. Hayseed—Paintin’ his barn ag’in,
an' there ain’t no occasion fur it ’cept
tew git his name in {he paper.—Philadelphia Press.

Underwear.
We are

$35.

•

toriety.

Jersey Knit

f

The Primitive Clock.

Vain

magnifi-

SPECIAL—Some Fur Driving Coats (ladies’), at $25 and
I

[

fur manufacturers

to offer some

us

purse.

A gasoline engine will be installed at
seminary to pump water from tbe
It is not known
new
artesian well.
whether tbe present flow of tbe well will
be sufficient tor tbe needs of the Institution or not. If upon trial it is found to
be Insufficient, tbe boring will be resumed, and tbe drill sent down until a
sufficient flow is obtained.

Mr. Hayseed—There ain't nothin’ thet
Si Peters loves more’n newspaper no-

reen

cent values in Fur Coats, Scarfs
and Muffs. Prices to fit every

tbe

call on Lord Kelvin.
The doorbell was answered by a woman servant, whom Hoffmann asked
if Sir William was at home.
The servant answered, “Sir, he most
certainly is not."
Hoffmann then asked, “Could you tell
me where I could find him?”
“Sir,” she answered, “you will find
him at church, where you ought to be!”

New Petticoats in Silk, Moand Mercerized.
S PEC I AL«— Beautiful Petticoats from 91 up to 910.

our-

selves to meet the increased deOur long connection
mand.

H. Sails.

A naturalist, while visiting Great Sanone of those islands of the Indian
ocean known as the Celebes or Spice
islands, found a curious time recorder
lodged at the house of a rajah. Two
bottles were firmly lashed together and
fixed in a wooden frame. A quantity
of black sand ran “from one bottle into
the other in just half an hour, and
when the upper bottle was empty the
Twelve short
frame was reversed.
sticks, marked with notches from one
to twelve, were hung upou a string. A
hook was placed between the stick
bearing the number of notches corresponding to the hour last struck and
the one to be struck next. The sentry
announced the time by striking the
hours on a large gong.

"petticoats.

This'lwiU be the biggest fur
season in the history of Maine,

Georgia Buck, secretary and treasurer;
directors, Mrs. B. P. Blodgett, Mrs. C. C.
Homer, Mrs. G. H. Emerson and Mrs. J.

glr,

is complete in all the new and
desirable fabrics. Heather amt
Scotch Mixtures, Tweeds, Zibilines, Corert Cloths, Cheviots.
Of thin (roods, for house and
evening wear, our line is very
extensive, both in all wool and
silk and wool fabrics. All wool
and silk and wool Crepes, Voiles,
Batistes, Albatross and fancy
weaves.
All prices from the
lowest to the best

them.

next

The ladles of the benevolent society of
Elm street church have held tbelr

and.Winter

customers like to
get the lirst selection from the
exclusive things in Coats. We’ve
got these exclusive styles here;
they are ready to be shown to
you. You know that you are
welcome to come and inspect

Misses Urace

the

Our Dress Goods
Stock

Many of|our

the

The schooner "A. M. Nicholson", Capt.
John Mclnnis, the second of !tbe Nicholson fleet to arrive, came In Friday with
about 2.000 quintals of cod, nearly a full
fare and the largest fare.which is expected. The rest ol the fleet is on the way.
The E. M.C. B. football team has disbandedjfor the season. Considering tte
adverse circumstances, the team baa made
an excellent showing,
having defeated
and tied Brewer, defeated U. of M, 2d
and tied Bangor. The prospects for next
season are good, as the most of the present team will be available.

shapes for

Coats.

In

A benefit entertainment for tbeBuckiport baseball (team is being arranged In
the way of an amateur dramatic performance whicblwlll be given In Emery hall
later in tbe.Beaaon. It will be similar to
an entertainment given last year.

Autumn and Winter Costumes.

Stylish

_

has

?l

MeddMTor
Forty Years—
For All Troubles

Arising from a
Disordered
Stomach
has

no

John

H. Wills,

been

our

family

medicine for headache.
torpid Uver, Indigestion
and biliousness and all
ailments arising from
disordered stomach
and bowels. It surely
..

equal for us.”

—

Farmington,

**vln|ff
—"KsUept
oe,

FlrsjHatioaalBa
nc_

Mr and Mrs.
Me.

Her Voice.

Alice (an amateur vocalist)—If you
had my voice what would you do with
it?
Jessie—I don’t know, dear, but I believe I would give it a holiday till the
man came round; then I would have it
tuned.

Oytpemla, Heartburn, Sick Headache, and All Fomu
of hdigert'ao and Mal-Asslmllatloii are Cared hy
the Tree “L F." Medicine

H.* C.

A Pointed Hint.

Dissatisfied Guest—Waiter, you don’t
seem to know how to broil a steak at
this eating house. Let me give you a
some alacrity)—All right,
usually calls ’em tips.

Writer (with

•uh, only

Mertaier and Maimer.
Graduate of Egyptian
Maas.

pointer.
we

BUNKER,
Chemieyi

Embalming College,

FRANKLIN,

Co.

B«ton.

MAINE.

Your deposit with us earns three per eeut. interest. Open your account with $1 or more, get
one of these Home Deposit Banks free, ana
watch your savings grow.
Notice—If you cannot call at the bank, notify us and our representative will call upon you.

Six Dining Chairs Free
with 110 order of tkwpi. Teas
Ooffe* *, Spleen, Extracts, Toile
Articles and Standard Groceries
Send at once for our big catalogue
I of 5JOO Other Premium* given
: with assortments of $5 and
upi wards. I>ept. A, Home Supply
! Co., Augusta, Me.

The more eyes an advertisement catches
the more dollars it is worth.

